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Let us go out
and enjoy the snow, until
we tumble over.
— Bashō
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Abstract
Fast deformations of snow are relevant for many snow mechanical applications, such as understanding avalanche formation, avalanche dynamics,
and mobility in snow. During fast deformation, snow typically undergoes fracture and has to be treated therefore as both a sintered and
granular material. These large deformation processes can conveniently
be studied with the Discrete Element Method (DEM), in which the material is commonly represented by spherical particles. This constitutes a
fundamental problem of how the complex, non-spherical microstructure
of snow can be mapped onto spheres with suitable particle and contact
properties to facilitate model validation by experiments.
The present thesis addressed this problem by designing and analyzing
a spherical model snow type, referred to as ice beads, as an experimental realization of "true" sphere microstructures required in DEM models.
The new snow type was mechanically and structurally characterized in
the sintered as well as in the granular state with focus on particle and
contact properties. The work combined microstructure characterization
through X-ray tomography image analysis, mechanical compression and
angle of repose experiments, sintering experiments, and DEM simulations to assess the potential of ice beads for validation of micromechanical DEM snow models. The analyses were carried out in four steps and
included prominent natural snow types for comparison.
To reduce experimental uncertainties, particles with highly spherical
shapes were needed. A new method was developed for producing ice
beads, to meet the requirements of very round particles. With an automated routine, particles and contacts could be objectively determined in
3D X-ray tomography images. This was the basis for detailed analyses
and an efficient microstructure reconstruction in DEM.
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Abstract

Particle shape was used as a parameter to explain the differences in
granular dynamics between natural snow and spherical particles, i.e. ice
beads or DEM particles. In angle of repose experiments it was shown
that sintering during short contact times (seconds) does indeed influence
granular dynamics of snow. The experiments could be well explained by
an empirical model based on shape and sintering (temperature).
The strength and deformation of sintered snow are determined by
inter-particle contacts. This relation was investigated in unconfined compression experiments of sintered samples. The sintered contacts of the
samples should have been fully determined in the 3D tomography images,
however, the discovered porosity in the contacts inhibited the quantification of contact sizes. The porosity was explained as an instable growth
process during sintering that depends on particle size. This particlesize-dependence was investigated in a detailed analysis of the sintering
process in ice bead samples to examine the sizes for which porous bonds
can be avoided in future experiments. An improved estimate of the contacts by higher-resolution tomography was derived, which was key for
the DEM validation.
Eventually, the compression tests were simulated in DEM models.
Based on the 3D X-ray images of the ice bead samples, identical microstructures could be examined in experiments and DEM simulations
for the first time. The results revealed that the microstructures must
be reconstructed in models with a high degree of detail; particularly
important are the contacts which represent a key component of the microstructure. If the microstructures are adequately simulated, models
can reproduce experimental observations by only using experimentally
constrained particle and contact parameters in the DEM model. For
a more detailed comparison between experiments and simulations the
porosity in the contacts should be avoided in future experiments.
The results of the thesis show that the simplified microstructures of
ice beads facilitate the validation of micromechanical properties required
for DEM modeling, like particles (size and shape) and contacts, in the
sintered and granular state. This is an essential step towards faithfully
simulating natural snow in DEM. The outlook comprises suggestions for
future improvements, particularly in view of simulating natural snow.
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Zusammenfassung
Schnelle Verformung von Schnee ist relevant für die meisten Anwendungsgebiete der Schneemechanik, zum Beispiel für das Verständnis von
Lawinenentstehung und -dynamik, oder zur Optimierung von Mobilität
in Schnee. Während schneller Verformung kommt es meistens zu Bruch
im Schnee, weshalb er sowohl als gesintertes als auch als granulares Material betrachtet werden muss. Für numerische Simulationen solcher Prozesse eignet sich die Diskrete Elemente Methode (DEM), in der das Material üblicherweise mit Kugeln dargestellt wird. Daraus ergibt sich die
zentrale Frage, wie komplex geformte Schneemikrostrukturen durch Kugeln mit entsprechenden Partikel- und Kontakteigenschaften dargestellt
werden können, um DEM Modelle mit Experimenten zu validieren.
Dieses Problem wurde in der vorliegenden Doktorarbeit angegangen,
indem Eiskügelchen als eine neue Schneeart eingeführt wurden, mit welchen typische DEM Mikrostrukturen experimentell untersucht werden
konnten. Um das Potenzial diese Modellschnees für die Validierung mikromechanischer DEM Modelle zu ermitteln, wurde er strukturell und
mechanisch sowohl im granularen als auch im gesinterten Zustand charakterisiert, mit Schwerpunkt auf Partikel- und Kontakteigenschaften.
Die Mikrostrukturen wurden durch Röntgentomographiebilder (3D-CTBilder) analysiert und mechanische Kompressions- und Schüttwinkelexperimente, sowie extra Sinterexperimente und DEM Simulationen wurden durchgeführt. Zum Vergleich wurde auch natürlicher Schnee untersucht.
Um die experimentellen Unsicherheiten so gering wie möglich zu halten, war die Rundheit der Partikel massgeblich. Zur Herstellung möglichst kugelförmiger Eisteilchen wurde eine neue Methode entwickelt.
Die Partikel und Kontakte konnten automatisiert in den 3D-CT-Bildern
bestimmt werden, was für alle weiteren Forschungsfragen essentiell war.
VII

Zusammenfassung

In den Experimenten zur Charakterisierung von granularem Schnee
war die Partikelform entscheidend. Damit liessen sich Unterschiede in
den Fliesseigenschaften von natürlichem Schnee und den Eiskügelchen,
bzw. den runden DEM Partikeln, erklären. Weiterhin konnte in den
Schüttwinkelexperimenten nachgewiesen werden, dass Sintern auch während kurzen (Sekunden) Kontaktzeiten auftritt und die Fliesseigenschaften von Schnee beeinflusst. Diese Experimente konnten mit beiden Einflussfaktoren, Partikelform und Sintern, durch ein empirisches Modell
erklärt werden.
Für die Festigkeit und Verformbarkeit von gesintertem Schnee sind
die gesinterten Kontakte zwischen Partikeln ausschlaggebend, was in
Kompressionsexperimenten untersucht wurde. Die gesinterten Kontakte
sollten in den 3D-CT-Bildern der experimentellen Proben quantifiziert
werden, was jedoch durch die unerwartete Porösität in den Kontakten
nicht möglich war. Diese Porösität wurde auf eine Instabilität im Kristallwachstum während des Sinterns zurückgeführt, die ab einer gewissen
Partikelgrösse auftritt. In einer detaillierten Analyse des Sinterprozesses
wurde untersucht, mit welchen Partikelgrössen poröse Kontakte in zukünftigen Experimenten vermieden werden können. Zudem konnte aus
den hochaufgelösten 3D-CT-Bildern ein Mass für die Kontaktflächen bestimmt und für die Modellvalidierung verwendet werden.
Schlussendlich wurden die Kompressionstests in DEM-Modellen simuliert. Mithilfe der 3D-CT-Bilder der Eiskügelchen konnten erstmals identische Mikrostrukturen in Experimenten und DEM-Simulationen untersucht werden. Dabei wurde deutlich, dass die Mikrostrukturen sehr detailgetreu rekonstruiert werden müssen und insbesondere die Kontakte
zwischen den Partikeln einen zentralen Aspekt der Mikrostruktur darstellen. Gelingt es die Kontakte gut zu simulieren, können experimentelle
Details in den Simulationen abgebildet werden, basierend auf experimentell bestimmten Partikel- und Kontakteigenschaften. Für einen detaillierteren Vergleich von Simulationen und Experimenten müssen die porösen
Kontakte künftig vermieden werden.
In dieser Arbeit wurde gezeigt, dass die vereinfachten, wohldefinierten Mikrostrukturen der Eiskügelchen die Validierung mikomechanischer
DEM modelle ermöglichen. Dies ist ein wichtiger Schritt um auch natürlichen Schnee zuverlässig mit DEM simulieren zu können. Der Ausblick
beinhaltet Vorschläge für weitere Verbesserungen, insbesondere bezüglich Simulationen von natürlichem Schnee.
VIII

Introduction

1

Snow fascinates with its tiny crystals of marvelous beauty that together
can change our landscape overnight. Why can we build a snowman on
one day but not on another day? Why do we get a sunburn in snow
more easily? Why can we build an igloo that keeps us warm in a cold
winter night? Why is fluffy powder often just a one-day pleasure? Why
are avalanches so difficult to predict? And why is snow so important for
the climate on earth?
Answers to these questions originate in the warm temperature of snow
that makes it fascinating also from a scientific point of view. Material
scientists classify snow as a hot material, since it is always close to the
melting point. This has large implications on the properties of snow:
snow changes its shape rapidly and forms different structures which we
experience as different snow types with different properties; snow sinters
and connects individual snow crystals to a complex microstructure. That
these processes occur under natural conditions and on relatively short
time-scales, during minutes, hours, and days, makes snow an ambivalent
material. On one hand, observing processes like sintering is much easier
in snow than in other materials such as metals, which exhibit similar
behavior only at uncomfortable temperatures of several hundred to over
thousand degree Celsius. On the other hand, snow always changes its
shape and physical properties within very short times such that these
changes cannot be neglected and make it difficult to predict the behavior
of snow.
For a detailed and accurate description of the material properties of
snow, the complex and quickly changing microstructure of snow has to
be explicitly taken into account. The geometry of the microstructure and
the material properties of ice together determine the thermal, optical,
and mechanical properties of snow. The optical properties are impor1
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tant, for example, for remote sensing of snow and the prediction of snow
melt; thermal properties of snow are relevant for its insulating effect on
sea ice, permafrost, animals and plants beneath the snow; mechanical
properties of snow are important for avalanche prediction and protection, construction of infrastructures (roads, houses, bridges), handling
snow in piste preparation or road clearing. The present thesis focuses
on the latter topic, snow mechanics, and its microstructural foundation.

1.1

Snow mechanics

The goal of snow mechanics is to understand the response of snow under
load for predicting deformation and failure of the material. Research
on snow mechanics dates back to the 1930s [5], when first experiments
were performed to establish constitutive relations of snow. Since then,
research has been motivated by the need to understand and predict
avalanches, to create adequate infrastructures, or to optimize mobility
on snow in designing appropriate car tires or a perfect ski wax.
Diverse factors strongly influence the mechanical behavior of snow.
The density has a strong influence, which is obvious to anybody who
experiences snow - imagine soft, freshly fallen snow, or dense, almost
icy firn. Snow is often considered as a foam of ice [55], where the
porosity ranges from 90 - 20% air (fresh snow to dense firn). Given
this wide range, density is a primary indicator for mechanical properties
[78, 105]. Besides density, the mechanical behavior of snow strongly depends on deformation rates: at low deformation rates, snow can sustain
considerable strains and stresses while deforming in a ductile manner; in
contrast, at high deformation rates only small strains and stresses can
be reached before brittle failure. The so-called ductile-brittle-transition
occurs at strain-rates between 10−4 and 10−3 s−1 , depending on temperature [86, 103]. The temperature and strain rate dependence are in
principle coupled [55]. These three examples (density, strain rate, temperature) indicate the large parameter space that has to be considered
for the investigation of snow behavior. Many experiments have been
conducted to investigate the relations between stress and strain and to
formulate failure criteria, which were summarized in the review papers
[78, 90, 99, 105].
2

1.1. Snow mechanics

Snow mechanical approaches can be classified into two categories [105].
The experiments mentioned above belong to the first category, which
comprises experiments in which behavior of snow is observed and described at the macro-scale, in order to find values for the parameters
of the constitutive equations. However, the validity is limited to the
respective experimental conditions (e.g. density, strain rates, temperature etc.). The second category comprises experiments that consider
snow microstructure in order to understand micromechanical processes
to predict macromechanical behavior. This approach is able to actually
explain or derive the macro-scale behavior from the microstructure that
is valid, in the best of all worlds for all snow types and possible conditions. In addition, the latter approach significantly widens the interest
and relevance of snow mechanics, because it can be compared to other
materials. Both categories of experiments and approaches are required
to derive homogenized, macroscale descriptions of snow in terms of constitutive equations and relevant microstructural parameters beyond the
density.
The necessity of pursuing the second approach, which includes the
microstructure, becomes obvious from the limitations of using only the
density as predictor for macroscopic behavior. The large scatter of elastic modulus, strength, and viscosity against density [78] limits the scope
of validity of density as indicator for mechanical properties. In two independent studies it has been observed that compressive load in snow
is transmitted only by a small portion of snow grains in the structure
[2, 60]. In these descriptions, some grains form "dead ends", which contribute with their mass to the density, but not to bearing load. In
other experiments, an increase of strength in time was observed, while
the density of the samples remained constant [24, 119]. The increasing
strength was in both cases attributed to the microstructural evolution
via sintering. The observation of an increase in unconfined compressive
strength by a factor ten in time dismissed density as primary indicator
[24]. These observations triggered new ideas - and problems: the contact
area between grains helped to explain the observed increased strength
[119] - but how to determine it efficiently?
With this, a central question of snow micromechanics can be stated:
how does the material behavior depend on the microstructure and processes therein, and how can the microstructure be characterized?

3
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1.2

Snow microstructure

Snow consists of ice crystals that precipitate as snow flakes in a large
variety of fascinating shapes [69]. On the ground, the single hexagonal
crystals grow together (sinter) and form a complex polycrystalline ice
skeleton, which we refer to as the snow microstructure. The microstructure constitutes the porous medium snow and defines any physical properties of snow. Being composed of ice, snow has many similarities with
other crystalline materials, such as metals.
A special characteristic of snow is that it is thermodynamically always
close to its melting point. This is expressed in the homologous temperature (ratio of actual temperature and temperature of melting point in
K), which for snow is even at -50◦ C very high with 0.82. For this reason,
snow is classified as a hot material. The high homologous temperature
implies that ice crystals have considerable thermal energy and surface
molecules are volatile [8]. The high temperature has large implications
on structural, and consequently on physical properties of snow. Rearrangement of the volatile surface molecules is caused by local differences
in the energetic state of the surface. This may cause different modes
of mass transportation [8, 30, 61, 69]. These processes, commonly referred to as snow metamorphism, lead to various geometries of the snow
microstructure which we experience as different snow types.
Snow types differ in the connectivity of the microstructures, grain
sizes, grain shapes, and physical properties [21]. Microstructures and
grain shapes can be observed, for example, with X-ray tomography images and under a normal light microscope (Fig. 1.1): Fresh snow looks
like the crystals in the upper row of Figure 1.1 - settled, rounded grain
snow (middle row) several days after snow fall consists of well connected
grains - faceted grain snow (bottom row) forms coarser structures.
The images in Figure 1.1 show snow in two fully different states: snow
as sintered, solid-like material in the 3D µCT images, and as a granular
material of disintegrated grains under the microscope. Snow is a granular material during snowfall (consisting e.g. of star-shaped particles as
the upper right photography shows), or after fracture of the sintered
microstructure (as shown in the fragmented particles in of rounded and
faceted grain snow in the middle and lower image). Both states, sintered
and granular, possess different microstructural and mechanical proper-

4
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2 mm

2 mm

Fig. 1.1: Diversity of snow types originates from different grain
shapes; here from top to bottom: Fresh snow, rounded grain snow,
faceted grain snow. Snow crystals can be observed in microscope images (right column) only if they are freshly fallen like the star-shaped
crystal in the first row or as fragmented particles. The differences in
crystal size are typical for these snow types, which is indicated with
the scale at the bottom. The left column shows typical microstructures
visualized by 3D tomography imaging. (Images: SLF Snow Physics.)
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ties. The transitions between these two states are caused either by brittle
fracture under mechanical load, or by sintering and metamorphism.

1.2.1

Sintering

If snow crystals are in contact, they grow together by sintering - a process that is typical for hot materials [8, 30]. As during metamorphism,
molecules are redistributed within the microstructure to minimize its
energy. In fact, sintering must be regarded as an early stage of metamorphism and these two processes go hand in hand. The schematic
in Figure 1.2(A) illustrates the mass-redistribution during sintering on
two particles in contact that were initially spherical. Molecules from the
body of the spheres are moved to the contact region and fill the space between the particles around the contact point. This results in a reduction
of the total surface area. If vapor transport is the dominant process, it
is driven by different equilibrium vapor pressures at the particle surfaces
near and far from the contact point, due to different curvatures (GibbsThomson-effect). However, different mass transportation mechanisms
contribute to the sintering process [43, 61], which are comprehensively
summarized by Blackford et al. [8]. The predominance of transportation
mechanisms varies with the stage and conditions of sintering. For snow,
it has been found that sintering proceeds mainly via the vapor phase,
so called vapor-diffusion sintering [8, 15, 43]. Two sintered ice particles
are shown in the microscope image in Figure 1.2(B). A grain boundary
can clearly be seen as a rim where the two particles sintered (taken from
[8]).
The sintered contact area increases in time, the effect of sintering
is stronger on smaller particle sizes and at higher temperatures [8, 114].
Sintering rates vary for different snow types and grain shapes, with different initial contact areas and local surface curvatures [41]. While the sintered necks grow in time during minutes, hours, and months, the grains
in the microstructure become better connected and the microstructure
gains strength (e.g. [24, 41, 45]).
While sintering on time-scales of minutes to months is quite well investigated for snow within the wealth of metamorphism studies, very little
is known about fast sintering within seconds. In laboratory experiments
with two spherical ice particles brought into contact for durations in the
sub-second range, a measurable effect of sintering was observed [32, 114].
6
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Fig. 1.2: Two sintered ice particles: mass transportation from the
bulk to the contact region between two particles increases the circular
contact area (indicated with the bond radius rb ) as sketched in (A);
the resulting neck clearly shows the grain boundary between the two
particles (B - scanning electron microscopy image, taken from [8])

This was explained by instantaneous freezing of a liquid-like layer on the
particle surface [19, 44, 93], which forms a solid, crystalline contact between two particles [114]. The observed time-dependence was explained
by the formation of an initial contact area due to elastic deformation of
the particles, which increases in time via creep when the particles are
pushed against each other. The creep deformation strongly depends on
temperature and the applied contact forces. Since high contact forces
were applied on the particles in the latter experiment, the role of fast
sintering in snow mechanics is still barely understood. However, few
studies report the observation of cohesion in snow during dynamical,
macroscopical processes such as avalanches [58, 112], which is explained
by fast sintering at temperatures close to 0◦ C . On the grain scale, this
effective "cohesion" was observed during short contact times in angle of
repose experiments [63].
Mechanically, sintering is relevant on all time scales. It strengthens
the structure over time and transforms snow from a granular into a solidlike material. Such a transition may also happen during deformation,
e.g. during avalanche release or flow on short time-scales. Consequently,
the sintering state of the microstructure needs to be carefully characterized.
7
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1.2.2

Microstructure characterization

Due to the diversity of snow types, investigated snow has to be characterized in any scientific study of snow. Various studies focus on the
characterization of snow microstructure to find microstructural metrics
and suggest methods to measure them (e.g. [28, 37, 47, 71, 95, 116]).
However, there is no set of parameters that specifies snow exactly for all
purposes, i.e. under mechanical, optical or thermal view points.
The difficulty of finding relevant microstructural parameters becomes
obvious when looking at grain size, a rather simple property - on first
sight. Upon further inspection the ambiguity becomes apparent: what
is a grain in a sintered microstructure? In the traditional snow classification [21], several grains are "sampled" by hand from the snow pack
for investigation in loose, disintegrated form under a magnifying glass.
Thus, the determination of grain size is a subjective method, based on
a mechanical fragmentation process and the destruction of the sintered
state. In the international classification, grain size is defined as the
largest extension of the grain [21]. This definition presumes that the
largest extension is visible under the microscope or magnifying glass,
which only captures a 2D projection of the 3D particle. The grain extension as metric for grain size is somehow characteristic for the snow
type [21] and can be helpful when considering snow mechanics, at most
at a qualitative level, e.g. to guess how well grains are connected [104].
For optical snow properties it is known that the grain extension is simply
the wrong metric. In this case, the surface area and the volume of grains
are relevant [123]. This leads to another metric for grain size, namely
the optical equivalent grain size, which is defined by the inverse of the
specific surface area, the ratio of sample surface to sample volume. This
example illustrates that not even for an apparently simple property grain size - there is an unambiguous metric. The way of characterizing
snow depends on the specific purpose.
Despite the ambiguity of defining grains and contacts in a sintered microstructure, the concept of grains (grain size, grain shape, inter-granular
contact) is important for many applications. The ambiguity becomes
clearer when looking at the microscopy image of rounded grains in Figure 1.1: it shows fragmented pieces of snow, which still consist of several
sintered crystals; the sintered contacts are large, thus, the crystals form
a rather continuous structure, where irregular shaped grains and con8
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tacts between grains can hardly be discerned. Nonetheless, the shape of
the crystals is so central that it is used to classify snow types by visual
judgment of disintegrated snow particles [21]. In this way, physical properties are assigned to snow types, instead of directly deducing physical
properties from parametrized features of grains or microstructures. Such
an indirect way is taken, because of the difficulty to characterize irregular grain shapes by adequate shape parameters to predict the physical
properties. This is a general problem for describing granular materials
[3, 96, 107]. In snow, characterizing grain shapes is even more complex,
since it is not clear what a grain and a contact actually is in a sintered
microstructure. Today, sintered microstructures can be characterized in
3D images from computed tomography, without breaking snow particles.
3D micro-computed tomography imaging

Since about 20 years [11], micro-computed-tomography (µCT) imaging
is an invaluable tool to observe snow in three dimensions without destructing the structure. This allows us to investigate how the particles
are connected and form a structure, or how the structure evolves in time
(e.g. [92, 127]) to understand mass fluxes and metamorphism in snow.
Digital 3D images have opened entirely new doors: a) to determine a variety of microstructural characteristics in a reproducible, objective way,
b) for transferring a certain microstructure into numerical models, to directly calculate physical parameters or behaviors on the structure itself.
With both possibilities, 3D µCT images introduced a new dimension into
snow science.
The µCT images allow for a digital reconstruction of the two-phase
microstructure of snow: the ice skeleton and air. From the digitized
microstructure, classical parameters like density and specific surface area
can be derived now in a rather standardized way [37, 42, 95]. Many other
methods, adapted from other fields of research or developed for specific
purposes, can be applied to the images.
Considering grain size as example again, it can be derived with diverse
methods: via the specific surface area (optical equivalent grain size), by
investigating the distance of each point in the ice matrix to the next air
voxel (using predefined distance transform functions), or via correlation
lengths obtained by calculating 3D correlation functions on the images
[95]. These size metrics are well-defined length scales of the continuous
9
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microstructure. They can be used to unambiguously define a "grain
size" even though it is hardly possible to select a "grain sized" unit in the
3D structure by eye. This is mainly due to the fact that the continuous
microstructure in 3D µCT images does not resolve crystallographic grain
boundaries which makes grain identification by eye ambiguous.
The identification of grains in the continuous structure is necessary
for determining grain shapes or inter-granular contacts and contact sizes
- parameters which are of great interest for various applications. One
possibility of objectively identifying grains in the continuous structure
is the so-called watershed segmentation, which detects constrictions in
the structure that are often formed at the sintered contact between two
grains [106, 116]. Another method is the evaluation of the minimum
cut-density [33]. These procedures are applied to obtain a particulate
microstructure as basis for further investigations.
Methods for using µCT images to gain new information about snow
microstructures are continuously evolving. The µCT images make problem specific investigations of snow microstructure possible and enable the
definition and introduction of new parameters. Many existing methods
and tools (e.g. Paraview, Python libraries) provide great computational
support. Correlation lengths, for example, can be used to determine
structural anisotropy [71], which helped in explaining thermal [71], or
mechanical [29] properties of snow. Another example is the quantification of surface curvatures [59], which was combined with highly resolved
temperature gradients [52, 92] to investigate vapor fluxes and crystal
growth during metamorphism. Using these quantities (curvature, temperature gradients) from time-lapse µCT scans allowed for comparison
with analytical laws for crystal growth to verify our understanding of
microstructural evolution [59].
Many of the mentioned methods (e.g. determination of temperature
gradients, anisotropy, and specific surface area) are meanwhile well established in snow science and allow for a comprehensive characterization. Thus nowadays, 3D images constitute the perfect starting point
to develop a micromechanical understanding of snow by comparing microstructure based numerical models to real experiments. Besides comprehensive and objective snow characterization, µCT images changed
snow mechanics by also enabling virtual experiments.
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1.3

Snow micromechanics

Micromechanics aims at predicting the macromechanical behavior of a
heterogeneous material, such as composites, polycrystals or snow by explicitly taking into account the heterogeneities (microstructure). These
materials consist of clearly distinguishable constituents and a micromechanical approach takes their given geometries and properties to predict
the global behavior. One important task is to understand the spatial distribution of stress and strain in the microstructure under a given global
load, to know where damage and failure occurs. Then, the concept of the
representative elementary volume has to be considered, which is regarded
as the subvolume of sufficient size to statistically resolve geometrical and
stress homogeneities for a reliable prediction of the material behavior.
In snow, micromechanical approaches must combine the geometry of
the snow microstructure and mechanical properties of ice. For the polycrystalline microstructure, one usually considers properties of polycrystalline ice already at the level of an individual geometrical snow grain
(e.g. [29, 49]), without accounting for the crystallographic microstructure
of snow.
Research focuses on finding appropriate microstructural parameters
for micromechanical descriptions. The sintered contacts between snow
grains are an important part of the microstructure with great relevance
for the mechanics [24]. The contacts are the weak parts in the structure
where fracture occurs most likely [38]. Thus, the number and the size
of the bonds are important microstructural parameters and formulations
were made to relate the local strength of the microstructure, which incorporates these parameters, to the global strength of snow [6, 24, 28]. Such
relations are used to parametrize snow in numerical models, e.g. in the
discrete element method where snow microstructures are often simplified
with spherical particles. Number and sizes of their contacts are parameters, which are used to discern the behavior of different snow types in
simulations [49, 118]. However, this is a rather empirical approach that
relies on guessing these parameters due to the aforementioned difficulties
in identifying particles and contacts in the microstructure.
Empirical concepts of particles and contacts are also used for the interpretation of the SnowMicroPen [47], which is a convenient tool for
acquiring data of a natural snow pack in the field. It consists of a long
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rod which measures the force on its tip as it is driven into the snowpack
with high spacial and temporal resolution. The recorded mechanical
signal is used to characterize the snow, via microstructural parameters.
By interpreting the force peaks as fracture of sintered grains, the signal
is related to a length-scale of snow grains from which important snow
characteristics are deduced [95], for example, specific surface area and
density. In this way, a snowpack can easily be characterized (compared
to the efforts of a time-consuming snow profile), but it relies on profound
knowledge about microstructural and mechanical parameters, which still
demands improvements [72, 88].
Although the SnowMicroPen was designed to characterize sintered
snow (e.g. density, specific surface area, and strength), the method is
based on fracture of the microstructure, which is followed by grain rearrangement at the tip where the force is measured [41]. Thus, for evaluating the force signal, one should not only consider the (local) strength
of sintered snow, but also granular dynamics. However, little is known
about snow mechanics in the granular state on the grain scale, e.g. the
role of grain shapes and mechanisms such as fast sintering on time scales
of (sub-)seconds. One early experiment in which the influence of grain
shape, grain size, cohesion, and friction on the granular dynamics were
investigated [63] has to be mentioned here. The study indicates that
sintering takes place within very short contact times. Meanwhile, other
studies [32, 114] confirmed this observation. Fast sintering causes single
grains to cluster together and form agglomerates which change the flow
properties [58, 63, 112]. Current research is becoming increasingly aware
of this fact and the necessity to include sintering for describing granular snow, e.g. in the interpretation of the SnowMicroPen signal [89], in
numerical simulations [83], and in minimal models for compression experiments [73].

1.4

Snow micromechanical modeling

Snow micromechanics nowadays benefits from virtual experiments on
digital snow using numerical models. By capturing microstructures via
µCT imaging, the digitized microstructures can be fed into numerical
models, such as Finite Element Models (FEM), to calculate physical
properties directly on the structure. Approaching snow mechanics in this
12
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way led to invaluable new insight. For example, by FEM simulations of
elastic stress, stress localizations within the sample can be detected and
mechanical properties of extremely fragile snow layers can be derived,
which are experimentally hardly manageable but crucially important for
avalanche prediction [102]. Simulations of tensile tests revealed intergranular sintered contacts as weak parts in the structure where main
damage occurred [38]. FEM simulations of creep resolved that main
deformation occurs within the crystals not only at the grain boundaries
[115]. Moreover, it has been shown with microstructure-based FEM
simulations that the elastic modulus of snow can be determined more
reliably in simulations than in experiments [29, 57, 111, 124].
The advantages of combining microstructural 3D imaging and numerical modeling are convincing. Detailed information about a material’s
state that includes all aspects of a microstructure (not only few parameters), help to understand basic mechanisms in the microstructure, and
provide us microscopic relations that are experimentally not accessible.
However, validated models need to be at hand, which do not exist for
all purposes yet.
Today various approaches are used to capture snow behavior in numerical models and are chosen for the specific purposes. A generalized model
that is able to describe the behaviors of diverse snow types under various conditions does not yet exist. Finite element models, for example,
are commonly used to investigate highly resolved microstructural processes for small displacements. However, fast deformations that include
fracture and grain rearrangement, important for most snow mechanical
problems, cannot be captured by FEM models with reasonable efforts.
The Discrete Element Method (DEM) is capable of describing a wide
range of deformations - e.g. creep, fracture, granular flow - but, so far, it
comes along with limitations in microstructure representation. Initially,
it was applied to describe snow creep deformation [46] and later also to
investigate optical properties of snow [53]. DEM has become popular for
simulating fast and large deformation of snow on various scales.
On the slope scale, DEM is used to simulate avalanche flow, e.g. to
investigate pressure on obstacles [64]. Here, the discrete elements represent snow agglomerates. On a smaller scale, DEM is used to examine
fracture mechanisms as preconditions of avalanches. New knowledge
about the interaction of a slab on top of a weak-layer (necessary layering
for most common slab-avalanches) could be gained by investigating frac13
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ture mechanisms in the weak-layer and mechanical properties of the slab
[9, 26, 83]. It could be shown that for compression-dominated loading
and low loading rates strength significantly increased through sintering
(rebonding), whereas for shear-dominated loading little influence on the
loading rate was found [83]. On this scale, the discrete elements are
randomly arranged and parametrized to match snow properties such as
density and elasticity. With more detail on a micro-scale and grain-level,
fracture is simulated where DEM particles represent snow grains. Then,
the particles bear mechanical properties of ice [36, 49, 77, 118]. At this
grain level, the arrangement of the DEM particles for microstructure
representation becomes a subject of research itself.
For microstructure representation on the grain-scale, grain arrangement, grain shapes, and contacts have to be defined in DEM. The grain
shape has to be accounted for since it affects inter-particle contacts and
interactions [36] and differs significantly from the spherical shape of DEM
particles. At this point, the snow micromechanical descriptions can be
split into two approaches. In one approach, detailed microstructure representation is used to investigate micromechanical processes [36, 77].
Via µCT images real grains are mimicked with high detail and recreated with several discrete elements [33, 75]. The compromise is a high
computational cost and the consequence the restriction to small sample
volumes of few mm3 . By simulating the behavior of different snow types
(with similar densities) the relevance of microstructure was underlined
[76] and force-chains that are formed by several grains in the microstructure could be detected [77]. By a detailed analysis of the latter, it was
shown that buckling of the force chains can cause volumetric collapse,
whereas stable force chains lead only to a localized failure in which the
contacts of the force chains to the surrounding material play a crucial
role [77]. In the other approach, DEM is seen as a generic tool to understand dominant processes in snow as a crushable material, e.g. to study
the interaction with car tires [79, 118]. Then a grain is represented by
a sphere and parametrized with the radius (representing typical grain
sizes), a rolling friction parameter that accounts for non-spherical particle shapes, and the density of the sphere packings matches typical snow
densities [49, 118].
The two approaches differ in purpose but share the same limitation:
none of the models can be validated with real experiments. The development of the models based on generalized sphere packings always
14
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requires the fit of free parameters, which are related to particle and
contact properties of the spheres. In other words, a sphere based DEM
model can only be validated when sphere based microstructures are used
in experiments.

1.5

Research gap

Discerning microstructural and mechanical influence on macroscopic observable behavior is crucial for describing basic mechanisms for diverse
snow types and external conditions. The concept of grains, shapes, and
contacts determines how we interpret snow behavior, e.g. the mechanical
signal of the SnowMicroPen, or how we parametrize models, especially
DEM, but it conflicts the real microstructure of snow. This discrepancy complicates the description and simulation of snow mechanics, as
outlined in the context of DEM modeling in the following.
For simulating snow behavior under brittle deformation, including
fracture and grain rearrangement, different microstructural parameters
are required to describe sintered and granular snow. Granular snow is
dominated by particle interactions for which grain shapes are relevant,
whereas the mechanics of the sintered microstructure are dominated by
spatial distributions of particles and bonds, and bond sizes. These parameters need to be determined.
The characterization of irregular particle shapes lacks standardized
methods and parameters [3, 65, 107], is often restricted to 2D projections of 3D particles (e.g. photographs, microscopy images) and a small
number of particles [66]. This motivated a recent study, in which a
huge number of classified snow grains was digitized to obtain a data set
and distribution functions of various shape metrics which are relevant
for modeling radiation in snow [66]. However, the investigated metrics
(e.g. eccentricity, major and minor axis of momentum-equivalent ellipsoids) cannot yet be connected to other physical properties, e.g. granular
flowability. Extra experimental investigations are required to establish
a relation between such shape metrics and physical properties. A very
common means for investigating such relations is the analysis of the angle of repose, a characteristic of a granular material that depends on
particle (e.g. shape, size) and material properties (e.g. friction, cohesion) [3]. For other materials it has been used, for example, to establish
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a relation between particle shapes and electrical conductivity [107] or
for model parameter calibration, e.g. [3, 23]. However, for granular snow
little experimental information on the grain scale exists. Lacking data
for mechanically relevant shape parameters, grain shapes in DEM are
either recreated from µCT data [36, 77] (with the disadvantages outlined before) or taken into account by a rolling friction parameter for
spherical particles, whose limited usefulness is known from research on
other materials, e.g. [125]. For snow, this parameter has to be guessed
[49, 83, 118].
To describe sintered snow as a microstructure of grains and contacts
similar as it is seen in DEM, individual grains need to be identified. The
approaches described above (based on watershed [106, 116] and minimum
cut-density segmentation [33]) involve a lot of interpretation of what a
grain and what a contact is. The absence of reliable microstructural
data from experiments for model calibration follows from the lacking
definition (what is a grain?) and forces model developers to empirical
approaches [49, 64, 83, 118]. Bond sizes are therefore commonly fitted
to match macroscopic strength measurements [49, 118]. However, a sophisticated parametrization of bond sizes would be useful to efficiently
simulate the behavior of different snow types [118].
In addition to the difficulty of including long-term sintering (for times
> minutes) in DEM via bond sizes, the need to account for fast sintering [114] (for times < few seconds) is becoming increasingly evident. So
far, it was unclear whether fast sintering (measured with high contact
forces for spherical ice particles [114]) is relevant for snow mechanics
during high strain rate deformation, where contact times are short but
also contact forces are low. Recent studies highlighted the necessity
to account for fast sintering [13, 73, 83, 89] as significant influence in
the respective (numerical) tests was observed. It has been stressed [13]
that an equivalent experimental observation of the effect of fast sintering
would not have been feasible, as the micromechanical processes are not
sufficiently resolved. Effects of irregular grain shapes (sharp edges), friction, and fast sintering need to be quantified to overcome microstructural
ambiguity and facilitate validation of these models.
Constraining microstructural uncertainties is essential for profound
knowledge about snow micromechanics and mechanical modeling. Facilitating microstructure-based model validation is a crucial step for using
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numerical models to reliably predict snow behavior and to further investigate micromechanical processes.

1.6

Approach and outline of this thesis

This thesis aims at advancing the micromechanical understanding of
snow by eliminating microstructural uncertainties. To address the limitations raised in the previous section, the present thesis designs and
analyzes a new model snow type, spherical ice beads. The goal of the
thesis is to provide an experimental realization of the microstructures
(sphere assemblies) which are used in DEM to facilitate an unambiguous model validation. The particle properties (size, shape, contacts)
have been characterized in µCT images. Mechanical experiments were
performed along with natural snow types for comparison. The effect of
sintering was investigated in the bonded contacts after different sintering times (days), and in the granular state (seconds) under variation of
temperature. By varying the temperature in the granular experiments,
sintering and shape effects could be discerned. The macroscopic mechanical behavior of the sintered state was characterized by unconfined
compression experiments, which were compared to the predictions of
different DEM models.
The mechanical and structural examination was approached in three
steps (1-3), after which their potential for DEM model validation was
evaluated in a final step 4.
1) The ice bead production method is introduced. The ice beads are
characterized to verify their particle properties required by DEM,
including the analysis of particle sphericity and size-distribution,
number of contacts, and crystallographic structure. Mechanical
properties of the microstructure in the sintered state are investigated in unconfined compression tests with variation of sintering
time. A comparison to natural snow types is included. (Chapter
3)
2) Properties of the granular state are investigated in angle of repose
experiments with ice beads and the natural snow types. Two factors are discerned that influence granular dynamics of snow on a
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microstructural level: non-spherical grain shapes and the effect of
sintering during short contact times. (Chapter 4)
3) Sintering and bond formation of the ice beads is investigated via
high-resolution µCT images, including time lapse imaging of the
sintering process. The occurrence of sintering anomalies (porous
bonds) that were before revealed in the unconfined compression
tests (where the µCT resolution was too low for a detailed analysis), are here discussed in relation to Mullins-Sekerka theory that
predicts unstable crystal growth (sintering) depending on the particle size. Particle sizes and thermal conditions for which this phenomenon occurs are examined to gain confidence for the interpretation of the compression experiments and for future ice bead
sintering experiments. (Chapter 5)
4) The unconfined compression tests of six ice bead samples are simulated in micromechanical DEM models. The microstructures are
defined by particle position and size, which could efficiently be
extracted from the µCT images. Using these microstructures and
realistic material properties of ice, the main experimental observations are reproduced. (Chapter 6)
In this order, these four steps are detailed in the remainder of the
thesis, after an overview of the used materials and methods in the next
chapter, and followed by an overall conclusion and outlook.

1.7

The SnowDEM project

The presented research was performed within the SNF project SnowDEM. This is a joint project that combines the snow scientific expertise
of the SLF with the numerical competence of the xDEM group at the
University of Luxembourg to develop a micromechanical snow model
with the Discrete Element Method (DEM). The project comprises two
doctoral dissertations. This thesis presents snow mechanical experiments
and microstructural analyses to investigate main micromechanical processes and facilitate detailed model validation.
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2

A variety of experimental, characterization, and numerical methods were
combined for the research of this thesis. Each of the following chapters
contains a specific methods section, where the applied tools and techniques are detailed within their specific context. Since several of them
were repeatedly used, this chapter provides an methodological overview
with additional background information. Additionally, the choice and
production of snow types used for all experiments is explained.

2.1

Snow samples

Throughout the research of this thesis, ice beads and three natural snow
types were used. For the sake of reproducibility, all of them were produced in the lab.

2.1.1

Ice beads

With the ice beads, we aimed at creating well-defined model snow.
Spherical particles possess the simplest shape, which can be easily characterized in experiments and facilitates straightforward comparison with
DEM microstructures. Therefore, the main prerequisites of the ice beads
were a spherical particle shape and a mono-disperse size distribution. We
developed a new method for producing such particles, since we did not
find the two requirements fulfilled in the spherical ice particles presented
in the literature. In a few experimental studies of ice spheres, the particles were created by spraying water into liquid nitrogen [16, 43, 62].
The resulting particles had a wide particle size distribution and did not
fulfill our demands of sphericity (concluded from visual inspection of the
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Fig. 2.1: Photograph of the tumbling machine: An aluminum can is
mounted on a rotary motor. During tumbling the can is closed with a
cap.

depicted particles; sphericity was not characterized in either of the cited
studies). Therefore a mechanical abrasion method [31] was investigated.
The constructed tumbling machine is shown in the photograph in Figure
2.1. A sketch of the machine and the technical details are provided in
Chapter 3.2.1.
The main challenge in establishing this method was to find appropriate
initial particles. Several tests were performed until we found a satisfying solution. In a first attempt, snow with rounded grains and melt
forms was collected from a natural snowpack in late spring. However,
the particles did not round off sufficiently, but instead formed unsatisfying "potato snow" depicted in Figure 2.2. Using frozen water droplets
improved the result. The ideal method was found to be producing water
droplets with a syringe on a Teflon sheet. Using the syringe, the particles were approximately equally sized. The hydrophobic Teflon sheet
maximized the contact angle, which made the droplets as round as possible. After tumbling, these particles rolled nicely on a flat surface, which
indicated their spherical shape (the detailed characterization of sphericity is presented in Chapter 3.3.1). This was established as satisfactory
method.
If a surface is used which is less hydrophobic than Teflon is used,
droplets with a smaller contact angle are created. Such particles become
ellipsoidal during tumbling. This particle shape did not serve our purpose. However, it would indeed be interesting to conduct experiments
with non-spherical particles with clearly defined shapes.
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0.5 mm

1 mm

Fig. 2.2: Microscopy images of tumbled particles: left image shows
"potato snow" that results from tumbling natural snow; Right image shows ice beads as they were finally produced by tumbling water
droplets. Note the different magnifications of the images.

2.1.2

Nature identical snow types

The natural snow types were used in the experiments to investigate the
behavior of real snow in contrast to the ice beads. Therefore, we chose
two of the most common snow types, rounded and faceted grains [21].
In order to have the same snow available throughout the duration of
the research for this thesis, the snow was produced in the lab instead
of collecting it from the field. The snowmaker [101] available in the
lab provides us with fresh snow year round. In the snowmaker, dendritic crystals grow on nylon threads as moist air is blown over the
threads. The main difference to crystal growth in clouds is that the
crystals grow unidirectionally towards the air stream, whereas crystals
in clouds grow in isotropic conditions. Nevertheless, this snow resembles
natural snow not only visually, but also in common characterization parameters (e.g. crystal size, density, specific surface area). This is why
it is referred to as nature identical snow [101]. It served as the base
material for creating different snow types by storing them in different
thermal conditions and promote different types of metamorphism. The
metamorphism conditions required to grow rounded and faceted snow
are described in Chapter 3.2.2 and 4.2.1.
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The two snow types differ in typical grain size [21]; rounded grains are
commonly smaller than faceted grains. Since both particle shape and
size have an influence on the mechanical behavior, we investigated the
faceted grains in two size ranges. The smaller range was chosen to match
that of the rounded grains. Eventually, three types were used: rounded
grains (RG) and faceted grains (FC) differed in size and shape, whereas
the smaller faceted grains (FCS) had similar shape to FC and similar
size to RG.
Size selection

Sizes were selected by sieving. To obtain a narrow size range, snow
was usually sieved with two consecutive sieves, a sieve with a larger
mesh above a sieve with a smaller mesh. The ice beads could be sieved
directly after production. In contrast, the nature identical snow types,
which formed a sintered microstructure during metamorphism, had to
be fragmented before sieving.

2.2

Experiments

All experiments were performed in the SLF cold labs. Six climate chambers are available, which can be cooled down to -40◦ C . A variety of
devices are available for mechanical testing and snow characterization.
This provided the infrastructure for the two sets of mechanical experiments and the performed microstructure characterization.

2.2.1

Compression experiments

For the compression experiments, the so-called fast friction tester was
used. This machine was developed to perform diverse mechanical tests
on snow samples, including direct shear and compression tests. The machine allows for force and displacement controlled deformation along a
horizontal and the vertical axis. It is being used for diverse experiments
and was described in detail, for example in [117]. We used it to perform deformation-controlled, uniaxial, unconfined compression tests of
sintered snow samples. The settings used are described in Chapter 3.2.4.
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In order to scan the experimental samples in the µCT before compression, a special sample holder was designed that can be used in both
devices. A sketch of the cylindrical sample holder is presented in Chapter 3.2.1, Figure 3.1. The main challenge was the requirement that the
cylindrical wall must be stable for µCT scanning (i.e. no tilting during
rotation), but easy to be slid down before the compression test. This
was finally achieved by fixing the wall with a small screw to the base of
the sample holder.

2.2.2

Angle of repose experiments

With the angle of repose experiments, we chose a common type of experiment to characterize granular materials. The angle of repose is analyzed
for various purposes, but a standardized measurement method does not
exist. Thus, the method has to be chosen and adapted to the specific
purpose [3, 96].
We examined the influence of grain shape and cohesion on the granular
flow of snow. This is observable in a free, static angle of repose (in
contrast to the "dynamic angle" in a rotating drum, or the internal angle
that forms within a container). Technically, this is a simple experiment
and the necessary tools are available in the lab. The details of the setup
are described in Chapter 4.2.2.

2.3

Snow characterization

Characterization of snow microstructures is an essential part of snow
science. Generally, we are interested in the geometry of crystals and the
properties of the three-dimensional ice matrix they form in their sintered
state. For the latter, micro-computed tomography imaging is the most
important and versatile tool and has extensively been used in this thesis.
For characterizing the crystals, we used two types of microscopes to
investigate the geometry and the crystalline microstructure (texture).

2.3.1

Optical microscopy

Photographs taken with an optical microscope were mainly used for a visual quality control before conducting the experiments: while storing the
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ice beads between experiments, ice dust settled on the particle surfaces,
which was removed by short tumbling prior to an experiment. Particle
surfaces could be seen well under the microscope. Images are shown in
Figure 2.2 and Chapter 3.2.2 and 4.2.1.

2.3.2

Polarized light microscopy

As part of the ice bead characterization, we qualitatively analyzed their
crystalline structure. This is a destructive method. Thus, only 31 particles were investigated. The analysis is based on polarized light microscopy (described e.g. in [97]). The necessary devices are available in
the cold lab. Details of this analysis are presented in Chapter 3.2.8.

2.3.3

Micro-computed tomography

Micro-computed tomography (µCT) imaging has been used in snow science since 1999 [11]. It has become a powerful technique that allows for
a wide spectrum of structural analyses and even for simulating digitized
microstructures in numerical models (e.g. [29, 52, 102]).
At the SLF, two X-ray micro-computed tomography scanners are available, which are operated in a cold room (Fig. 2.3). Snow samples are
scanned in cylindrical sample holders that range in size from 10 to 80 mm
in diameter. During scanning, a sample holder is exposed to the beam
path of an X-ray source and rotated around its central axis for effectively
180◦ . The detector behind the sample captures the projections of the
sample, from which the 3D image can be reconstructed. Scanning time
depends on the chosen resolution and sample size. The minimal voxel
size of 6 µm can be reached in the smallest sample holders with 10 mm.
Scanning a 10 mm high sample takes approximately 2.5 hours.
The reconstructed grey image constitutes a 3D representation of the
X-ray attenuation coefficients of ice and air phases. To obtain a binary
image, the phases are separated by segmenting the grey-scale images.
This is a critical step. The small-scale features of the microstructure,
especially the strongly curved contacts between grains, are error-prone.
To segment the images in a unsupervised, reproducible way, an appropriate segmentation threshold was determined by fitting the sum of three
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Fig. 2.3: X-ray tomography scanner with a sample holder.

Gaussian distributions to the grey value histogram [35]. This method
was used for all images in this work.
The binary images were used for further investigation of the 3D snow
microstructure, i.e. the geometrical properties of the ice phase. Standard parameters (e.g. density, specific surface area) were evaluated with
the image processing software provided by the µCT producer Scanco
Medical. Additional processing routines were developed for the specific
purposes of this thesis and are outlined in the following section.

3D Image analysis

Identifying the particles in the two-phase microstructure was necessary
for all research tasks. The steps described in the following were the basis for the automated particle characterization (particle shape and size,
contacts and contact porosity, Chapters 3, 4, and 5), as well as for the reconstruction of the ice bead microstructures as model inputs in Chapter
6. The following steps were performed using the programming language
Python. The binary images were represented as numpy arrays for efficient calculations. Moreover, existing libraries (e.g. Skimage) supported
image analysis, also in 3D, with useful functions and algorithms.
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Fig. 2.4: Main steps of the image processing routine visualized in 2D
slice: particles in the binary image are segmented with a watershed
algorithm that starts at the local maxima of the distance transformed
structure (particle center). Colors: The binary image shows ice in
yellow, air in violet; the distance transformed image indicates the distances of ice voxels to the next air voxel, where lighter colors represent
higher values; the watershed segmented image shows the identified regions in different colors.

Identification of particles in a continuous structure can be done with
a so-called watershed algorithm. This algorithm detects constrictions in
a structure, which are commonly located where particles are in contact.
For spherical particles, this works very well [110]. In snow, the identification of grains is ambiguous, but has also been tackled with watershed
segmentation before [106, 116].
As preparation for the watershed algorithm, a distance transform is
performed on the ice phase of the 3D images. This identifies, for each
voxel in ice, the shortest distance to the next voxel of the air phase. In
the resulting image (Fig. 2.4), local maxima are searched, i.e. the voxels
that have largest distances to the ice phase, which are at the center of
the ice structure (in the particle center). From these local maxima, the
watershed algorithm starts to "flood" the ice phase along the gradient of
the distance transform, until reaching the air phase, or the flooded region
of the neighboring local maximum. The latter is reached at constrictions
and indicates the boundary between two adjacent particles. The utilized
algorithm has the option to represent the identified "watershed" with a
one-voxel thick area between two neighboring particles. These watersheds were analyzed to obtain an estimate of the contact area (Chapter
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5). The identified regions are then labeled such that all voxels of a region
obtain the same integer value. These labels identify the particles. The
routine is visualized in Figure 2.4.
The identified particles can then easily be extracted from the volume
for individual analysis. This can be achieved by filtering the image for
the value of the label of the desired particle: all voxels with other values
are set to zero. With predefined functions (e.g. from the regionprops
toolbox) the particle can be analyzed, for example, by calculating its
perimeter, center of mass, or volume. The determination of the so-called
"bounding box" that defines the smallest cubic subvolume that contains
the entire particle was helpful. This made calculations on the particle
more efficient and was used to detect neighboring particles by identifying
the labels of other particles contained within this subvolume.
The watershed segmentation of the 3D microstructures was used for
all analyses. Other techniques, as outlined above, were then used and
combined for further quantification depending on the particular goals.
They are detailed in the following chapters. For example, particle shapes
were characterized in Chapter 3.2.6 and 4.2.3, bond porosity was analyzed in Chapter 5.2.2, and particle positions and sizes were calculated
as DEM model inputs as presented in Chapter 6.2.2.

2.4

Numerical methods

Numerical simulations were conducted with FEM and DEM models.
FEM simulations were employed to obtain additional physical properties
of the investigated samples. Snow micromechanical DEM models were
used to simulate the unconfined compression experiments with the ice
bead.

2.4.1

Finite element simulations

FEM models are used for numerical solutions of partial differential equations on objects with complex geometries. Therefore, the objects are
decomposed into a mesh (finite elements) of simpler and well-defined geometries for which necessary equations can be solved more easily. From
these solutions and the interactions of the finite elements, macroscopical
properties of the objects can be derived [25].
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The digitized snow microstructure acquired from 3D µCT scanning
can be used as the model input, where the voxels represent the finite
elements of a hexahedral mesh. We used two types of models, both of
which have been previously validated for snow. The elastic modulus [29]
is presented in Chapter 3.2.7. The experiments presented in Chapter
5.2.3 were complemented with FEM simulations of the temperature field
within the samples[52, 92].

2.4.2

Discrete element simulations

The discrete element method was originally developed in the context of
molecular dynamics for simulating movements and interactions of large
numbers of particles [17]. In contrast to the FE method, DEM models
simulate the behavior of loosely interacting particles (discrete elements).
In the simplest case, these particles are spherical, but more complex
particle shapes can be simulated as well (e.g. [36, 65]). The application
field of this method broadened, especially for simulating granular matter.
With the possibility to bond particles by beams, as described in [94], the
method became even more versatile.
For simulating snow, the main advantage of DEM models over FEM
models is the capability to simulate loosely interacting and bonded particles; this is a precondition for simulating brittle deformation and fracture
of snow.
For snow, DEM was used for the first time in 2005 [46]. Due to its
capability to simulate granular as well as bonded particles, it has become
increasingly popular. Various models have been developed. We used the
open source code Liggghts [56] and the xDEM code developed in the
LuxDEM group [50]. Both are described in Chapter 6.2.1.
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Abstract
The snow microstructure is crucial for the mechanical behavior of snow,
but is usually simplified in numerical models. In Discrete Element Models (DEM), often used in snow mechanics, the microstructure is typically
represented by sphere assemblies. This renders a model validation difficult, as the real snow crystal shapes affect the actual contacts and consequently the macromechanical behavior. To approach this problem from
the experimental side, we created simplified microstructures comprising
spherical ice particles and examined this model snow under structural
and mechanical aspects. We developed a new method to create uniform
ice spheres and performed a detailed particle characterization using 3D
computed tomography (CT). We examined sintered sphere assemblies
to relate microstructural and macromechanical properties in a geometrically well-defined system. Microstructural variation was created by
varying the sample density and sintering time, to study the role of the
number and size of contacts. 3D CT scans were taken of sintered sphere
samples, which were then tested in unconfined compression experiments
together with a nature identical snow type as a reference. The scans
were evaluated regarding the number of particles and contacts, and were
used to compute the elastic modulus, as additional mechanical property. The results of the particle characterization showed the spherical
shape and sharp size-distribution of the particles, which are the main
prerequisites for model validation. The CT image analysis showed the
reproducibility of the sphere assemblies and can be applied for efficient
reconstruction of the experimental samples as initial condition for simulations. The mechanical properties conform with the reference snow
and the expectations from literature, however, the CT scans revealed a
complex geometry of the sintered contacts with measurable impact on
the mechanical properties.
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3.1

Introduction

Snow mechanics is still an active field of research, despite its considerable
history over the past 90 years [78, 105]. Avalanche risk forecasting, snow
mobility, snow sports or snow and firn compaction, in general, are just a
few of the applications that require quantitative characterization of the
dominant mechanical processes. The main challenge thereby comes from
the versatile and changeable nature of snow microstructure. Snow is a
porous material that consists of an ice skeleton and air. The skeleton
forms from single ice crystals that grow at mutual contacts via (early
stage) sintering and later evolve in time via (late stage) sintering which
are commonly subsumed in the term snow metamorphism. The geometry of the microstructure manifests itself in diverse snow types and
physical properties. A reliable mechanical model would only need to
combine a geometrical description (snow microstructure) with mechanical properties of ice to fully predict the mechanical behavior of snow
[14, 38, 102].
The geometrical characterization of snow microstructure has considerably advanced in recent years, mainly due to micro-computed tomography (CT). CT imaging allows us to constrain the microstructure in
simulations for comparison with experiments. Combining microstructural and mechanical properties of snow has considerably enhanced the
comprehension of snow mechanics [38, 57, 111, 121]. For example, it has
been shown that the sintered contacts between the grains are the mechanically weakest parts where the structure fractures [38]; or that the
elastic moduli can be fully predicted from the microstructure measured
by CT and the elastic properties of ice [29]. However, the incorporation
of the microstructure comes along with high methodological and computational effort. A detailed reconstruction [36] is restricted to small volumes, whereas in a simplified representation [116] the precision is limited
by the complexity of the snow crystal shape that renders an unambiguous identification of grains and contacts impossible. Quite generally, if
a model utilizes a microstructure model comprising grains, the mapping
onto the real bicontinuous geometry obtained from CT images remains
the main difficulty.
The difficulty of incorporating the microstructure is an inherent problem of discrete element modeling (DEM) of snow. DEM has become
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a powerful tool to model snow mechanics [26, 36, 46, 50, 80] and has
also been employed in snow optics [53]. DEM is widely used to simulate granular materials by calculating particle dynamics and interactions.
For snow, DEM is appropriate because the granular particles can also be
bonded and thereby represent the sintered, solid-like structure of snow,
and yet fracture can be described, as under fast deformation. Then the
two key ingredients that need to be specified in DEM modeling are particles and contacts between them. In the simplest and computationally
most efficient case, the particles are spherical. The remaining difficulty
is then to map the experimental microstructures onto a sphere assembly
that captures properties of real snow. The existing approaches include
e.g. generic (ballistic) deposition models [83] or configurations drawn
from Baxter’s sticky hard spheres [28]. While these approaches capture
some aspects of the microstructure, they do not overcome the complex
shape of the snow crystals that affects the particle interactions, and thus
the mechanical response is strongly simplified. The effects of the snow
particle shape and the actual micro-mechanical contacts cannot be resolved. This was pointed out by Hagenmuller et al. [36] who studied
diverse snow microstructures and their mechanical properties through
DEM compression tests. They underlined the necessity of mechanical
experiments in combination with CT scans to reduce the uncertainties
of the microscopic contact parameters and to validate models. This
problem, namely the comparability of experiments and simulations, can
be tackled in two ways. First, on the modeling side, the representation of
microstructure in DEM could be made more sophisticated [75] to represent the true microstructure by only using spheres. Second, it is possible
to explore the problem also from the experimental side, and experimentally create synthetic microstructures that closely resemble ideal sphere
assemblies.
Snow made of spherical ice particles has been prepared and used in
several studies on sintering, the formation of solid necks at the contact
points [15, 43, 54, 62]. The spheres were commonly produced by spraying water into liquid nitrogen or oxygen to obtain particles in a diameter
range of 20 µm up to 4 mm. Ideally grown necks were observed in conformance with the theoretical prediction [43]. This renders systems of
sintered ice spheres as ideal candidates for DEM models since the key
entities of particles and contacts are well-defined. The contact size can
even be modified by varying the sintering time. These are ideal precon32
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ditions to examine microstructural and mechanical properties of an artificial microstructure comprising spheres. However, the size-dependent
sintering process is faster on smaller particles, and the deviations from
the ideal spherical shape, due to mass transportation from bulk to neck
growth, are more pronounced on smaller particles. Therefore, rather
large spheres seem practical to examine contact properties of a sphere
assembly while preserving the spherical particle shape for a longer time.
In the present paper, we examine the potential of spherical model
snow as a mean to close the gap between experiments and simulations
of snow mechanics, that remains despite detailed CT imaging of the microstructure. The ice spheres with clearly defined shapes and contacts,
seem to be an ideal intermediate step, to examine contact properties
and facilitate a close model validation. We present a new method to create spherical model snow and idealized microstructures, together with a
careful characterization of geometrical (spheres, contacts) and mechanical (elasticity and strength) properties. We seek to provide experimental
data that can be used for actual DEM simulations. To this end, we developed a novel method for ice bead production and performed a detailed
characterization of the particles in terms of particle size and sphericity, using CT images. For the mechanical characterization, unconfined
compression experiments of sintered ice bead samples were performed
in combination with 3D CT scans. The scans were used to analyze the
microstructure and relate it to the mechanical response, and to compute
the elastic modulus through FEM simulations as an additional macromechanical parameter. Two important contact parameters relevant for
DEM (number of contacts, mechanical properties of contacts) were experimentally manipulated: some of the ice bead samples were densified
to increase the number of contacts, and different sintering times were investigated to influence the size of the contacts between the particles. As
a reference we performed experiments also with nature identical snow.
The results of the particle characterization, namely high sphericity
and narrow size distribution, are ideal prerequisites for an experimental
DEM analogon. The CT image analysis showed the reproducibility of
the sphere assemblies, and can be applied for efficient reconstruction of
the experimental sphere assemblies, as initial condition for simulations.
However, the CT images revealed a complex geometry of the bonds after
the manipulation by sintering with measurable impact on the mechanical
properties.
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The paper is organized as follows: The next section starts with the
description of the production of the ice beads and snow samples, followed
by the specification of the compression experiment. The CT-based methods for particle and structure analysis, as well as the simulation of the
elastic modulus are explained together with a qualitative analysis of the
ice bead crystallography. The order of particle and structure characterization, simulations of elastic modulus and compression tests is given in
the result section as well as in the subsequent discussion.

3.2
3.2.1

Material and methods
Ice bead production

To meet the requirements of very round ice particles with a narrow size
distribution, we constructed a tumbling machine to round off frozen water droplets, similar as in industrial methods like tumbling or barrel
finishing [31]. The droplets were obtained by dropping deionized, purified water with a syringe on a Teflon sheet at -20◦ C. Using the syringe,
the particles had approximately the same initial size. For the tumbling
machine we mounted an aluminum can with a diameter of 15.5 cm on a
rotary motor, sketched in Figure 3.1(A). The can is coated with sand paper (ISO grit P100) on the inside and closed with a cap during tumbling.
The rotational velocity (≈ 3 s−1 ) was chosen such that the granular flow
kept in the rolling regime and no particles stick to the wall due to the
centrifugal force. During tumbling the particles become smaller and
round off by abrasion to a spherical shape. Tumbling velocity and time
determine the size of the particles. For our analysis we produced ice
beads in the size range of 2 − 2.2 mm and we stopped the tumbling process once the particles passed a 2.2 mm sieve. Dust and smaller particles
were sieved out with a 2 mm sieve. The frozen water droplets need to be
tumbled for approximately 24 h at -20◦ C to turn into ice beads in this
size range. A microscopy image of one exemplary particle is shown in
Figure 3.2(B).
Within the scope of the present application, ice beads can be reused
as they were not destroyed in the experiments. We did neither observe
fractured particles after the experiment nor any changes of the regarded
particle characteristics, like size or shape. However, before using them
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Fig. 3.1: (A) Sketch of the tumbling machine consisting of a cylindrical drum and a rotary motor. (B) Sketch of the sample holder and
(C) the experimental set-up for the compression tests.

in a next experiment, they were tumbled again for about half an hour
to smooth the surface which became rough during sintering.

3.2.2

Nature identical snow

As reference for the analysis and the mechanical tests, we included a
prevalent and widely investigated snow type in the analysis with isothermally metamorphed rounded grains. The snow was produced in the lab
using fresh, dendritic snow from a snowmaker [101] as base material. It
was sieved into a Styrofoam box and stored at -5◦ C over three month.
Rounded grains developed in a sub-millimeter size range (Figure 3.2(A)).
According to Schleef et al. [101], who performed a comprehensive comparison of lab-produced and natural snow, we refer to this snow as "nature identical snow" and classify it as large rounded grains RG according
to Fierz et al. [21].
For the compression tests, the snow was sieved with two sieves with
mesh sizes of 1.4 mm and 0.7 mm, to obtain separated particles in a
restricted size range. A 2D cross-section of a 3D binary CT image is
presented in Figure 3.3(D). CT images were used to characterize the
snow structure in terms of density and specific surface area (SSA).

3.2.3

Sample preparation

With the freshly tumbled ice beads we prepared cylindrical samples (Figure 3.2(C)) for the compression experiments. The sample holders consisted of a round base with a diameter of 33.6 mm and a cylindrical
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Fig. 3.2: Microscopy images of exemplary particles of nature identical
snow (A) and ice beads (B), same scale (mm) in both images. (C)
Sample of unconfined sintered ice beads, after removal of sample holder
wall, before compression test.

wall around. The wall could be fixed on the base to fill in and sinter
the particles, and slid down to perform the unconfined compression test
(Figure 3.1(B-C)). The fixed cylinder wall determined the sample height
of 14 mm. With the ice beads, we created two sample classes, namely
compacted and uncompacted samples. For the uncompacted samples
(referred to as poured beads), the wall was fixed and the particles were
poured in. Before they were sealed with a lid to avoid evaporation, particles that stick out were carefully removed to flatten the surface, without
pushing them into the sample. For the compacted samples (referred to
as tapped beads) the cylindrical wall was held higher than 14 mm for
filling in the particles and tapping them 30 times on the table, to densify the structure. After the tapping the wall was slid down and fixed
to the same height of 14 mm, to flatten the surface and close the sample
with a lid. The samples of the nature identical RG snow were prepared
in the same way as the poured ice bead samples: the snow was sieved
into the sample holder with the fixed wall and the surface was flattened
by removing additional particles.
For sintering, the samples were then placed in a Styrofoam box in a
-10◦ C cold room. The temperature during the entire sintering process
was measured for the tapped samples. The fluctuation in the box was
±0.5◦ C . For all sample classes we investigated different sintering times
ts . We chose two main sintering times with a higher number of samples and some sintering times in between, with less samples, to cover a
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wider time-range. The numbers of samples per sintering time are listed
in Table 3.1. The number of samples with CT scans is written in the
parentheses and also counted in the total number of samples. We have
chosen different main sintering times for ice beads and RG snow. This
reflects the differences in sintering behavior of different snow types [41].
In the experiments we aimed to cover the time ranges with highest sintering rates, which are different for ice beads and nature identical snow.
Tab. 3.1: Overview of the tested samples per sintering time ts . Number in parentheses is the number of samples with CT scan.
Samples
Poured
Tapped
RG snow

3.2.4

5 min

2h

4h

8h

-

-

-

-

1d
4

2d
6

3d
13 (2)

-

-

11

6

20 (3)

6

16 (3)

7

-

5d
12 (2)
7 (7)
5

10 d
5 (2)
7 (6)

-

Unconfined uniaxial compression experiments

Unconfined compression experiments were performed to derive with the
compressive strength a macro-mechanical property of the samples. The
experiments were conducted at -10◦ C with a friction and compression
testing machine described by Theile et al. [117]. To compress a sample
it was fixed on a force measurement plate, where the outer wall of the
sample holder was removed by sliding it down, as sketched in Figure
3.1(B-C). The unconfined specimen was then compressed to a depth
of 8 mm with a constant velocity of 10 mm/s. A force - displacement
curve was recorded with a sampling rate of 10 kHz. For the stress strain conversion, the force was normalized by the circular sample area.
Taking the sample area as contact area included the simplification of a
constant area. The change of the actual contact area, due to falling out
particles during compression, could not be recorded.

3.2.5

Micro-computed tomography

For some samples, 3D CT scans were taken before the compression tests
by using a Scanco Medical CT 40 scanner, that is operated in a cold
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room. The X-ray scanner was held constant at -10±1◦ C . The tradeoff between scanning time and resolution led to a scanning duration of
three hours and a voxel size of 18 µm, resulting in a sample dimension of
about (2000×2000×800) voxel. With that, the entire cylindrical sample
was scanned to allow for a complete reconstruction of all particles in the
experimental samples, as input for DEM simulations, (Figure 3.3(A)).
The scans were timed as close as possible to the compression tests (ts −
3 h) to capture the final sintering state in the images, but some variations
were unavoidable.

3.2.6

3D Image analysis

First, the grey images (Figure 3.3(B)) need to be segmented to define
ice and air phase. For each image, the appropriate threshold was determined by fitting the sum of three Gaussian distributions to the greyscale
histogram, as described by Hagenmuller et al. [35]. A sub-volume of the
binary image was then used to compute the elastic modulus, as described
below, and to determine the specific surface area SSA via interface triangulation. The triangulation based method is a standard evaluation
of the CT images that is provided by the vendor software from Scanco
Medical [42], for which a deviation of 5% was determined for a reference
object with known surface area [37]. For the structural analysis of the
samples, the image resolution was decreased by a factor two, for numerical reasons. The downscaling was performed on the grey images and
therefore acted like a filter. The preservation of the mean grey value
before and after downscaling implies the invariance of the air-ice ratio,
thus the scaling should not affect the derived parameters (number and
size of particles and number of bonds). For the scaling eight voxels were
integrated into one before the threshold was determined and the images
segmented, as described above. A 2D slice of the downscaled binary image is shown in Figure 3.3(C), where the ice phase is green (1) and the
air is blue (0).
The subsequent image analysis was done in Python. The particles
needed to be identified to determine the size distribution of the beads
and to characterize the structure in terms of the number of particles np
and the number of contacts nb . In a first step, air bubbles in the ice
phase had to be removed as they disturbed the segmentation process.
This is achieved by identifying the largest connected air component and
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Fig. 3.3: CT images of the samples: (A) binary 3D image of experimental cylindrical ice bead sample (the particles at the rim appear
flat, due to the chosen section, to cut out the sample holder wall).
(B) 2D slice of ice bead sample, grey image with 18 µm resolution;
(C) downscaled and segmented binary image, ice beads were identified
using a watershed algorithm and the watersheds as contacts between
the particles are depicted as yellow lines. (D) Binary microstructure of
nature identical snow (white ice phase), identification of particles and
contacts is ambiguous.

assigning all other voxels the ice value 1. On the bubble-free image a
watershed algorithm was applied to identify the particles. This common
algorithm is contained in the Python Scipy library. It is often used
for similar problems and works well on clear defined shapes [110], as
the ones of the ice beads. With a distance transform on the ice phase,
local maxima are found around the center of the particles. From these
points the watershed algorithm starts to "flood" the ice phase, until a
constriction - a watershed - is reached. Such a watershed should be
located at the contact, the narrow part between two particles. When
the contacts were found the particles were identified. The watersheds
themselves were counted as the contacts and are depicted as yellow lines
in Figure 3.3(C).
To determine the size rp of the ice beads, the voxels belonging to
each particle were counted. Knowing the voxel size, we calculated the
particle volume and translated this to the radius of an ideal sphere with
equivalent volume. This method works well, given the spherical particle
shape. For the sample density ρ the ice volume fraction φ was determined
and multiplied by the density of ice, ρ = φρice .
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3.2.7

FEM simulation of the elastic modulus

A voxel-based Finite Element (FE) code [25] was used to compute the
elastic moduli of the samples. This was done to obtain a second macromechanical property, independent from the compression experiments. It
has been shown by Gerling et al. [29] that this microstructure-based
method can be considered as a reliable estimate of the true elastic modulus of snow. In the FEM code, effective elastic moduli are computed
from volume-averaged stresses when the sample is subjected to a prescribed volume-averaged strain. We used the same parametrization as
Gerling et al. [29] by assuming a microstructure made of isotropic, polycrystalline ice, with the ice bulk and shear moduli K = 8.9 GPa and
G = 3.5 GPa. The simulations were performed on a cubic sub-volume of
the binary images with the original resolution of 18 µm. For obtaining
equivalent cutouts, we analyzed the vertical density profiles of the samples and cut the uppermost slices off at a comparable density value. The
x- and y-dimensions were the same for all images and chosen such that
a maximum cube was cut out of the cylindrical sample volume. The
sample dimension was then (1200×1200×650) voxel, corresponding to
(21.6×21.6×11.7) mm, with slight variations in the z-dimension.

3.2.8

Qualitative ice bead crystallography

As the internal crystalline structure of the ice beads is of potential relevance for model validation, we provide a fabric analysis, as part of the
particle characterization. The analysis is based on polarized light microscopy [97]. This method for visualizing the internal crystalline structure exploits the crystal-axis-orientation dependent optical properties of
ice. Thin sections of ice were illuminated under different angles and
from the refraction of the translucent light the crystal orientation was
deduced. Due to the absence of a calibration of the microscope, only a
qualitative picture can be provided. This is, however, sufficient to visualize differences in intensity and to identify differently oriented grains.
We examined 31 particles, a random selection of which is shown in Figure 3.4. The ice bead slices we analyzed in this way consisted of 1 to
10 crystals. While we observed several mono-crystalline beads, we could
not find an ice bead consisting of more than 10 crystals. The expectation
value and standard deviation was (2.3±1.5) crystals per bead.
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Fig. 3.4: Visualization of crystalline structure of several ice beads,
ground to 50 µm thick slices. A mono-crystal is represented by one
color.

3.3
3.3.1

Results
Characterization of ice beads and RG snow

The key requirements for the particles are a spherical shape and a narrow
size distribution. To assess these properties, we analyzed the particle
radius rp and the specific surface area SSA. The particle radii rp of
the beads were calculated from all CT samples, with the average and
standard deviation
r̄p = (1.12 ± 0.1) mm.
For the specific surface area SSA we obtained from all CT samples the
average and standard deviation
SSA = (3.1 ± 0.1) m2 kg−1 .
With a deviation of 6% this is very close to the SSA of an ideal sphere
with the mean radius r̄p of the ice beads, with 2.9 m2 kg−1 . Since the
SSA, the surface to volume ratio, for a given volume is minimal for a
sphere, this result implies that the ice beads are close to an ideal spherical
shape. From these results, a measure of sphericity can be derived, by
the ratio of the surface of a volume-equivalent sphere and the surface
of an object [120]. For an ideal sphere, the sphericity is one, for the ice
beads the computed sphericity is 0.92.
The nature identical snow was characterized in terms of density and
SSA, both derived from the CT images. The respective mean values
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Fig. 3.5: (A) Structural parameters, x = νc , ρ, and E normalized by
the mean X of all images of one sample class are shown for all samples
of the poured (left) and the tapped beads (middle) and for RG snow
(right). The dotted lines indicate ±10%; the sintering time is denoted
on the abscissa. (B) Ice volume fraction and SSA of all samples against
the sintering time.

of the six samples are given by: ρ = (399 ± 50) kg/m3 and SSA =
(10.7 ± 1.2) m2 kg−1 .
The SSA of all CT samples, from RG snow and ice beads, is presented
in Figure 3.5(B) together with the respective sintering time. The dotted
lines indicate the averages and shows that the SSA is rather constant
and no trend with sintering time can be seen.

3.3.2

Characterization of the ice bead structures

To demonstrate the reproducibility of the ice bead structures, we determined the number of particles np , the number of bonds nb and the ice
volume fraction φ as structural parameters from the CT images, Table
3.2. From these values we calculated the contact density νc = φZc , as
used by Gaume et al. [28], with the coordination number Zc = 2nb /np .
For all samples these values, normalized by the mean of the respective
sample class, are shown in Figure 3.5(A), for the poured (left) and tapped
beads (middle). The standard deviation of less than 10% as indicated
in the dotted lines underlines the reproducibility of the structures. The
sintering time of the samples can be read on the abscissa. To relate these
parameters to the elastic moduli, all values were determined from the
cubic sub-volumes of the images which were used for the computation of
the elastic moduli.
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Tab. 3.2: Mean and standard deviation of the ice volume fraction φ,
contact density νc and elastic modulus E.

φ
νc
E (GPa)

Poured Beads

Tapped Beads

RG Snow

0.62 ± 0.01
3.47 ± 0.1
1.03 ± 0.04

0.63 ± 0.01
3.6 ± 0.13
1.0 ± 0.11

0.43 ± 0.05
0.44 ± 0.01

Fig. 3.6: The distinctiveness of poured and tapped samples in the
contact density against the ice volume fraction: the tapped samples
have by tendency higher densities and more contacts, but also more
variability. The sintering time is indicated in the symbols.

To show the differences between the two sample classes, the contact
density νc is plotted against the ice volume fraction φ in Figure 3.6.
Although there is no sharp transition, it reveals the trend that the tapped
samples have a higher density and more bonds per particle than the
poured.
For the nature identical snow only density and elastic modulus are
shown in Figure 3.5(A) (right), since no contact density could be determined. For both parameters the scatter is higher than for the ice bead
samples and E exceeds the ±10% range.
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3.3.3

FEM simulations of the elastic modulus

The results for the elastic modulus are shown in Figure 3.7, in (A) against
the sintering time ts of the respective sample and in (B) against the ice
volume fraction φ. The contact density νc of the ice bead samples is
color-coded and magnified in the inset. For the ice beads and the RG
snow the values of E are clearly separated and each in a narrow range,
between 0.34 and 0.52 GPa for RG snow and 1.2 and 1.5 GPa for the ice
beads. Figure 3.7(A) distinguishes the two ice bead classes in symbols
and colors and reveals a rather large scatter of elastic moduli for the
tapped samples, compared to the poured. A relation with the sintering
time cannot be extracted which indicates that the effect of sintering is
not resolved in the images. Figure 3.7(B) shows the increase of E with
the ice volume fraction, as expected from the literature [29, 57]. The
inset shows the elastic moduli for the ice beads as a function of the
two investigated parameters with a potential influence on E: on the
abscissa is the ice volume fraction and the contact density in the colors.
The general picture looks as expected: an increase of E with φ and νc .
However a closer look and an intercomparison of the points reveals that
examples can be found with similar ice volume fractions, and contact
densities but different elastic moduli.

Fig. 3.7: Elastic moduli computed on the CT images: (A) against the
logarithmic sintering time, the lines indicate the averages; (B) against
the ice volume fraction, with the color-coded contact density for the
ice beads. The inset shows a magnification of the ice bead results.
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3.3.4

Compression experiments

For a visual inspection of the compression curves we show an example
of a poured ice bead sample in Figure 3.8(A). The sample has been
sintered for five days and shows the typical behavior observed in all
samples: strongly pronounced peaks occur when clusters of particles fall
out (Figure 3.8(B)), the stress drops until a new contact is formed and
the sample further compressed. The sampling rate of 10 kHz proved to
be high enough to resolve the fracture, as is depicted in magnification of
the highest peak in the inset of Figure 3.8(A).

Fig. 3.8: Compression experiment of a poured ice bead sample after
five days sintering. (A) Example of stress-strain curve as experimental
result: the blue curve shows the raw data, the black curve its smoothed
version, which was calculated with a moving average over 1000 data
points. The magnification of the blue maximum shows that the sampling rate of 10 kHz resolved the fracture. The maxima within the first
10% of strain were extracted from each curve, as marked by the stars.
The inset shows the relation between the maxima of raw and smoothed
data. (B) Photography of sample during compression: single particles
and clusters of particles break out and lead to the pronounced peaks
shown in (A) and a changing contact area during compression.

In order to derive an objective characteristic of the rather irregularly
shaped curves, the maximum within the first 10% strain (red star) was
extracted from all curves. To examine its significance, it was compared
to the maximum of the respective smoothed curve, which was calculated
with a moving average over 1000 data points (black curve and star in
Figure 3.8(A)). The correlation of the two maxima is presented in the
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Fig. 3.9: The compressive strength of nature identical snow increases
monotonously with sintering time, a power-law fit could be performed.
For the ice beads, an increasing strength can only be observed up to
five days. The ten-days-samples are weaker for both sample types.

inset for all ice bead samples. Despite the scatter, both definitions of
strength are reasonably correlated and led to the same overall-picture
(Figure 3.9), indicating the usability of the first definition. Therefore,
the raw data maximum within the first 10% strain is considered as characteristic for the sample. It is presented in Figure 3.9 as compressive
strength σ against the sintering time ts , for all samples.
The log-log plot in Figure 3.9 summarizes all experiments of ice beads
and RG snow. It shows the relation of compressive strength and sintering
time and allows to intercompare the sample types. The RG snow sinters
much faster and stronger than the ice beads, thus shorter sintering times
were examined. A monotonic increase of the strength with sintering time
was observed for the RG snow. In analogy to [41] we fitted the power-law
σ = a · ts b to the data. For RG snow, a good fit (RMSE=2.96 kPa) was
achieved with an exponent b = 0.3. For the ice beads no fit was possible.
The strength increases monotonously only up to five days (poured) and
decreases towards ten days again. The strength of the tapped samples
exceeds the one of the poured after five days sintering, but it decreases
after ten days to about the same value.
A high-speed video of an ice bead compression experiment is available
in the supplementary material.
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3.4
3.4.1

Discussion
Methods and ice bead characterization

In mechanical tests and CT-based investigations of ice bead packings,
we examined the potential of spherical model snow. In the tumbling of
frozen water droplets, we found a method to produce suitable, uniform
ice spheres: the standard deviation of the size distribution is less than
10 % and the SSA is close to the one of a volume-equivalent ideal sphere,
which implies high sphericity. Spherical shape and monodiseperse size
are the main requirements for the experimental discrete element counterparts and critical for model validation. The sphericity, derived from the
SSA, was constant for samples of different sintering times, implying the
preservation of the spherical shape throughout the experiments (Figure
3.5(B)). The particle size can be modified by the tumbling time, and
smaller particles with an optical diameter of natural snow crystals can
be produced as well. The qualitative evaluation of the crystallography
indicates that the ice beads consist of one to ten crystals. The growth of
monocrystals would probably be favored under warmer conditions when
the water freezes slower. This could be of interest for further sintering
and optical experiments, or mechanical tests with the incorporation of
the crystal orientation. So far, most ’spherical ice particles’ presented
in the literature [15, 62, 82] were produced by spraying water into liquid nitrogen and were not characterized in a similar way, which allows
only qualitative comparison. A multicrystalline ice structure of particles
with a 4 mm diameter was shown in SEM images [16], and on microscopy
images these particles look less spherical than the ones presented here.
Hobbs and Mason [43] report about mono- and poly-crystalline, monodisperse spheres with a diameter within one percent in the range of 20300 µm. No measure for the sphericity was given. Therefore we believe
that the mechanical tumbling method presented here is an interesting
alternative to produce idealized model snow comprising spheres.
Besides the particle characterization, a well-working image processing
with particle identification is the basis for our analysis of microstructure
and contacts, as well as the reconstruction towards mapping onto models. To this end, a watershed algorithm could successfully be applied to
the 3D CT images to identify the particles and characterize the sam-
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ples in terms of the number of particles and contacts. The contact size,
as second relevant contact parameter besides the number of contacts,
is expected to change with sintering time. This was observed in the
experiments through increasing compressive strength, but could not be
derived from the images, which were analyzed regarding the watershed
sizes (number of voxels of the watersheds, which were counted as contacts). The constant watershed sizes must be due to the image resolution
of 18 µm and the fact that these narrow parts in the microstructure are
most sensitive to binary segmentation, which comes along with a loss of
information. However, the image processing can be applied for a complete reconstruction of the samples. Besides the contacts and number
of particles, the position of all particles and contacts could be determined. Together with the high sphericity and quasi-monodispersity, this
renders the system an ideal candidate for model validation: experimental samples can be reconstructed as input for (DEM) models for a close
comparison.

3.4.2

Relation between microstructure and mechanics

The structural analysis of the CT images showed the reproducibility of
the ice bead samples, with a standard deviation of the structural parameters of less than 10 %. The variation of density and elastic modulus of
the RG snow samples was higher than for the ice bead samples. The
densities of the ice bead samples lie in the range of a close random packing, which allows little structural variation. Yet, the effect of the sample
compaction by tapping can be seen in higher densities and more contacts. The differences between the tapped and poured structures are
small and without a sharp transition. But they are also mirrored in the
mechanical properties, the simulated elastic modulus, and the experimentally measured compressive strength. While in the present paper
the tapping was only employed as a proof of concept, a more systematic
tapping method (using e.g. vibrations with a given frequency) may open
the door for targeted manipulation of the packings.
Two main contact parameters were manipulated in the ice bead samples - the number of contacts by tapping and the size of the contacts
through variation of the sintering time - and can be related to the mechanical response. The effect of sintering was not resolved in the CT
images and consequently in the elastic modulus, for which a relation48
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ship with the contact density and ice volume fraction was observed.
The compressive strength is related to both parameters, even though
only indirectly. Since the sintering time did not change the other structural parameter (SSA, density, contact density) that potentially affect
the compressive strength, the increasing strength can be ascribed to the
increase of the contact size. As the contact size matters but could not
be quantified, no relation with contact density and compressive strength
could be derived.
The Elastic moduli E were determined by voxel-based FEM simulations of 3D CT images. With a voxel size of 18 µm the image resolution
was too low to resolve details of the sintering effect, as particularly the
bond area is sensitive to the image resolution. Thus, no relation of E with
sintering time was observed (Fig. 3.7(A)). E is dominated by the particle
geometry and structural arrangement of the sample. While in snow science E is usually related to the ice volume fraction φ [57, 78, 111, 124],
for the ice beads, we could additionally relate it to the contact density
νc , which is shown in the colors of Figure 3.7(B). Regarding the relation
with the ice volume fraction φ, the results of the RG snow samples are
in very good agreement with the fits of Köchle and Schneebeli [57], and
Gerling et al. [29] who utilized the same method. Their empirical powerlaw (E = 2 · 10−8 · ρ3.98 (MPa)) fits with RMSE = 0.021 GPa our results
for the RG snow samples. However, it overestimates E of the ice beads,
as does the fit of Köchle and Schneebeli [57]. In both studies, the fits are
restricted to a certain density range. Köchle and Schneebeli [57] even
specify two fits for two ranges, which underlines the restricted validity.
As their ranges do not cover the ice volume fractions of the ice bead
samples, the fits are not expected to describe the elastic moduli of the
beads. Yet, lower E are presumed towards higher ice volume fractions,
as E must saturate at some point to the value of solid ice. The ranges
of both, ice volume fraction and elastic moduli, are clearly separated for
RG snow and ice beads, but the ranges of these parameters within the
respective systems are small. The RG snow samples line up on the fit,
i.e., clearly increasing E with φ. The ice bead samples, in contrast, are
rather clustered. Partially this can be explained by looking at the contact
density νc , as resolved in the magnification (Figure 3.7(B)), for which an
increasing relation with E is expected [28] and seen in the results of the
poured samples. For tapped samples, the relation is rather vague, due
the the uncertainty intervalls of all parameters and their small ranges.
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The higher variability of the tapped samples compared to the poured, is
already observed in the relation of φ and νc (Figure 3.6) as well as in the
relation of E and ts (Figure 3.7(A)). This might be due to the sensitivity
of the applied tapping method to small variations, whereas the pouring
of the particles is better constraint.
The compressive strengths σ were extracted from the experimental
stress-strain curves which are difficult to interpret on the first sight (Figure 3.8). The focus in this study was on a mechanical characteristic
that allows for comparison of different sintering times and sample types,
rather than on the fracture mechanism itself. Such a characteristic was
found in the highest peak within the first 10% of strain and referred to
as compressive strength, after an alternative evaluation of the smoothed
curves and the deformational energy confirmed the results. The relation
of compressive strength and sintering time (Figure 3.9) shows the reproducibility of the experiments, despite the large scatter, which however
is typical for snow. The requirements for the representative elementary
volume (REV) are met for the ice beads with 32 rp and np ∈ (1000, 1200)
at the lower limit, which was found in 30 rp [126] or np ≥ 1000 particles
[28]. In contrast, the requirements are clearly fulfilled for the RG snow
samples. Yet, the experimental results have a similarly high scatter,
which is considered to be the (reproducible) variability of the compressive strength. On the contrary, the scatter of the structural parameters
is comparably small, within ±10%. This indicates the relevance of the
exact arrangement of the particles and the formation and mechanical
importance of force bearing chains in snow structures [60].
Taking the highest peak of the stress-strain curves as compressive
strength, as a characteristic of the sample, renders the comparison of
different samples and sintering times possible (Figure 3.9). The compressive strengths of the ice bead samples reflect the variation of both
contact parameters: tapped samples with higher contact densities exceed
the poured samples; and for the poured samples an increasing strength
with sintering times between one and five days was observed, assigned to
the change of the contact size. A quantitative relation of strength, contact density, and contact size cannot be discussed, lacking information
about the evolution of the sintered contacts. The relation of compressive strength and sintering time was examined in confined compression
experiments and also related to the particle size [45]. A similar relation
with time was found as we observed in the RG snow, but the increase
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of compressive strength with particle size is in contrast to our results.
Reasons for this are discussed in the next paragraph.

3.4.3 Effect of sintering on compressive strength and sintering anomaly of ice beads
In the relation of compressive strength and sintering time, large differences of RG snow and ice beads were observed. This relation has been
investigated for snow in confined compression experiments [45], where an
exponential fit was applied (σ ∝ ekts ) that represented well the monotonic increase of the compressive strength with the age of snow. To the
similarly progressing curve of the RG snow, however, we fitted a powerlaw σ = a · ts b in analogy to Herwijnen and Miller [41]. The exponent
b is related to the standard sintering theory and links the locally and
globally increasing strength. The obtained exponent b = 0.3 for the
RG snow compares well to their ones for comparable snow (natural and
nature identical rounded grains), considering the different densities. According to the standard sintering theory, the bond-to-grain ratio develops
in time following the power-law
 n
rb
B(T )
· ts ,
(3.1)
=
rp
rp m
with the temperature dependent B that captures geometrical and material properties. Assuming vapor transport as the dominant sintering
mechanism for the regarded time scales [8, 15, 43], the exponents are
n = 5 and m = 3 and the bond-to-grain ratio should grow in time with
ts 1/5 . Hence, the relation of compressive strength and sintering time is
due to the locally growing bonds and for the RG snow in good agreement
with the literature.
Compared to the RG snow, the ice beads sinter much slower and
weaker. First compression tests were initially performed after one day,
but most of the ice bead samples fragmented when the outer wall of
the sample holder was removed and could not be used for compression
tests. In contrast, the RG snow could be tested after only five minutes.
This difference can only partially be explained by the particle size. The
size dependence of the sintering rate is prescribed by equation (3.1) that
predicts decreasing sintering rates for increasing grain sizes, as do the
simulation results of Herwijnen and Miller [41].
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Fig. 3.10: High resolution (6 µm) CT scans of ice beads, after zero,
five and ten days sintering. The 2D cross-sections of the binary images
show porous bonds between the particles and their evolution.

The ice bead samples evolve similarly as RG snow but only for sintering times up to five days, with weaker but still increasing strength.
Unexpectedly, the ten days samples were weaker than the five days samples, for both sample classes. This result presently lacks a sound theoretical explanation. However, the CT images and observations reported
in the literature indicate that due to the porous nature of the bonds
the growth is not monotonic. The results of the structural analysis and
the elastic moduli - that show no variation with sintering time - do not
indicate any remarkable differences in the structures of the ten dayssamples, as they are not conspicuous, e.g. in the relation between E and
νc . Moreover, different temperatures or large fluctuations of the temperature during the sintering process can be excluded from the temperature
measurement of the five and ten days tapped sintering process. In both
cases the temperature fluctuations were restricted to ±0.5◦ C . The sintering theory behind equation (3.1) describes the growth of a solid neck
between two particles in contact, as it developed for the RG snow. In
additional CT images with higher resolution (6 µm), we observe porous
bonds, several column-like structures form the contact between two particles (Figure 3.10). A very similar observation is described by Chen
and Baker [15], for polycrystalline ice spheres of a 4 mm diameter under
temperature-gradient and quasi-isothermal (-10◦ C ) conditions, and by
Adams et al. [1] for natural snow crystals (sieved with a 0.99 mm sieve).
Chen and Baker [15] reported the growth of several "protrusions" from
one particle to the other, forming a porous bond. Interestingly, they
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report a retreat of the protrusions after growth of six days, but only if
the protrusions could not get in contact with the opposite sphere (if the
spheres were initially not in contact but separated by a small gap). The
described images of the bonds were taken after six (maximum extension of the protrusions) and twelve days (retreated protrusions), which
matches the time frame of our observation, the weakening of the compressive strength. Their observation is an optical one and no mechanical
tests were performed. The retreat is reported only for initially separated
particles. Our results show their mechanical relevance, i.e. weaker sintering of large ice particles and indicate that the reversal of bonding also
takes place when the particles were in contact, i.e. that the porosity of
an existing bond can increase in time. These results may help to explain
the empirical observations of weakly sintered spring snow on ski slopes
or roads, consisting of large and round grains, the weak layer potential
of hail and graupel or even spherical ice particles in the food industry.
The porously growing bonds seem to be related to the particle size, as
it has only been observed in 4 mm particles so far [15]. In other studies
of sintering of ice spheres with diameters between 20-300 µm the growth
of a solid neck was observed, as predicted by the theory [43, 62]. The
size of our particles with 2-2.2 mm is in between. Though unexpected,
our results fit the former observations, which indicate some effects for
the sintering of large spheres that are not captured by sintering theory.
The onset of these effects lies supposedly between particle sizes of 0.3
and 2 mm. Further investigation of this seems worthwhile to explore the
size dependence and the mechanisms for these protrusions.

3.5

Conclusion

In this paper we presented a novel tumbling method for producing model
snow that comprises highly spherical ice beads. We characterized the
spheres and analyzed the structures and mechanics of sintered sphere assemblies. This showed that the investigated ice beads are well suited for
snow model comparison, due to their clearly defined size, high sphericity
and the well-working structural analysis by means of CT-imaging. The
tumbling method presented here enables the production of uniform ice
beads in different size ranges. Smaller and larger spherical ice particles
than the ones presented here can be generated as well. The microstruc53
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tures of the samples were characterized and related to the mechanical
properties, by examining CT images of the samples that were used in
the compression experiments. Microstructural variation was generated
by densification of some samples and by variation of the sintering time.
The sintered bonds of the ice beads developed with a complex geometry, contrasting the predictions from the standard sintering theory. This
was observed by optical inspection of the CT images, as well as in the
evolution of compressive strength with sintering time. In the compression tests, the ice bead samples exhibited after ten days sintering lower
strength than after five, in contrast to the monotonic increase of the
reference snow and the expectation from theory. The sintering artifacts,
revealed in the CT images, impede the quantification of the contact
size. Although unexpected in our experiments, similar observations are
documented in the literature and indicate that the artifacts could be
circumvent by utilizing smaller particles to allow for a complete quantification of the contact parameters (number and size of bonds). Despite these complications, the ice beads qualified also in the mechanical
tests for model snow: until five days the ice beads developed a similar
relation of strength and sintering time as the reference snow and the
sintering-independent results of the elastic moduli, conform very well
with the expectations from literature. Overall we believe that model
snow comprising spheres with low variability in size and shape may be
well exploited for applications such as DEM to address open questions
regarding the calibration of contact parameters and the mapping of snow
microstructure onto simplified geometries.
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Abstract
Snow appears as a granular material in most engineering applications.
We examined the role of grain shape and cohesion in angle of repose experiments, which are a common means for the characterization of granular materials. The role of shape was examined by investigating diverse
snow types with discernible shape and spherical ice beads. Two geometrical shape parameters were calculated from X-ray micro-computedtomography images after a particle-segmentation was performed with
a watershed algorithm. Cohesion was examined by conducting experiments at six different temperatures between −40 and −2◦ C , assuming
sintering as its cause, which accelerates with increasing temperature. As
a cohesionless reference, experiments with glass beads were performed.
We found that both shape and cohesion exerted about equally strong
influence on the angle of repose. We utilized our results for an empirical model that describes the influence of shape and cohesion as additive
corrections of the angle of repose of cohesionless spheres and explains
all experiments with a correlation coefficient r2 = 0.95. With temperature and the chosen shape parameter as fitting variables, previous
experiments with another snow type could be consistently included. The
experiments highlight the relevance of these parameters in granular snow
mechanics and can be used for model calibration.
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4.1

Introduction

The angle of repose is a classical measure for the investigation of granular materials [3]. As a characteristic of a granular material, it depends
on particle and material properties such as size distribution and shapes
of the granules, inter-particle friction, surface roughness and cohesion.
These properties are examined in the angle of repose by means of experiments [96, 107], analytically [4] or numerically [131], for model parameter
calibration, or to examine their influence on the flowability of a material
in general. Thus, the methods and variables as well as the applications
of angle of repose investigations are very diverse.
Given the broad spectrum of applications and influencing factors, angle of repose measurements are often discussed controversially. The criticism includes the restricted validity for cohesive materials, for which
the lack of a clear slope angle inhibits the quantification of cohesion [96].
Moreover, the method is not standardized [3, 96]. To handle these drawbacks, it is recommended to clearly predefine the purpose of the angle
of repose investigation and select the method accordingly [3], since it remains an important and interesting characteristic of granular materials.
Snow is often treated as a granular material (e.g. [34, 39]). For example, it turns into a granulate after fracture of the sintered, solid-like
microstructure that is formed by accumulated snow on the ground. Its
granular nature is therefore involved in most snow mechanical applications. Consequently, it has to be accounted for in numerical snow mechanical models, which motivated the work on identifying grains in a 3D
snow microstructure by means of micro-computed-tomography (µCT)
imaging [34, 116]. Yet to date, little experimental information is available, for an approach of granular snow mechanics on the grain scale, in
particular about the role of grain shape and cohesion.
On larger scales, cohesion and its variation with temperature has been
addressed by friction and strength measurements [98], or more recently
in the context of avalanche rheology [58, 112]. In snow, cohesion is
effectively mediated by sintering as a temperature and time-dependent
process. Sintering is well investigated on time-scales of minutes, days and
months (e.g. [8] and references therein). On sub-second scales, sintering
has also been analyzed on the grain scale by investigating the contact of
two spherical ice particles [32, 114]. In the latter experiments, sintering
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strongly varied with temperature and was very weak below −12◦ C but
increased towards −1◦ C [114]. Accordingly, sintering actually takes place
within short contact times, but due to the high contact pressure, these
results are not directly transferable to the granular behavior.
The variety of snow grain shapes is reflected by the variety of snow
types [21]. For particles with complex shapes, such as snow crystals, no
standardized measure for shape exists at this time [3]. Commonly used
shape parameters such as sphericity or roundness [120] are derived from
2D projections of particles, usually from microscopy images. For snow,
grain shape has never been characterized with respect to its influence on
the granular behavior for diverse snow types.
Incorporating the grain shape into numerical models, such as in the
discrete element method (DEM), is computationally and methodologically intensive [75]. However, given its mechanical relevance, it cannot
be neglected. In DEM, the effects of shape are often accounted for by
equipping spherical particles with a rolling friction coefficient (e.g. [125]).
The calibration of this coefficient has been addressed for other materials
with angle of repose experiments (e.g. [23]). For snow, no experimental information is available for differentiating the effects of non-spherical
particles or different grain shapes.
To examine the roles of grain shape and cohesion in granular dynamics of snow on the grain scale, we performed systematic angle of repose
experiments of diverse snow types over a wide temperature range (between −40 to −2◦ C ). Previous angle of repose experiments with pulverized snow at different temperatures [63] are quantitatively included
and discussed with our results. The snow type chosen by Kuroiwa et
al. [63] complements our experiments by broadening the investigated
parameter space of grain shapes. In our study, we investigated two of
the most common snow types, rounded and faceted grains, and ice beads
as spherical model snow. The ice beads are used to experimentally examine the differences in granular properties between real snow grain
shapes and spherical particles as they are used in DEM. For a geometrical shape characterization of a large number of particles, we captured
3D µCT images of each snow type. For the segmentation of the particles,
a watershed algorithm was applied, as it has been used for snow grain
identification before [106, 116]. The role of cohesion is investigated by
varying the temperature. By assuming that cohesion is caused by sinter-
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ing, the cohesive forces should be negligible at low, and increase towards
higher temperatures [114], resulting in increasing angle of repose.
This paper has the following structure: The material and methods
section provides a description of snow sample production, the angle of
repose experiments, the 3D µCT image analysis, and shape parameter
determination. In the results section, the main findings are presented
together with an empirical model that separates the effects of shape and
cohesion. The discussion section follows the same order: main findings,
role of shape and cohesion, and additionally contains a discussion of the
role of particle size and implications of the findings in the context of
snow mechanics and snow mechanical modeling.

4.2
4.2.1

Materials and methods
Preparation of snow samples

Two typical natural snow types were investigated with rounded and
faceted grains, as well as spherical ice beads as model snow. All snow
samples were produced in the cold lab.
For both natural snow types, fresh dendritic snow from a snow maker
[101] was used as base material. To obtain rounded grains, the snow
was sieved into a Styrofoam box and stored over three months in a
−2◦ C cold chamber, allowing for isothermal metamorphism. To grow
faceted grains, the fresh snow was exposed to a temperature gradient
for a duration of three weeks. The snow was sieved into a box with a
heating plate at the bottom (−3◦ C ), thick insulating Styrofoam plates
as lateral walls, and was covered with a thin aluminum plate on the top
to regulate the top-temperature with the −22◦ C lab air. With a snow
height of 15 cm, a temperature gradient of approximately 125 K/m was
realized. According to Schleef et al. [101], we refer to these two snow
types as nature identical snow. We classified them according to Fierz et
al. [21] as rounded grains (RG) and faceted grains (FC).
The ice beads (IB) were produced by abrasion of frozen water droplets
by tumbling them in a rotating drum as described in Chapter 3.2.1. As
they were not destroyed in the experiments, the beads were reused several
times without measurable impact on their properties (c.f. Chapter 3.2.1).
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For equal conditions, they were tumbled for about half an hour before
using them in experiments.
Between the experiments, the snow samples were stored at −22◦ C to
inhibit further metamorphism. Two to three hours before using the snow
in the experiments, an adequate amount was transferred to the cold lab
at the desired temperature for thermalization. Just before the experiment, the snow was sieved to prepare the granulate. Two sieve sizes were
used to restrict the crystal size range as shown in Table 4.1. As listed
therein, ice beads and faceted grains were investigated in two size-ranges,
where the smaller ones are denoted with IBS and FCS, respectively. A
microscopy image of a representative grain of each snow type is shown
in the first row of Figure 4.1.
Additionally, experiments were conducted with industrial mono-sized
glass beads (GB) as a cohesionless reference.
Tab. 4.1: Particle size range (sieve mesh sizes), parameters of the
experimental angle of repose setup (base diameter D and falling height
h) and investigated temperatures T with number of experiments per
snow type.

Snow Particle size
type range (mm)
IB
4
IBS
2 - 2.2
RG
0.7 - 1.4
FC
1.4 - 2
FCS
0.7 - 1.4
GB
2

4.2.2

Setup (mm)
No. of experiments per
D
h
−40 −30 −22 −15
70
25
8
8
8
6
50
40
8
8
8
50
40
5
7
5
50
40
8
8
8
4
50
40
6
8
8
70
25
5
3
5

T (◦ C)
−5 −2
6
7
8
8
3
6
8
8
7
8
6

Angle of repose experiments

In our study, we focus on the influence of particle shape and cohesion
on the angle of repose by comparing the angles of different snow types
at various temperatures under identical experimental conditions. Our
experimental setup consists of a round, freestanding base above which
a sieve is mounted with a tripod to distribute the particles from a fixed
height. The base was used to define a circular basal area and to allow
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Fig. 4.1: Investigated snow samples in the columns; from left to right:
RG, FC, IBS. In the rows: 1 (a-c) Microscope image of one representative grain (scale in mm). In row 2 (d-f) exemplary heaps showing the
angle of repose (AOR) at −40◦ C (RG at −30◦ C ) and in row 3 (g-i)
heaps at −2◦ C . Row 4 (j-l) shows 2D section of 3D µCT images after
binary and watershed segmentation (same scale).

unstable particles to fall down without increasing the basal area of the
heap. The base was chosen such that the for consistent measurements
required ratio, D/d ≥ 20 [3, 96], between base (D) and particle diameter
(d) was fulfilled. For the large ice beads (IB), a larger base had to be
used. The chosen values for height and base diameter are listed in Table
4.1. The height of the sieve above the base was constant and, for both
bases, chosen such that it was slightly above the peak of the highest
heap (e.g. RG at −2◦ C ; IB at −2◦ C ). The sieve separates the particles
and prevents sintering before the heap is reached. The outlet of the
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sieve covers the complete area of the base to obtain a uniform particle
flow over the entire heap. The snow was filled into the center of the
sieve, which was vibrated by manually rattling a spoon over the metal
mesh at the edge of the sieve. About three times the mass of snow of
the final heap was sieved onto the base to obtain a stationary heap. The
sieving of the particles onto the heap took about 30 s. For each snow type
and temperature, several angle of repose experiments were conducted,
as listed in Table 4.1.
Angle of repose estimation from image analysis

After sieving, three images from different perspectives of the heap were
taken. For each snow type, one example of a heap is shown for minimal
and maximal temperature in Figure 4.1 (d-i). From these images, the
angle of repose was determined, i.e. the slope angle of the heap towards
the horizontal.

Fig. 4.2: Determination of the angle of repose α from the images with
two independent methods: (A) shows the evaluation of the two lateral
slopes with a line drawn by eye (method (a)); (B) shows the pojected
heap-area to calculate angle of ideal area-equivalent triangle (method
(b)).

Since snow does not form an ideal cone, the heaps may exhibit local
variations and a flattened top that forms by the particle impact [96],
which complicates the determination of the angle. We therefore evaluated the images by two different methods and determined the angle of
repose using either (a) the two lateral slopes or (b) the projected heaparea. Both methods are sketched in Figure 4.2. For the slope-evaluation
with method (a), a line was drawn through a representative part of the
heap silhouette by eye. The angle between the line and the horizontal was determined as the slope angle. In this way, six angles per heap
were determined, two for each of the three images, and their average was
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taken as the angle of repose. For the area-evaluation with method (b),
the projected heap-area was automatically determined from the images
to calculate the angle of an isosceles triangle with equivalent base and
area. In this way, three angles were determined and averaged per heap.

4.2.3

3D µCT image analysis

From all snow types we took one 3D micro-computed-tomography (µCT)
scan to determine the two standard bulk characteristics, density ρ and
specific surface area SSA (surface-to-mass ratio), and to examine the
particle properties of shape and size. To this end, the snow was sieved
into a sample holder with a diameter of 30 mm, similar to the sieving
in the angle of repose experiment. The scans were taken with a Scanco
Medical µCT 40 scanner1 , which is operated in a cold room at −10±1◦ C .
With the chosen voxel size of svox = 15 µm, the scanning duration was
3.5 h for a sample height of 15 mm.
For the evaluation, a cubic section of the grey images consisting of
(600×600×600) voxels, corresponding to (9×9×9) mm, was used. As a
first step, the images had to be segmented to define ice and air phases.
For each image, the appropriate threshold was determined by fitting the
sum of three Gaussian distributions to the grey-scale histogram as described by Hagenmuller et al. [35]. The obtained binary images were
then used for the analysis. The ice volume fraction φ (ratio of number of
ice-voxels to total number of voxels) was used to determine the density
ρ = φ ρice . The SSA was determined with an interface triangulationbased method, which is a standard evaluation of µCT images and provided in the vendor software from Scanco Medical [42]. From the SSA,
the optical equivalent radius ropt = 3/(SSA·ρice ) can be derived as a
measure of the particle size.
Particle segmentation

To segment the snow microstructure and identify single particles, we
used the watershed algorithm in the Python library Skimage. 2D cross
sections of the segmented images are presented in Figure 4.1 (j-l) for
each snow type.
1 We used 55 kVp for the peak energy and 145 µA for the current of the X-ray tube,
and a sampletime of 600 ms.
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Once the particles were identified, they were evaluated one by one. A
small 3-dimensional sub-volume was created that contained exactly one
of the segmented particles. First, the coordinates were used to check
whether the particle is located at the edge of the sample volume, which
implies that the particle is not outlined in its entire form. To analyse
only "complete" particles, the edge-particles are ignored in the following
evaluation.
The particle volume
Vp = Nvox · s3vox

(4.1)

was evaluated by the number of voxels Nvox that constitute the particle
and the voxel size svox . From the particle volume Vp the radius of a volume equivalent sphere was determined as rws , a measure of the particle
size.
As particle shapes are classically evaluated from 2D projections [120],
we determined all three projections of the particle onto the main planes,
x-y, y-z, and z-x, to evaluate only the largest one. Then, in a similar
fashion to the volume, the projected area of the particle Ap was calculated
0
Ap = Nvox
· s2vox .

(4.2)

The area of the smallest surrounding circle As was determined by the
maximum extent of the particle. To this end, the largest distance of
two points on the particle countour was determined using the countours
function in the Skimage library. The particle perimeter P was calculated
with the regionprops function in the Python Skimage library.
Shape parameters

Two common shape-parameters were calculated with the derived particle properties for each complete particle in the sample-volume. The
sphericity is one important shape parameter, as defined by [120] with:
ψs =

Ap
,
As

(4.3)

the ratio of the area of the projected particle Ap and the area As of the
smallest surrounding circle, into which the entire projected particle fits.
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This shape parameter ψs allows for a comparison with the experiments
from [63], since ψs is the inverse of the parameter a used therein. Additionally, we evaluated a second common shape parameter referred to
as "shape-factor" by Shmulik et al. [107]
ψf =

4π Ap
P2

(4.4)

that contains the particle perimeter P . Both shape parameters (equation
4.3 and 4.4) are equal to one for a perfect sphere.

4.3
4.3.1

Results
Comparison of angle of repose estimates

The angle of repose of each heap was derived from the images using two
independent quantities, slope and area. As an overall comparison of both
methods, we show the respective angle of repose for all experiments in a
scatter plot in Figure 4.3. The results of both analyses are clearly correlated with systematic lower values obtained from the slope-evaluation
(method (a)).

Area evaluation, α( ◦ )

50
45

fit: y =0.9 x + 8.6
r 2 =0.94

40
35

1:1 line
linear fit
ice beads
ice beads S
rounded
faceted
faceted S
glass beads

30
25
20
20

25

30

35

40

Slope evaluation, α( ◦ )

45

50

Fig. 4.3: Scatter plot of the two methods for evaluating the angle of
repose.
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In the following we only present the results of the slope-evaluation,
since these results for cohesionless spheres (glass beads with α ≈ 20 ◦ , ice
beads with α(−40◦ C ) ≈ 21.5 ◦ ) are consistently below the theoretically
maximum stable angle of 23.4◦ [4], which, as a static angle, should be
the upper limit.

4.3.2

Angle of repose of snow

Angle of repose α ( ◦ )

All experimental results are shown in Figure 4.4 as the angle of repose
of all snow types vs. temperature. One point represents the mean of all
experiments at each temperature and the errorbar shows the standard
deviation. Additionally shown are the results of the glass beads and
the pulverized snow experiments, denoted by PS Kuroiwa2 . The main
observations of all snow curves can be summarized in two points. First,

50
40

ice beads
ice beads S
rounded
faceted
faceted S
glass beads
PS Kuroi a

30
20
−40 −35 −30 −25 −20 −15 −10

Temperature T ( ◦ C)

−5

0

Fig. 4.4: Experimental results (mean values) for all angle of repose
experiments against temperature. Error bars denote the standard deviation.
2 Pulverised

snow of Kuroiwa et al. [63]: For the angle of repose, the listed values
were taken; for the particle characteristics the mid-value of the given ranges were
taken, (i.e. for the shape a = 1 - 2.5 we calculated with 1.75, corresponding to
ψs = 0.33; for the particle size between 0.5 and 0.6 mm we used 0.55 mm). The
experiments were conducted with a similar setup, where D = 100 mm and h = 70 mm.
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the positions of the curves are clustered into three groups: the ice and
glass beads exhibit the lowest angles, the faceted and rounded grains have
clearly higher angles and the pulverized snow PS Kuroiwa has the highest
angles. Second, the temperature-dependence of all snow types follows
the same pattern: the angle of repose is rather constant at temperatures
below −15◦ C with some variations, but clearly increases towards higher
temperatures with the highest slopes between −5 and −2◦ C . For the
glass beads, no relation with temperature was observed.

4.3.3

Empirical model

To investigate how shape and cohesion affect the angle of repose α we
assess an empirical model that treats both effects as additive corrections.
With this, we follow former studies where the effects of shape (e.g. [107])
and cohesion [4, 87] are treated as corrections of the angle of repose α0
of cohesionless spheres:
α(ψ, T ) = α0 + ∆αψ (ψ) + ∆αc (T ).

(4.5)

The shape correction ∆αψ should become zero for ψ = 1 and the cohesion term ∆αc should become zero for very low temperatures. Accordingly, we employ α0 = ᾱgb as derived from the glass beads. For
the shape term we assume ∆αψ (ψ) = A(1/ψ − 1) with a free parameter
A. For the cohesion term we assume an Arrhenius form B · e−C/kB T ,
which is reminiscent of the temperature-dependence of sintering as the
assumed origin of cohesion. Besides the temperature T , it contains two
free parameters B and C, and the Boltzmann constant kB .
Based on these considerations, we fitted the following model of the
angle of repose to all snow experiments, including PS Kuroiwa:
α(ψ, T ) = ᾱgb + A ·




1
− 1 + B · e−C/kB T .
ψ

(4.6)

For the shape parameter, the sphericity ψs was chosen (if not specified
otherwise), allowing for inclusion of PS Kuroiwa. A comparison of the
fit and experiment is shown in Figure 4.5. With the mean values of ψs
(Table 4.2), we obtained with a correlation coefficient r2 = 0.95 the three
fitting parameters A = 13.3, B = 1.5 · 1023 , and C = 1.2 eV.
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Fig. 4.5: Comparison of experiments and model fit (equation 4.6, with
ψ = ψs ), in (A) as a scatter plot, and in (B) against temperature.

Tab. 4.2: Snow and particle characteristics, derived from 3D
µCT images and contributions of shape ∆αψ and cohesion ∆αc from
the experiments.

Snow
type
IB
IBS
RG
FC
FCS

ψs

ψf

0.91
0.84
0.61
0.59
0.6

0.81
0.71
0.56
0.49
0.5

4.3.4

Sensitivity tests

rws
(mm)
1.22
0.74
0.28
0.32
0.31

ropt
(mm)
1.29
1.0
0.26
0.29
0.25

ρ
(kg/m3 )
559
541
267
321
403

SSA
(m2 /kg)
2.1
2.7
10.6
9.6
10.9

∆αc
(◦ )
3.9
7
13.3
9.5
14.7

∆αψ
(◦ )
1.5
1.9
8.3
7.6
9.4

To further illustrate both correction terms in the experiments, first the
influence of shape was investigated at the lowest temperature Tmin =
−40◦ C , where cohesion is assumed to be negligible (∆αc (Tmin ) = 0).
Under this assumption, equation 4.5 leads to:
∆αψ (ψ) = α(ψ, Tmin ) − ᾱgb

(4.7)

which describes the offset of the curves from the average of the glass
bead experiments. This was calculated for all snow types as listed in
Table 4.2. It is shown together with the shape contribution of the model
against the variable (1/ψ − 1), which shows the similarity for both shape
factors ψs and ψf in Figure 4.6(A).
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Second, the effect of cohesion was calculated at the highest temperature Tmax = −2◦ C , where it is supposed to be maximal. According to
equation 4.5, the cohesion term can then be written as
∆αc (Tmax ) = α(ψ, Tmax ) − α0 − ∆αψ (ψ) ≈ α(ψ, Tmax ) − α(ψ, Tmin )
which gives the difference of the angle of repose at maximal and minimal
temperature, i.e. the maximum cohesion induced change of the angle.
This was calculated for all snow types as listed in Table 4.2. It is shown
in Figure 4.6(B) against the particle radius ropt to examine a potential
influence of particle size. The results indicate an additional influence
of particle size which is not captured by the model (constant line). A
qualitatively similar variation of the angle of repose with particle size
is observed if only the increase at the highest temperature is considered
(α(−2◦ C ) − α(−5◦ C )). These values are also shown in Figure 4.6(B).
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Fig. 4.6: (A): shape-contribution ∆αψ of experiments (equation 4.7)
and model (A(1/ψ − 1)) for both shape parameters, ψs and ψf . (B):
cohesional-contribution ∆αc of experiments against µCT -derived particle radius ropt : orange-squares show the maximum T -induced change
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4.4

Discussion

Angle of repose experiments are a common means to characterize the
granular behavior of a material, investigate particle and material prop69
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erties, and derive parametrization for numerical models [3]. We performed systematic angle of repose experiments of diverse snow types
over a wide temperature range to examine the role of particle shape and
cohesion/sintering in the granular behavior of snow. Towards calibration
of DEM parameters, we worked out differences in the granular behavior of natural snow and spherical particles, as well as the influence of
sintering that takes place in angle of repose experiments.

4.4.1

Main findings

In the experiments, we observed a significant influence of particle shape
and cohesion, with both factors increasing the angle of repose. The influence of shape was revealed by examining different snow types and
spherical particles, and the cohesion, assumed to be caused by sintering, was examined by varying the temperature. Complex shaped snow
particles clearly formed larger angles than the spherical particles. More
specifically, the smaller the shape parameter, the larger was the angle of
repose. The influence of cohesion was negligible at temperatures below
−22◦ C , but increased as the temperature increased to −2◦ C .
Previously, the effect of both factors has been described as an additive
correction to the angle of repose of cohesionless spheres (for the shape
[107] and for cohesion [87]). Following these ideas, we assumed additive
and independent corrections of both effects as a starting point for an
empirical model (equation 4.5). The resulting empirical model fits the
experiments very well (r2 = 0.95). As fitting variables we used ψs from
the µCT images and the temperature T as a proxy for sintering. This led
to a quantitative understanding of the angle of repose of diverse snow
types over a wide temperature range and the ability to examine shape
and cohesion separately.

4.4.2

Effect of particle shape

The influence of particle shape was investigated at the lowest temperature, −40◦ C (RG snow at −30◦ C ). For the spherical particles, IB, IBS
and GB, α is 21.2, 21.6 and 19.7◦ , respectively, and is in good agreement with former measurements of the angle of repose of dry, cohesionless spheres with α ≈ 22 ◦ [107]. These results are also in accordance
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with the theoretically derived, geometrically maximum stable angle for
spheres under static conditions of 23.4◦ [4], considering that the particle
impact in the dynamic experiments lowers the angle. To extract the effect of particle shape in terms of the offset (equation 4.7), the glass beads
were used as a reference. The values of ∆αψ for ice beads (IB, IBS) and
nature identical snow types (RG, FC, FCS) were in two separated but
small ranges. This is consistent with the results of the µCT-derived
shape parameters (Figure 4.6(A), Table 4.2).

In the model, the effect of shape is represented by ∆αψ (ψ) = A ψ1 − 1 ,
which vanishes for perfect spheres with ψ = 1. The fit for ∆αψ (ψ)
matches the experimental offset very well for all snow types, including
the pulverized snow (PS Kuroiwa). For the fit, the sphericity ψs is used
as shape parameter because it was also available for PS Kuroiwa. If
instead a different shape factor ψf (equation 4.4) is used in the model
fit, similar results are obtained. This is demonstrated by the comparison
in Figure 4.6(A).
In other studies of particle shape in angle of repose measurements
[107], analogous empirical fit functions were used, which assume an additive correction of the angle of repose of spheres. A similar, non-linear
relation was observed, where the angle increased as the shape parameter
deviated from that of a sphere.

4.4.3

Effect of sintering

The observed temperature-dependence of α is consistent with previous
results on ice sintering: Szabo and Schneebeli [114] investigated sintering
of spherical ice particles with short contact times, in the second-range,
at different temperatures. They measured almost no effect of sintering at −23◦ C , and the largest effect at −1◦ C . In our experiments, we
observed quasi-constant angles for temperatures below −22◦ C , as the
measured variations appear rather random in all snow types and also for
the non-sintering glass beads. In contrast, α clearly increased at higher
temperatures, between −15 and −5, and even more between −5 and
−2◦ C . To account for this temperature dependence in the model, we assumed an Arrhenius form for the contribution from cohesion ∆αc (T ) =
B · e−C/kB T , which was motivated by sintering theory [30, 61]. The
Arrhenius rate depends only on the temperature and thus provides the
same relation with temperature for all snow types. The experimen71
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tally observed relation of the angle with temperature, below and above
−15◦ C , is reflected well.
While the Arrhenius factor is included in the model on empirical
grounds, the fitted parameter for the activation energy C = 1.2 eV (with
shape factor ψs in equation 4.6) is a factor of two larger than the activation energy given ([30], p. 527) for surface diffusion with 0.61 eV.
Surface diffusion is one of the predominant sintering mechanisms in the
early stage and assumed to be an early contributor [8, 30, 43]. In the fast
sintering study of ice [114], the sintering in the sub-second time-range
is explained by the freezing of a liquid-like layer on the particle surface
in combination with creep of ice, which increases the contact area over
time. The activation energy 1.33 eV given therein for the creep rate is
consistent with our obtained value for C, and explains their experimental
observations of fast sintering well. Indeed, a more comprehensive comparison with sintering would require actual contact times, which could
not be assessed in our experiment. A rough estimate can, however, be
obtained from the particle rate (approximate number of particles and
duration of experiment) over the heap surface-area. Assuming equally
distributed particle flow over the heap, a particle rests approximately
one second on the heap before a next particle falls on top of it.
Often, sintering is discussed in close connection to friction, which constitutes another temperature dependent process for ice. However, its
role in the angle of repose is not clear. While it is the key parameter
in Mohr-Coulomb theory, which is often used for a theoretical analysis
of the angle of repose [74], other studies conclude that friction plays a
sub-dominant role behind particle shape and cohesion, and can therefore
be neglected [87].

4.4.4

Uncertainties

Angle of repose method

Although the angle of repose method is criticised for lacking standardization, it has been and continues to be used as a common technique
to characterize diverse properties of granular materials [3]. We focused
on particle shape and cohesion, and investigated their influence on the
angle of repose under identical experimental conditions. The uneven
heap surfaces, due to particle extension and cohesion [96], complicate
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the definition of the angle. However, given the correlation between the
two independent angle evaluation methods from the images (Figure 4.3),
the observed influences of shape and cohesion were significant. In view
of the offset between the two methods in Figure 4.3, the good agreement
of values for cohesionless spherical particles from literature [87, 107] with
our results (IB, IBS at low T and GB) from the slope-evaluation-method
supports the choice of this method over the area-method.
Watershed segmentation

The performance of the watershed-algorithm on a snow structure is difficult to estimate. From visual inspection of the segmented µCT images
(Figure 4.1 (j-l)), the comparison of shape parameters with the experiment (similar α for particles with similar ψ) and the agreement of different measures for particle size (optical radius ropt , watershed-derived
radius rws and the size range defined by sieving, Table 4.2) let us conclude on a meaningful particle-segmentation of the structure (Figure
4.1). Applying the watershed segmentation enables the automated characterization of a large number of particles.
Role of particle size

The main features of the experiments were explained with particle shape
and sintering, while the particle size has been disregarded in the empirical model. For cohesionless, spherical particles, the particle size should
play no role [4, 87, 107]. This is consistent with our bead experiments
(IB, IBS at −40◦ C and GB). However, size should actually be discussed
in the context of both influencing factors. For non-spherical particles,
larger angles were observed for smaller particles [10, 63]. Our experiments with non-spherical particles do not reveal a clear relation with
particle size, due to the variation of α at low temperatures and the
narrow range of the values (i.e. at −30◦ C , where the curves are close together, the order of the curves is in the order of particle sizes, however it
is the other way around at −40◦ C ). For cohesive materials, the angle is
expected to increase with decreasing particle size [63, 87]. This relation
is expressed with the Bond number (Fc /Fg ), the ratio of the cohesive
force and the gravitational force that acts on the particle. It decreases
as Fg increases with particle sizes, assuming Fc =const. A similar effect
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(increase of α for decreasing particle size) can also be derived from sintering theory [61], where the contact growth is a function of grain size and
smaller particles sinter faster. In our experiments, a size-dependence
of sintering cannot clearly be discussed. However, some observations
can be noted: For both ice beads and faceted grains, the smaller particles exhibit larger angles at −2◦ C (strongest effect of sintering), and,
more obviously, the total change of the angles with temperature, ∆αc ,
increases with decreasing particle size (Table 4.2 and Figure 4.6(B)). Although the dependence on size is too weak for improving the model fit
by taking it into account, the relation with particle size, as (slightly) indicated in the experiments, is in accordance with the literature for both
factors.
Model uncertainties near the melting point

The behavior of snow is very sensitive to small temperature changes when
T approaches 0◦ C . Further experiments between −2◦ C and 0◦ C would
have been interesting, but could not be performed in a reliable way. Even
small fluctuations in the temperature would have large implications on
the behavior, since melting would complicate the interpretation considerably. Other effects (e.g. from capillary forces) would not be discernible
from the effects of dry sintering, which we focused on in this study. Two
points which we expect to be important for temperatures between −2
and 0◦ C should be mentioned here for the interpretation of the two model
parameters B and C that describe the increase of α with temperature
(equation 4.6). First, for temperatures between −2 and 0◦ C , we would
expect even stronger increases in α than between −5 and −2◦ C for all
snow types, which might not be captured in the presented B and C.
Second, these two parameters describe the increase for all snow types in
a similar way and represent the mean experimental increase for all snow
types. This implies (as shown in Figure 4.6(B)) that the model overestimates the effect of sintering for the ice beads and underestimates it for
the nature identical snow types. The figure, moreover, shows that not
only the total change of α over the entire temperature range differs with
snow type, but also the increase of α between −5 and −2◦ C . The remaining differences in the increase of α with T for different snow types might
be interpreted as a non-additive (coupled) effect of shape and cohesion.
The number of contacts of a particle with the heap naturally depends
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on particle shape and each contact contributes to cohesion by sintering.
Thus, for enhanced sintering (T > −2◦ C ), the model assumption (independence of shape and cohesion) might be less justified. Despite these
limitations, the experiments show the significance of sintering at high
temperatures and the model provides an estimate of this effect.

4.4.5

Implications on snow mechanics

The systematic angle of repose measurements of diverse snow types and
temperatures give new insights for model applications and for snow mechanics in general. The characterization of the grain shape was based
on the successful watershed segmentation of the 3D images, which allowed for the determination of two common shape parameters for a large
number of particles. The shape parameters and the angles of repose
were similar for the two natural snow types (RG and FC). This contrasts the large differences in microstructural and mechanical properties
of these two snow types in the (non-granular) sintered, solid-like state
[36, 41, 111]. The successful fit of the model suggests that the chosen
shape parameters can be linked to the granular behavior and vice versa,
as it relates shape parameters and angles, and also represents the PS
Kuroiwa snow. The latter underlines the importance of shape in the
angle of repose experiments, as it widens the parameter space. Thus,
shape should be taken into account appropriately for modeling the granular mechanical behavior of different snow types.
Another application of the results concerns fast sintering of snow. Previous sintering experiments of ice on a sub-second time-scale [114] were
not transferable to snow rheology due to the high contact pressures applied. The angle of repose experiments showed that sintering takes place
at short contact times with a measurable impact on snow rheology even
in the absence of high pressure. Even if the experiments do not quantify
sintering explicitly, the successful fit allows for a quantitative comparison with sintering rates from the literature. The indirect observation
of sintering here may shed light on previous observations related to the
change of rheological properties of avalanches when temperatures approach 0◦ C [58], or on the smoothing of a landscape during snowfall [22],
and can provide help for a numerical description of these processes. The
effect of sintering on the angle of repose is of the same order of magnitude
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as the effect of particle shape (∆αc and ∆αψ in Table 4.2). Similarly to
the shape, it should be accounted for in numerical simulations.

4.5

Conclusion

The angle of repose experiments of all snow types and temperatures can
successfully be described by an empirical model that accounts for the
effect of shape and cohesion with additive corrections to the angle of
repose of cohesionless spheres. This rendered the detailed investigation
of both factors possible and the quantification of their influence on the
experiments. Shape and cohesion exert about equally strong influence
on the angle of repose of snow. These experiments showed that sintering
actually takes place in snow within very short contact times (approx.
1 s) in the absence of high pressure, with measurable impact on the
granular dynamics of snow. For the two nature identical snow types
RG and FC, the angle of repose was similar, as predicted by the shape
parameter. This is a remarkable result considering the large difference
in the mechanical behavior of the sintered, non-granular microstructure
for these two snow types.
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Abstract
Anomalies in the sintering of ice spheres were observed in a few previous
studies as protrusions and porously sintered bonds. These anomalies
were explained using Mullins-Sekerka theory, which describes the evolution of a small perturbation on a crystal surface. Instability - growth
of the perturbation - occurs due to enhanced vapor deposition on the
exposed perturbation if a critical particle size (or rather curvature) is
exceeded. The quest for the critical particle size and the potential of protrusion retreat by changing growth conditions motivates our ice sphere
sintering experiments. Six samples varying in particle diameter from
1 mm to 2.3 mm were sintered over ten days at -10◦ C and then imaged
by 3D micro-computed tomography. For two additional samples with
small (1 mm) and large (2.1 mm) particles, we captured the sintering
evolution through time-lapse tomography imaging. Surface and bond
properties were quantified using various image analysis methods. These
analyses revealed solidly sintered bonds in small, and porous bonds in
large particles. The results indicate that the critical particle size must
lie between 1.2 and 2.1 mm for experimentally relevant temperature conditions. Finite element simulations of the temperature field within the
sample revealed higher temperature gradients between the particles in
the bond region, with local maxima at the protrusion tips, which drive
the protrusion growth. The temperature gradients, as well as the bond
porosity decreased after an initial increase up to five days, indicating
the retreat of protrusions. The results quantify microstructural aspects
of this type of anomalous sintering and allow for its interpretation as
self-inhibiting bond growth. As bonds affect the physical properties of
a sintered material, the results are practically relevant for a wide field
of applications, including sphere sintering experiments, road and piste
preparation, food industry, and research on icy planetary bodies.
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5.1

Introduction

Sintering is a crucial process in hot temperature materials that alters
and dictates their properties through the growth of intergranular bonds.
A hot material, in terms of the homologous temperature, is close to a
phase transition and thermal energy is available for atomic movement,
a precondition for sintering. Water-ice is a typical and ubiquitous hot
temperature material in our daily lives, for example as snow or in food,
where sintering plays a central role.
During sintering a solid connection is formed between single ice crystals, often called neck or bond, by transporting mass to the contact
region. Various mass transport mechanisms on an atomic scale contribute to the sintering process, including vapor diffusion, surface and
grain boundary diffusion, and plastic flow [8, 61]. Mathematically, these
processes can be described by a generalized power law [61],


rb
rp

n

=

B(T )
t
rpm

(5.1)

which specifies the sintering mechanism in the two integer exponents,
n and m, as well as in the temperature and material dependent B.
Equation 5.1 describes the bond growth in time t in the ratio of bond
radius rb and particle radius rp , assuming a circular or cylindrical neck
geometry. In various experimental sintering studies with spherical ice
particles, necks that conform this growth law were observed and used to
examine the transport mechanisms [43, 54, 62]. This law was also used
to investigate sintering of snow, e.g. [41, 129].
However, deviations from this sintering theory have been reported
during sintering of large spherical ice particles [15] as well as for nonspherical snow particles [1]. Both studies describe the evolution of needle
like structures on the particle surfaces, referred to as protrusions, which
formed a porous bond in the contact region. Moreover, they report
from visual observations that some of the protrusions retreated after
several (∼seven) days, if they did not reach the other particle’s surface.
The porous nature and the retreat of the bonds explain the peculiar
mechanical behavior of the weakly sintered ice spheres in compression
experiments and the decrease in compressive strength after seven days
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(Chapter 3.3.4). This underlines the mechanical relevance of the nature
of sintered bonds.
In an investigation of the protrusions on 4 mm spheres [16], the protrusion length scale was related to the surface perturbations for which
Mullins-Sekerka theory predicts an instable interface. The authors concluded that an instable ice-air interface facilitates the growth of small
perturbations on the crystal surface, which led to the evolution of the
observed protrusions. The theory on interface instability during diffusion
or heat controlled crystal growth by Mullins and Sekerka, describes the
fate of a small perturbation on a crystal surface [84, 85]. A perturbation
that protrudes into a diffusion field is exposed to a higher concentration gradient than its surroundings and is therefore prone to growth. At
the same time, capillary forces act on the perturbation, which tend to
minimize the surface and reduce the surface energy. These competing
mechanisms lead either to a stable interface when a perturbation decays,
or to an unstable interface, on which a protrusion may grow. The dominance of the mechanisms depends on the length scale of the perturbation
and the particle radius. A central outcome of this theory is that, for a
fixed supersaturation, the instability only occurs for particle sizes larger
than a critical size Rc [84]:
Rc =

14Γk
.
(c∞ − c0 )/c0

(5.2)

The particle radius Rc depends on the capillary constant Γk , as well
as the degree of saturation, which is described by the concentrations in
the far field c∞ and at the interface c0 1 . However, the value Mullins
and Sekerka obtain for Rc , seven times the critical radius of nucleation
theory (= 2Γk /(c∞ − c0 )/c0 ), may only be seen as lower limit, as for
prominent instabilities orders of magnitude larger values for Rc are required [84]. The radius quantifies the surface curvature H (= 1/R for
spheres), which strongly affects the local diffusion field and as such crystal growth. Theoretical instability studies [70, 81, 113] highlight the
important roles of temperature, saturation, and thermal conductance
of the system. Overall, these theoretical investigations are crucial for
1 Note that equation 5.2 describes R for the second spherical harmonic l = 2,
c
which defines the simplest geometry of the perturbation. An arbitrary perturbation
geometry can be described by superposition of spherical harmonics, then equation
5.2 reads Rc (l) = [(1/2)(l + 1)(l + 2) + 1]Γk /(c∞ − c0 )/c0 .
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understanding the evolution of surface instabilities, but a prediction of
their occurrence is complicated by their sensitivity to complex growth
conditions [16].
Surface instabilities during crystal growth may also occur during sintering via vapor diffusion [16]. Their dependence on particle size can
explain the different outcomes of sphere sintering in the experiments
described above, where solid necks were observed for sphere diameters
of 0.02 to 0.7 mm [43, 62] and porous bonds for 4 mm spheres [15]. It
can be expected that the critical particle size Rc lies in this range, between 0.7 and 4 mm. Unfortunately, no systematic experiments on the
size dependence are available for particles in this range, although this
is a common size range for ice crystals as snow grains (for example in
a natural snow pack with advanced metamorphism, on ski pistes and
roads in spring), or in the food industry [91, 109]. Because the quality
of the sintered bonds affects physical properties (thermal, optical, and
mechanical), better knowledge about sintering in this particle size range
is important.
To fill this gap and investigate the size dependence and the nature of
sintering and growth conditions between ice spheres, we conducted ice
sphere sintering experiments with particle sizes between 1 and 2.3 mm
in diameter. Sintering proceeded over ten days at -10◦ C and the results were captured via 3D micro-computed tomography (µCT) imaging. For six samples with different particle sizes, we only captured the
final state (referred to as size series). For two additional samples with
1 and 2.1 mm particles, we observed the sintering process in time-lapse
µCT scans, with images after 0, 3, 5, 7, and 10 days (time series). Using
various image analysis methods, we determined the specific surface area
and surface curvature, an estimate of the porosity of the bonds and the
bond size. The bond size increased in time for all samples, indicating an
apparently monotonic sintering process. In contrast, other bond metrics
revealed contrary evolutions between small and large spheres, indicating
the growth of solid bonds in the sample with 1 mm particles and porous
bonds for 2.1 mm particles. The sintering conditions in the 2.1 mm sample of the time series were further investigated using Finite Element
Method (FEM) simulations of the temperature field in the sample. The
combination of microstructural and thermal information illustrates that
even small fluctuations in the temperature of the sample environment,
which can hardly be avoided experimentally, induce significant temper81
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ature gradients within the sample that are concentrated in the contact
region between two particles. Besides the localization of the temperature
gradient, the FEM simulations revealed a decrease in the local temperature gradient after a certain time. Temperature gradients govern vapor
diffusion and are critical for understanding the sintering process of ice.
As such, the FEM simulations provide valuable insight into the temperature distribution within the sample. The observed non-monotonic
evolution of the simulated local temperature gradient in the bond supports the interpretation of the anomalous sintering as a self-inhibited
growth process.
The chapter is organized as follows. The next section describes the
sample preparation, sintering conditions, and the image analysis methods. In the subsequent sections, the results are presented and discussed
in view of particle size dependence, retreating protrusions, and practical
implications.

5.2
5.2.1

Methods
Sample preparation

The ice spheres were produced with the tumbling method presented in
Chapter 3.2.1. By varying the tumbling time, we obtained particles
at different sizes. The sizes were selected by sieving: either as a size
range that is defined by the sieve mesh size of two consecutive sieves
used in series, or only by one sieve, where we only took the particles
that remained in the mesh but passed through the sieve when shaking
it. The particles were sieved directly after tumbling before they could
sinter to make sure they passed the sieves one by one. Using such a
simple method of segregation, different size classes could be obtained as
listed in Table 5.1. The smallest and the largest sizes were used in timelapse experiments, which focus on the continuous time evolution. The
respective experiments are referred to as time series (tS) in the following.
The size classes in between the smallest and largest spheres are used in
an experiment to continuously assess the diameter dependence of the
final sintering state, this experiment is referred to as size series (dS).
In total, eight samples were investigated. A sample is specified by the
particle size, e.g. tS2.1 and dS2.1 for both samples with spheres of 2.1 mm
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diameter. Here, and in the calculations, we used the middle value of the
size range as particle size dp .
Tab. 5.1: Selected particle size ranges (mm) that are defined by the
mesh size of the used sieves.

tS1
dS
tS

1

dS1.2
1 - 1.4

dS1.4
1.4

dS1.7
1.4 - 2

dS2
2

dS2.1
2 - 2.2

dS2.3
2.3

tS2.1
2 - 2.2

For the size series (dS), six samples were prepared with the particle
sizes dp listed in Table 5.1. The particles were filled into cylindrical µCT
sample holders with a diameter of 10 mm to a height of approximately
10 mm. The sample holders were sealed with a lid to avoid evaporation.
For isothermal sintering, all six samples were placed in a Styrofoam box,
which was stored for ten days in a small climate chamber. The chamber
was set to -10◦ C and remained closed for the ten days. After ten days,
the six samples were consecutively taken out for scanning in the µCT.
For the time series (tS), two samples were prepared in the same way,
with particles at the upper and lower end of the particle size range (2.1
and 1 mm). For both samples, the sintering process was captured by
µCT time-lapse scans. The samples remained in the µCT scanner for
ten days and were scanned initially (0), after 3, 5, 7, and 10 days. The
temperature in the scanner was set to -10◦ C .

Temperature logging

For all samples, the temperature was logged every 10 min during the
sintering process. We used iButtons from the company Dallas Semiconductor (now Maxim Integrated) with a resolution of 0.5◦ C . In order to
derive a potential temperature gradient, the temperature was measured
at the top and bottom of the sample. One iButton was fixed on top of
each sample holder and a second was placed beside the sample, either in
the µCT scanner for tS, or in the Styrofoam box for dS.
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5.2.2

3D µCT image analysis

The samples were scanned in a Scanco Medical µCT 40 scanner. The
scanning duration was 2.8 h and the voxel size was 6 µm. From the resulting grey scale images, a volume of interest of (1100×1100×550) voxels
was then segmented, by fitting the sum of three Gaussian distributions
to the grey scale histogram [35]. The obtained binary image of the two
phases, ice and air, was used for the subsequent evaluation. For dS1.2,
the section had to be reduced to (1100×1100×400) voxels, to eliminate
a scanning error at the top of the sample.
Specific surface area and surface curvature

The specific surface area SSA, the ratio of ice surface area to ice mass,
was used for the investigation of the sample surface and the growth of
small structures. It was calculated using a triangulation-based method
that is provided by the vendor software [42].
The local curvature H was evaluated on a triangulated mesh [59].
For computational reasons, the volume of interest had to be reduced
to (550×550×550) voxels for this evaluation ((550×550×400) voxels for
dS1.2).
The specific surface area and curvature are characteristics of the entire
sample surface and will be used to characterize the anomalous features of
the ice-air surface during sintering. To detect also anomalous, volumetric
features (like porous bonds) a non-standard analysis of the bonds is
required.
Bond porosity and bond size

The quantification of the bond properties relies on automated bondspecific image analysis that was performed on the 3D binary images
using the programming language Python. The analysis of the bonds
is based on the identification of particles and their neighbors, which is
achieved by watershed segmentation, similar to the method described in
Chapter 2.3.3 and 3.2.6. After the particles were identified and labeled,
pairs of touching particles were extracted from the volume to examine
their bond in a smaller subvolume.
The quantification of the bond porosity in a mechanical sense was impeded by the complex bond geometry of the randomly oriented spheres.
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2 extracted particles
in 3D subvolume

Removal of air bubbles in each particle

2D slices along the z-axis

pore in bond

air bubble (C)

(D)
(D)
(A)

(B)

Rejoin particles to count pores in the bond

Fig. 5.1: Touching particles were extracted from the sample volume to
examine the sintered bonds in a smaller subvolume (A). The porosity
was quantified in 2D slices, in which air between protrusions appears
as enclosed pores. By iterating through all slices along the three main
axes (B, here z-axis), the air bubbles within the particle volume were
removed from each particle (C), to only count the pores in the bond
(D).

To obtain an estimate for the porosity in the bonds, two touching particles were analyzed by iterating through 2D slices along the main axes
of the subvolume (sketched in Figure 5.1). This was required, since the
bond porosity that formed during sintering, is not necessarily due to enclosed pores in the ice phase, but rather formed by several column-like
structures that connect the two particles. In 2D, the air phase between
two columns is separated from the main air phase around the particles
and appears as enclosed pore - which makes it countable. To only investigate the pores in the bond, air bubbles in the ice volume of the particles
should be excluded from the evaluation and had to be removed. This
was done for each particle in a separate subvolume (Fig. 5.1(C)) by identifying the largest connected air region and assigning all other voxels to
the ice phase. Afterwards, the two particles were rejoined and enclosed
air pores remained only in the bond between the particles (Fig. 5.1(D)).
A 2D slice of a subvolume containing two particles after elimination of
the air bubbles is depicted in Figure 5.2. Then the closed pores in the ice
volume of each 2D slice were counted as npores , as well as the number of
slices nslices in which the two 2D-particles were in contact, i.e. the slices
that contain the actual bond. From this, we defined the bond porosity
parameter χ by normalizing the number of pores in a bond by the bond
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extension:
χ=

npores
nslices

(5.3)

The identified pores are presented in different colors in the inset of Figure
5.2.
The entire evaluation was performed in all three main directions of
the randomly oriented spheres, i.e. the volume was sliced along the x-,
the y-, and the z-axis, to show the reliability of the results. The results
of the three evaluations may deviate from each other for a single bond,
but are highly correlated in the average over all bonds in the volume of
interest. The presented results show the mean of all three evaluations
and their standard deviation.

1 mm
Fig. 5.2: Identification of pores in sintered contact between two particles that were extracted from the volume. The identified pores are
presented in different colors and shown in the enlarged contact region
in the upper left corner.

The estimate of the bond size rb relies also on the watershed segmentation. The algorithm separates two identified particles by a one voxel
thick area, the watershed, which we take as the bond between the particles. Due to the porosity of the bond, this contact area is not necessarily
connected and may consist of several patches. By again separating two
particles from the volume, all contact patches that belong to the bond
between these two particles were identified. The total number of voxels
within the contact area nvox , was converted with the voxel size svox to a
radius rb = (nvox /π)1/2 · svox of an area-equivalent circular contact area.
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5.2.3

FEM simulations of the temperature field

In addition to the structural information from the binary images, we
obtained insight into the thermal conditions from voxel-based FEM simulations of the temperature field in the digitized sample structures. Local
temperature gradients play a key role in crystal growth during metamorphism (and sintering) in snow [59, 92, 113] and provide us information
about the local growth conditions. Based on the assumptions that 1)
the vapor density in the pore space is saturated for a given temperature
[108] (equilibrium condition) and that 2) the ice-air interface evolves
slow compared to vapor and heat diffusion [51, 68] (stationary diffusion
approximation), it has been shown that the velocity of the ice-air interface during diffusion-limited crystal growth can be approximated as
a function of only the local temperature gradient [59]. The leading order role of temperature gradients (in solid and vapor phases) has also
been highlighted in an analysis of interface stability [113]. Accordingly,
we used the temperature field within the sample to obtain insight into
the evolution of the growth conditions and investigate the anticipated
non-monotonic growth of the bonds and protrusions (Chapter 3, [1, 15]).
The FEM simulations were performed on all five time-lapse µCT images of the tS2.1 sample, similarly as described by Pinzer et al. [92].
All voxels (ice and air) were converted to eight-node brick finite elements, on which the steady-state temperature distribution equation was
solved. The boundary condition (Dirichlet) was defined with fixed temperatures at the top and bottom nodes, according to the temperatures
measured in the experiments with the iButtons at the sample top and
bottom. The thermal conductivities of ice and air were assumed to be
κice = 2.34 WK−1 m−1 and κair = 0.024 WK−1 m−1 . Heat transfer by
advection was neglected.
From the resulting temperature field within the sample, the temperature gradients in all three main directions (x, y, z) were determined.
Thus, the simulation results consist of 3D images of the temperature
gradient in the three main directions and the respective heat flux q. The
3D images of the vertical temperature gradient (z-direction) were used
for further evaluation. We determined the average h∇T i and the maximum ∇Tmax of the temperature gradient in the entire sample and also
b
in subvolumes of the bond regions, denoted as h∇T b i and ∇Tmax
. The
respective subvolumes for calculating these values in the bond regions
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were identified in the watershed segmented images that were used for
the evaluation of the bond properties. By evaluating the contours of
adjacent particles using the contours function in the Python Skimage
library, the contact between the particles and its extension in the x-,
y-, and z-directions could be determined. This defines a volume around
the bond, which was augmented by 10 voxels in each direction for the
evaluation of the temperature gradient.

5.3

Results

A visual overview of all investigated samples is presented in Figure 5.3.
It shows a 2D slice of each 3D µCT scan: the five images of the two time
series (upper and middle row) show the same slice after 0, 3, 5, 7, and
10 days; the lower row shows one slice of each sample of the size series.
The slices were taken from an x-z plane and are oriented such that the
z-axis points upward, matching the vertical orientation of the samples
in the scanner.
While the sphere surfaces in tS1 remain apparently smooth (top panel),
the images of the tS2.1 sample (middle panel) reveal protrusions that can
be seen on the top surface of the upper particle, as well as at the contact
with the particle below where a porous bond is formed. These features,
protrusions and porous bonds are most distinct in this sample. In the
other samples, some protrusions (e.g. in dS2.3) and porous bonds (green
circle in tS1) can be observed. In the following, we first present the
results of the overall sample, then of the bond specific metrics.

5.3.1

Specific surface area

The measured specific surface area SSACT is evaluated by calculating
the ratio with the SSAideal = 3/rp of a size-equivalent sphere, which was
calculated with the known particle radius rp (= dp /2) for all investigated
samples. The ratio emphasizes the evolution of features on the particle
surfaces. It is shown in Figure 5.4(A) for all samples against the sintering
time and reveals contrarily evolving curves of the time series: from zero
to ten days, the ratio increases for tS1 and decreases for tS2.1. For the dS
samples, the ratio is shown at ten days, which decreases with increasing
particle size dp and lies consistently in between the two time series. This
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Fig. 5.3: Overview of all samples in 2D slices (x-z-plane, as oriented
during sintering) of the 3D µCT images: the top row shows the time
evolution of one slice of the tS1 sample, the middle row the one of
the tS2.1 sample, and the bottom row shows the dS samples. White
represents ice, black represents air.

size dependence becomes more clear in Figure 5.4(B), which shows the
same data as a function of particle diameter dp . The errorbars in the
dS samples denote the size ranges of the sieves and show that the entire
range from 1 to 2.3 mm is covered, with the largest uncertainty in the
center.
A decreasing SSA-ratio, for tS2.1 in time and dS with size, implies an
increase of the surface area. This increase can be caused by the growth of
small structures on the particle surface, such as the protrusions observed
on some particle surfaces, as well as the porous bonds. In the increasing
SSA-ratio of tS1, we observe a decrease of the sample surface area in time.
This indicates the formation of solid particle contacts, which reduces the
surface area as it is known from normal sintering.
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Fig. 5.4: Ratio of ideal and measured SSA as a function of time (A),
and particle size (B). Errorbars in (B) denote the sieve sizes and the
arrows besides the tS samples indicate the sintering time.

5.3.2

Surface curvature

Further evidence for the emergence of protrusions can be obtained from
interfacial curvatures H. An illustrative example of the curvature evaluation is given in the 3D presentation of the surface in tS2.1 after seven
days in Figure 5.5. It shows the neck region between two particles col-

Fig. 5.5: Zoom into a bond region of the tS2.1 seven days image of
the curvature analysis, with the curvature shown in color.
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ored by the mean curvature. Dominant protrusions are on the surface of
the lower particle, which seem to emerge from general (low amplitude)
surface patterns which are visible on the remaining parts of the surface.
This variety of features gives rise to a distribution of mean curvatures
which is different from the one of a sphere. The distribution of the main
surface curvature H is shown in Figure 5.6, in (A) for both time series and in (B) for all sizes after ten days. Negative values correspond to
concave curvatures, and positive values correspond to convex curvatures.
In all samples, the surface roughness gives rise to a maximum around
0 mm−1 and the characteristic curvature scale that corresponds to the
particle size (H = 1/rp ) cannot be derived. Aside from surface roughness, negative curvatures stem mainly from concave air bubbles within
the ice and from the contact region between two particles. Positive curvatures are attributed to protrusions, besides surface roughness.
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Fig. 5.6: Normalized curvature distribution H: for all investigated
times of both time series (A); for all sizes after ten days sintering (B).

In time, the curvature of tS1 changes little. The most obvious changes
are observed in the tS2.1 sample for small positive curvatures (inset in
Fig. 5.6(A)). Initially, they are equally high in number as for tS1, but
are distinctly higher at later times. Similarly increased positive curvatures were measured in the dS2.3 sample. This increase in the restricted
range of small positive H between 15 and 40 mm−1 is attributed to the
protrusions. These values correspond to the curvature of spheres with
a radius of 0.025 to 0.07 mm, which gives us an estimate for the length
scale of the protrusions that matches well the qualitative observations in
the images.
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5.3.3

Bond porosity and bond size

The bond porosity parameter χ and the bond size rb were derived as
bond-specific metrics for each bond. The average of χ for all bonds and
the three directions is shown against sintering time for all samples in
Figure 5.7(A). The errorbars (very narrow, only visible in tS2.1 at seven
days) show the standard deviation of the three independent evaluations
along the main directions. The value of χ decreases monotonically for
the tS1 sample with an initial maximum of 0.38, which means that about
2/3 of the bonds sintered solidly, on average. In the tS2.1 sample, the
average number of pores per bond increases from 1.3 to 2. The size series
reveals increasing χ with increasing particle size. Almost no pores were
measured in the smallest sample, while in the largest sample on average
3/4 of the bonds contain a pore.
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Fig. 5.7: Bond parameters: (A) mean of the bond porosity parameter
χ and (B) mean of the bond size rb of all samples against sintering
time ts .

The two time series tS show again opposite behavior for the evolution
of χ. The constant decrease of χ in tS1 can be explained by filling of
pores that might form initially due to surface roughness and non pointlike contacts. An example of this is shown in the bond with a green
circle in Figure 5.3. The development of χ in the tS2.1 sample is more
interesting. An increase of χ corresponds to the formation of porous
bonds, the growth of protrusions that form the contact. This is observed
in tS2.1 up to seven days, as already indicated in previous metrics (SSA,
H). Interestingly, χ decreases from seven to ten days. This could either
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be explained by a closing of the pores, as described for tS1, or it could
imply that the protrusions actually retreat, invert the formation of a
contact, and then open the pores again.
The contact size is shown in Figure 5.7(B) against sintering time. The
contact size is expressed as the radius rb of an area-equivalent circular
contact area. It increases for both time series and shows no clear tendency with particle size.

5.3.4

Temperature measurements

The logged temperatures are shown in Figure 5.8 for both 2.1 mm samples. For the dS sample that was stored in the Styrofoam box, top
and bottom temperatures are rather constant with small fluctuations of
±0.5◦ C . The temperatures of the tS sample show generally higher de-
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Fig. 5.8: Measured temperatures at the top and bottom of samples
dS2.1 and tS2.1.

viations from an isothermal situation and are additionally affected by
the µCT scans. Both temperatures rise several degree Celsius during
scanning (0, 3, 5, 7, 10 d) and the difference between top and bottom
temperature is larger than for the dS sample. Between the scans, the
fluctuations are as well about ±0.5◦ C .
For both samples, the top temperature is higher than the bottom
temperature. A larger temperature difference within the tS sample is
obvious. From this differences, we calculated the temperature gradients
within the samples and obtained an average of 0.015 K/m for the dS
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samples and 0.87 K/m for the tS sample. The latter was used as input
for the FEM simulations of the temperature field within the tS2.1 sample.

5.3.5

FEM simulations

The spatial pattern of the z-component of the temperature gradient
around the spheres is visualized with colors in a 2D slice of the ten days
image for sample tS2.1 in Figure 5.9(A). It shows largest temperature
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Fig. 5.9: Temperature gradient in tS2.1 from FEM simulations: 2D
visualization in the ten days image (A); time evolution of average and
maximal temperature gradient (normalized to initial values) in the
entire sample (h∇T i, ∇Tmax ), and in the bond-subvolumes (h∇T b i,
b
∇Tmax
), together with heat flux q in the sample (B).

gradients between the particles with local maxima at the protrusion tips.
In the ice phase, the temperature gradient is minimal, indicating a rather
homogeneous temperature distribution within each particle. The time
evolution is shown in Figure 5.9(B) with the average h∇T i and maximum
∇Tmax of the vertical gradient for all five images of the tS2.1 sample (normalized by the initial value). The average is constant over time as it has
to be due to the imposed simulation boundary conditions, but the maximum decreases towards ten days. The same evaluation of average and
maximum values was performed on the subvolumes of all bonds and is
b
shown in the same figure. The maximum ∇Tmax
decreases in time, similarly as ∇Tmax in the entire sample. In contrast, a non-monotonic behavior was found for the average temperature gradient around the bonds
h∇T b i , which initially increases and then decreases after five days. The
temporary increase of h∇T b i in the bond volumes indicates a localization
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Fig. 5.10: Time evolution (from left to right) of one slice through a
bond subvolume in tS2.1 sample. The lower row shows the subvolume
around the bond from the binary µCT image (white = ice) and the
upper row shows the corresponding slice from the FEM image. The
temperature gradient is shown in color.

of the gradient in the contact regions. Its decrease after five days, as well
as the decrease of the maximum, can be attributed to improved thermal
contact during ongoing sintering, which is evidenced by the increasing
heat flux q in the sample (Fig. 5.9(B)).
For one bond, the time evolution of the temperature gradient and
the related structural changes are shown explicitly: 2D slices of the five
FEM images are shown together with the equivalent 2D slices of the binary images in Figure 5.10, and the corresponding thermal (h∇T b i and
b
∇Tmax
) and structural parameters (χ and rb ) from this 3D bond subvolume are plotted against the sintering time in Figure 5.11 (normalized
to the initial values). This analysis reveals the concurrent evolution
of the maximum temperature gradient, the extension of the protrusion
at which it is located, and the bond porosity parameter χ. The 2D
FEM images (Fig. 5.10 upper row) show the localization of the maximum temperature gradient at the protrusion tip that formed between
zero and three days. The maximum temperature gradient in the enb
tire subvolume ∇Tmax
slightly increases during the first three days and
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Fig. 5.11: Time evolution of the bond subvolume presented in Figure
5.10 measured by different quantities X normalized by their initial values X0 . The quantities (bond porosity parameter χ and bond size rb ,
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and mean temperature gradib
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decreases to the end of the experiment (Fig. 5.11). The respective protrusion grows in time but retreats again, without contacting the other
particle (Fig. 5.10 lower row). Its maximum length seems to be reached
after seven days. The evolution of χ in this bond, with its maximum
at seven days, is in accordance with the average χ in this sample. The
bond size reduces after three days again. In this bond, we observe the
interrelation between growth and local temperature gradient. It seems
in this particular case that the decrease in χ is caused by dissolving protrusions, as seen visually and in the measured rb . In all investigated
parameters, except for rb , this bond is representative for the bonds in
the tS2.1 sample.

5.4
5.4.1

Discussion
Sintering by unstable crystal growth

The two series of size and time dependent sintering experiments with
ice spheres investigate sintering anomalies that have also been found in
previous experiments [1, 15, 16]. The anomalies consist of the evolution
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of protrusions on the particle surface and the formation of porous bonds
between particles, instead of solidly sintered bonds. These features are
visible in the 3D (and 2D) µCT images and were quantified via surface metrics (SSA, H) and bond metrics (χ, rb ) that characterize the
evolution during sintering.
An estimate of the protrusion length scale λ (typical width of the protrusions) was obtained from the surface curvature distribution. If the
range of curvatures that are affected by the protrusion evolution (H between 15 and 40 mm−1 , Fig. 5.6(A)) is converted to an equivalent radius
RH , we estimate λ = 4RH . The values we obtain for λ are in the range
of 0.1 to 0.27 mm. For these length scales, expressed as wavelengths of a
sinusoidal perturbation on a growth interface, instability was predicted
[16], using the dispersion relation of Mullins-Sekerka theory [85]. This
theory of surface instability during diffusion limited crystal growth predicts the evolution of small surface perturbations (λ) for particles larger
than a critical particle size Dc . The size of the particle dictates the local curvature. The local curvature, in turn, dictates the concentration
fields above the surface, which are the driving forces for the local crystal growth. Crystal growth or sintering in snow is mediated by vapor
diffusion, which is highly sensitive to temperature gradients and their impact on the vapor flux. Experimentally, a temperature gradient is hardly
avoidable, as the top and bottom temperature measurements in the samples show (Fig. 5.8). Even if the average temperature gradient across the
sample is very small (as for the dS2.1 sample), considerably higher gradients occur in the contact region due to the geometry (initial spheres
in point contact) and large difference in thermal conductivities between
air and ice [7]. The main heat flux occurs through the ice phase and
the temperature in a particle is quasi homogeneous, except for the parts
where it contacts other particles that have slightly different temperatures
(cf. Figure 5.9 and [7]). These contact points are bottlenecks of the heat
flow and therefore regions of high temperature gradients. They are the
regions where sintering takes place. Therefore, although we aimed for
isothermal sintering at -10◦ C , the unavoidable small experimental temperature fluctuations lead to significant temperature gradients at the
particle contacts. The influence of the downward directed temperature
gradient can be directly seen in the images in Figure 5.3: the gradient
determines the growth direction, upwards, and amplifies the protrusion
growth (cf. tS2.1 and dS2.3). This fact, however, provides interesting
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insights into the relation of temperature gradients and critical particle
size, since we measured different temperature gradients in the two sets
of experiments, discussed in the next section.

5.4.2

Particle size dependence

The two samples of the time series bound the investigated particle size
range and provide the upper and lower limits in most of the evaluated
metrics. For both samples, the bond size rb increases in time, as expected
during sintering. In contrast, the other investigated parameters reveal a
contrary evolution of the two samples. This is consistent with the growth
of solid and porous bonds for tS1 and tS2.1, respectively. The specific
surface area decreases for tS1 as the increasing contact area between
touching particles vanishes from the surface, and the mean of the bond
porosity parameter χ decreases due to the filling of initial pores (green
circle in Figure 5.3). The mean curvature (not shown) of tS1 decreases
in time as negative curvatures in the concave contact area gain weight
in the H distribution (Fig. 5.6). In tS2.1, the opposite is observed. The
SSA increases about 20% during the ten days, which can be ascribed
to the growth of protrusions and porous bonds. Chen and Baker [16]
measured the SSA explicitly in the bond region between two particles
and observed a similar increase of the SSA with the evolution of a porous
bond. We observed in χ an increasing bond porosity in time and the
mean of χ is about ten times higher than in tS1 (Fig. 5.7(A)). The mean
curvature increases in time due to the small positive curvatures of the
convex protrusions. In the H distribution, the positive curvatures of the
initial images were similar for both tS samples, but clearly increased in
tS2.1 for all other times. This confirms the visual observation of the
protrusion evolution in the 2D images (Fig. 5.3).
For the dS samples, the values of all parameters lie consistently in
between those of both tS samples after ten days, mainly in order of particle size. For most parameters (rb , SSA, χ), the values of the smallest
sample are very close to those of tS1, whereas a larger difference was
measured for the large particles. This can be explained by the higher
temperature gradient in the tS sample (Fig. 5.8), which amplifies the
growth of the protrusions. The results of both series show the roles temperature gradient and particle size play in the evolution of protrusions:
a temperature gradient accelerates the process (comparison of tS and
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dS samples) and dictates the growth direction (Fig. 5.3), but as seen in
both series, despite similar temperature conditions only the large particles evolve protrusions while the small ones do not. This highlights the
role of the particle size and indicates that the critical particle size Dc
must lie between 1.2 and 2.1 mm for sphere packs which are subject to
quasi-isothermal conditions with temperature fluctuations up to 1 K/m.
An exact value is not resolved by the size series. The plot of SSA against
particle size in Figure 5.4(B) shows the uncertainty of the particle sizes
(sieve sizes) and the largest uncertainty occurring in the center of the
investigated range. Nevertheless, the results allow for a significant reduction of the range of Dc from previously (0.7, 4) mm [15, 43] to (1.2,
2.1) mm.
It is important to point out here that Dc theoretically also depends on
the concentration fields (eq. 5.2), in our case the excess vapor, which is
influenced by the exact value of the temperature gradient. This cannot
further be quantified by our experiments. Even in the FEM simulations,
the limited accuracy of the applied voxel-based method raises a substantial error (up to a factor of 12.5 [59]) in the numerical solution at the
interface, due to the two-phase nature of the system. However, we measured different temperature gradients in the two sets of experiments, but
the results (SSA, H, χ, rb ) agree with the observations of solid bonds
in small and porous for large particles. Thus, the range found for Dc
does not seem to be heavily influenced by the precise value of the temperature gradient below 1 K/m. If we look at previous studies in the
literature, we can assume: 1) similar conditions in the 4 mm spheres sintering experiments under "quasi-isothermal" conditions at -10◦ C , where
porous bonds were observed [15]; 2) a saturated environment for the
dp ≤0.7 mm spheres that sintered in a sealed container with ice-coated
walls, where solid bonds developed [43]. Both are in accordance with
our Dc -range. In contrast, the protrusions that were observed on nonspherical snow particles [1, 67] most likely grew on surfaces with higher
curvatures compared to the curvature of 1 mm spheres (which would correspond to spheres with even smaller diameter than 1 mm). However,
the particles were most likely exposed to higher supersaturation in both
cases, which reduces the Dc according to equation 5.2. In one case [1]
small, fractured ice particles with sharp edges that are prone to evaporation were mixed into the sample by sieving of the snow. In the other case
[67], the samples were exposed to extreme temperature changes during
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short transportation phases such that even frost was observed in the
samples, which must have been induced by a high temperature gradient.

5.4.3

Retreating protrusions

The decrease in χ after seven days in the tS2.1 sample could be explained
by retreating protrusions as it has been observed on similar time scales
before [1, 15], or by filling of pores as in the tS1 sample. The answer
to this question is not resolved by the structural metrics (χ, rb ), but
the observed thermal conditions provide complementary information. In
sintering experiments with 3 mm spheres and an externally applied signalternating temperature gradient, retreat was observed when the gradient was inverted [122], and explained by this obvious change in thermal
conditions, which is crucial for protrusion growth. The existence of a
temperature gradient in our experiments and its amplifying influence
on protrusion growth has been discussed above. The time series of the
2.1 mm sample with the FEM simulations of the temperature field allow
us to extend this discussion and point out the possibility of retreating
protrusions with unidirectional temperature gradients.
The visualization of the FEM simulations reveals the localization of
the temperature gradient in the bond region and especially at the protrusion tips (Fig. 5.9(A)), which drives the protrusion growth, as pointed
out before. Its magnitude decreases over the course of the ten days, as
b
we observed for ∇Tmax in the entire sample, as well as for ∇Tmax
in
the bond subvolumes (Fig. 5.9(B)). In a close-up analysis of one bond,
we observed the interrelation of temperature gradient and protrusion
b
growth (Fig. 5.10), where ∇Tmax
first increases as the protrusion forms,
but decreases with time as the protrusion also decreases. With the decreasing temperature gradient, the driving force for protrusion growth
weakens and may be overcome by the disposition of the system to reduce
its surface area and energy by dissolving the protrusion (or filling the
pore space). Although this visual observation is restricted to a 2D repreb
sentation, the supporting metrics (χ, rb , ∇Tmax
, h∇T b i ) were taken in
the 3D bond subvolume. The analysis of the entire sample and all other
b
bond subvolumes, in terms of in χ, ∇Tmax
, and h∇T b i , is consistent
with this particular observation.
The question remains why the magnitude of the temperature gradient
decreases after five days. The key to the explanation lies in the dy100
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namics of the system. While the bonds grow during sintering (porous
or not porous), the thermal contact improves, as evidenced by the increasing heat flux q (Fig. 5.9(B)). From an analytical investigation of
this problem [7], we estimate a q that is five times higher for a contact
area of rb = 0.4 mm (Fig. 5.7(B)) compared to a point contact (with
κice = 0.024 WK−1 m−1 and κair = 2.34 WK−1 m−1 ). The latter study
concludes that the system’s conductivity dominates over the material’s
conductivity and emphasizes the importance of the contact geometry.
As a consequence of increased rb and q, the local temperature gradient
in the bond region decreases, which reduces the driving force for protrusion growth. Yet, a conclusion of whether the reduction in χ is induced
by dissolving protrusions or filling of pores cannot be drawn. A combination of both is possible, as both would satisfy the system’s desire to
decrease surface area and energy.
Overall the results suggest the following mechanistic picture of anomalous sintering in ice spheres packs: Due to the initial singular geometry
of large spheres with point contacts, small temperature gradients across
the sample significantly increase the gradients in the vicinity of the bonds
which are initially the bottlenecks of heat flow. The high values of local
temperature gradients locally induce high supersaturations that fulfill
the conditions for unstable growth. This situation is more favorable
for large spheres. The onset of unstable protrusion growth leads to improved particle contacts which are porous in nature due to the underlying
growth patterns. The growing particle contacts now improve the heat
flow and thereby reduce the temperature gradients in the vicinity of the
necks. This feedback acts as a self-inhibitor of the growth process as
it reduces the driving force for unstable growth. The established, high
curvature protrusions that form the neck relax thermodynamically and
thereby retreat by minimizing their curvature and surface energy.

5.4.4

Implications

For various applications, it is of practical relevance to know that sintered contacts might differ from the theoretically predicted solid necks
and monotonic evolution. Better knowledge about the size dependence,
growth conditions, and retreat of bonds is important for their usage, design, and interpretation. The nature of the bonds governs the physical
properties of the system: the mechanical (Chapter 3.3.4) and thermal
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[7, 100] properties are affected by the bond porosity, and the optical
properties are directly related to the SSA [123], which is considerably
affected by the sintering anomalies. Theoretical investigations of surface
instabilities are crucial to understand the growth mechanisms and estimate the occurrence, but exact predictions are hindered by unknown
parameters [16, 84]. Previous experimental reports are very limited and
leave a wide range for the critical particle size.
Our experiments provide help for selecting an appropriate particle size
for future experiments, since ice spheres are a popular remedy for experimental investigations of simplified and well defined structures [15, 43, 62,
129]. The experiments presented here explain, with the measured bond
porosity parameter, the weak sintering of the 2.1 mm ice bead samples
in the compression experiments and the decreasing compressive strength
between seven and ten days (Chapter 3.3.4). These ice bead samples
sintered similarly to the dS samples at -10◦ C in a Styrofoam box. Since
these compression experiments were designed for model calibration, and
control of the bonds is crucial, we now know that particles with diameters less than 1.2 mm would be favorable. Yet, the compression experiments, together with the sintering experiments presented here, show
the mechanical relevance of porous and even retreating bonds. This is
significant for other systems of similarly sized particles, for example in
the food industry while designing or preserving food [91, 109], or for the
preparation of ski pistes or roads. The desired strength of a ski piste can
often not be achieved in spring, when snow mainly consists of large melt
form particles that do not sinter sufficiently over night [130]. Sintering
of ice is also relevant for extra-terrestrial applications. The surface of
planetary bodies often consists of sintered ice particles and the necessity
of knowledge about sintering mechanisms and anomalies for investigating these remote objects is obvious. Sintered contacts and their physical
properties are crucial for investigating planetary surfaces from telescopic
or thermal observations, or for developing landing technologies of space
craft [82, 100].
Our experiments further constrained the critical particle size for which
surface instabilities may occur and provide evidence for a change in thermal conditions that allow for the retreat of bonds. The discussed image
analysis methods are capable of resolving the protrusions as structures
on the surfaces (SSA, H), and the porosity of the bonds (χ). These
methods and metrics are applicable in further experiments for investiga102
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tion of sintering anomalies. The discussion of protrusion retreat is based
on FEM simulations of the temperature field within the tS2.1 sample.
An automated method that explicitly resolves the protrusions would be
necessary to further investigate this interesting process.

5.5

Conclusion and outlook

Two series of ice sphere sintering experiments rendered with µCT imaging, comprehensively illuminated sintering anomalies (protrusions and
bond porosity) for different particle sizes and slightly different thermal
conditions. A critical particle size Dc has to be exceeded for anomalies
to occur, which can then be amplified by a temperature gradient. With
the temperature gradient as the driving force, protrusion growth can reverse in time, as the gradient decreases due to improved thermal contact
during the ongoing sintering. The occurrence of both size-dependent
sintering anomalies and protrusion retreat is expected in a wide field of
practical applications. Accordingly, the achieved reduction of the possible range of Dc from (0.7, 4) mm [15, 43] to (1.2, 2.1) mm matters.
It is worthwhile to further investigate Dc and retreating protrusions to
fully understand their occurrence (e.g. at different temperatures, or on
longer time scales). This experimental approach augments the rather
vague knowledge from theory. It is based on automated image analysis of the complex geometries in an arbitrary packing of spheres. The
methods consistently resolve characteristics of anomalies in both time
and size series and can be applied for future investigations. This work
describes where and under which conditions sintering anomalies occur,
which traces they leave, and which methods are capable of capturing
them. Detailed, more quantitative investigations are necessary to obtain
a quantitative understanding for the non-linear (self-inhibited) dynamics
that lead to the retreat.
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Abstract
Snow micro-mechanical models are difficult to validate with real experiments, due to the complex snow microstructure, which needs to be faithfully represented in models. In the Discrete Element Method (DEM),
which is popular for numerical simulations of snow mechanics, the microstructure is commonly represented with discrete, spherical particles.
Therefore, an unambiguous validation of a DEM model requires experiments using ice spheres. In this work we perform the first one-to-one
comparison of model and experiment by simulating the ice sphere compression experiments for which the real microstructures are recreated in
the model from 3D micro-computed tomography (µCT) images of the
experimental samples. From the µCT images, position and size of the
spheres were derived which define the microstructure geometry and a
contact network. The DEM microstructures were created by connecting
contacting particles with elastic-brittle beams to represent the sintered
state. In this way, all microstructural parameters are predefined, except for the size of the beams, which could not be derived from the low
resolution scans of the compression experiments. The experiments were
simulated with two micromechanical DEM models, xDEM and Liggghts.
For the Liggghts model, we used two parametrizations for the material
properties of the bonds: in one parametrization (Liggghts-ice), bonds
and particles have true ice properties (elastic modulus, Poisson’s ratio,
and strength), whereas in the other parametrization (Liggghts-snow),
only the particles have ice properties while the bond properties were
calibrated to match snow experiments. In the comparison with the experimental compression curves, only Liggghts-ice is able to reproduce
the distribution of stress peaks during failure. The results underline
the necessity of reproducing microstructural details for model validation. Well validated micromechanical snow models help to investigate
processes that are experimentally difficult to access, such sintering during contact times of seconds, or the formation of stress-chains within the
sample, and are necessary to upscale DEM models.
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6.1

Introduction

For validating the formulation of micromechanical processes and calibrating snow models with experiments it is important to resolve the
actual, physical particle contacts. Discerning the influence of micromechanical processes (e.g. friction or sintering) and non-spherical particle
shapes on observable macroscopic behavior is difficult, but essential for
validating contact formulation in models. Thus, the snow microstructure
is the main input for micromechanical models, together with mechanical
properties of ice, which are rather well understood (e.g. [20]). So far,
validation of models of the discrete element method (DEM) has a rather
qualitative character [36, 49, 77, 83, 118], since the snow microstructure representation in the model is generally simplified with the basic
spherical DEM-particles. Finding a good microstructure representation
is commonly a task on the modeling side [28, 33, 36, 75]. But neither
of the present approaches render a microstructure-based comparison of
simulations with real experiments possible.
In DEM models, both sintered and granular snow can be simulated,
which makes DEM a powerful and popular tool to simulate snow mechanics with a wide range of loading rates. Another advantage of DEM
is that the microstructure can either be roughly approximated, which
allows for large-scale simulations [9, 27, 64, 83], or represented with
high level of detail to investigate micromechanical processes [36, 77]. In
the latter case, snow microstructure is represented with high degree of
detail from 3D µCT images, by approximating irregular shaped snow
grains with several overlapping DEM particles. Then the sample volume is restricted to several mm3 for computational reasons but realistic
snow microstructures could be investigated. In other micromechanical
approaches [9, 49, 83, 118], the microstructure is simulated with assemblies of discrete spheres that are parametrized to represent the properties
of a snow layer (e.g. density, elasticity) rather than resembling realistic
snow structures. Both cases do not allow for experimental validation.
Yet, it has been acknowledged that the key to successful modeling of
snow mechanical problems lies in the snow microstructure [76, 83].
If microstructures are created with spherical particles, real grain shapes
are oversimplified. Grain shapes dictate the geometry of the microstructure, as well as the actual inter-particle contacts. Consequently, grain
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shapes affect the mechanics [36] and are important for realistic contact
descriptions. Resolving the particle contacts is the basis for describing
and investigating micromechanical processes in numerical models.
One microstructural process that is difficult to include in micromechanical DEM models is sintering. In snow, sintering connects contacting
particles with solid, crystalline bonds which grow in time and are central to the determination of (macro-) mechanical properties, e.g. [6, 24,
38, 129]. In DEM models, a sintered microstructure is commonly constructed by bonding the discrete particles with beams [9, 49, 83, 118].
Then, the initial state, which changes with snow type and age of snow
[41, 129] can be mimicked by the thickness of the bonds. But the estimation of an appropriate initial state is a difficult task for which model
developers wish experimental background to obtain a less empirical approach [49, 64, 118]. Moreover, it was observed that ice particles sinter
even within very short contact times [32, 114, 128], which affects structure and mechanics even during deformation [128]. The relevance of fast
sintering during snow failure has recently been demonstrated in snow micromechanical DEM modeling [83]. In the latter study, the effect of fast
sintering for contact times of seconds was simulated with a rather empirical description of this highly localized microstructural process. The mechanical relevance of short- and long-term sintering for snow micro- [83]
and macromechanics [64, 112] has been acknowledged in recent works,
which highlight the difficulty of including sintering in DEM models and
the necessity of experimental information.
The spherical model snow introduced in this thesis is designed to tackle
the problem of microstructure assimilation from the experimental side:
with spherical ice beads, DE-like microstructures can be examined in
real experiments. This approach provides microstructural as well as
mechanical data for detailed model validation at the grain-scale. In
unconfined compression experiments, ice bead samples were tested along
with natural snow types, for comparison (Chapter 3). 3D µCT images
were taken before compression for a faithful reconstruction of sphere
positions and particle contacts. The bonds of contacting particles were
varied by testing samples after different sintering times to investigate
the influence of locally growing contacts on globally observed behavior.
In this chapter the potential and limitations of the ice beads as model
snow are examined by investigating microstructure-based simulations of
the unconfined compression experiments. Two micromechanical DEM
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models are used, namely xDEM [48–50] and Liggghts [118], that were
developed for simulating snow mechanics at the grain-level, i.e. snow
grains are represented by spheres with material properties of ice. Both
models use the µCT-derived microstructures as initial configurations of
the particles. The sintered contacts are represented by elastic-brittle
beams. The models differ in mechanical properties and geometry of
the beams. The xDEM model uses the same ice properties for particles and bonds, but the bonding network was not derived from the
µCT images. The Liggghts model [118] uses bonding network derived
from the µCT images, but different material properties for particles and
bonds. To overcome the limitations of both models, a second set of simulations with Liggghts has been conducted where the bond network is
derived from µCT and the material properties of bonds and particles are
the same. The two sets of Liggghts simulations differ only in the material
properties of bonds, where the simulations with the parametrization of
the previously published snow model [118] are referred to as Liggghtssnow, and the simulations with true ice properties for bonds and particles
are referred to as Liggghts-ice. In both DEM models, the bond size (radius of cylindrical beam) is the only free parameter that must be used
to fit the simulations to the experiments. Different bonding scenarios
are simulated in sensitivity tests with Liggghts-ice and xDEM, by simulating different bond sizes in the predefined network (Liggghts-ice) and
allowing rebonding of particles during the compression test, to mimic
sintering during short contact times (xDEM). The Liggghts-ice model
is able to reproduce the main features of the experimental compression
curves. It yields realistic bond sizes by fitting the simulated curves to
the experiment in terms of the main stress peak.
The chapter is structured as follows. The next section introduces the
DEM models, with focus on Liggghts-ice and the new parametrization,
and provides the experimental background with a summary of the compression experiments and a description of the microstructure generation
via 3D µCT images. The results are presented and discussed with emphasis on the different realizations of the bond size parameter.
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6.2
6.2.1

Methods
Simulation

The xDEM model was not available to conduct extensive simulations
for the measurements presented in this thesis. Only two simulations
with the xDEM model (conducted by Brice Kabore) are presented here.
Instead, the open source DEM model Liggghts was used for a complementary DEM analysis of the ice bead compression tests. Liggghts has
previously been used for developing a snow micromechanical model [118],
which was the basis for the simulations presented here. However, the implementation of the bond model used in [118] has never explicitly been
published and therefore lacks an independent validation.
In both DEM models discussed herein, an elastic-brittle material model
is used for the implementation of the bonds that represent the long-term
sintering in the initial state. The formulation of the bonds is based on
the publication by Potyondy and Cundall [94].
Liggghts

The open source DEM model Liggghts [56] with bond-extension1 was
used for the development of a snow micromechanical model [118]. The
model was parametrized for different snow types and validated with a variety of different laboratory experiments (confined and unconfined compression, shear, and angle of repose experiments). Snow grains are represented by elastic, spherical particles connected by elastic-brittle bonds.
The bonds are cylindrical, elastic-brittle beams that are removed from
the simulation when they break as the stress exceeds the strength. After fracture, the particle interaction is defined by the Hertzian contact
model [40] and Coulomb friction. Energy dissipation during bond deformation (viscosity) is excluded and limits the model to high strain rate
deformation.
To match the variety of experiments, it was necessary in [118] to use
different parameters for bonds and particles. For the simulation of the ice
bead experiments with true ice properties, the bond parametrization has
been adapted accordingly. Thus, the Liggghts model was used with two
1 retrieved from https://github.com/richti83/LIGGGHTS-WITH-BONDS; Version LIGGGHTS-PUBLIC-BONDS 3.3.0
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different parametrizations for the bond material properties, referred to as
Liggghts-snow if parametrized as in [118], or Liggghts-ice if parametrized
with ice properties for particles and bonds.
The particles are described by the density ρ, elastic modulus E, Poisson’s ratio ν, as well as coefficients of friction µ and restitution η. These
parameters are identical in both parametrizations and are used as in
[118] and presented in Table 6.1.
In Liggghts, the material parameters of the bonds are linked to the
bond geometry. The bonds are assumed to be massless beams with material properties of ice. The beams have a cylindrical shape and connect
the center points of the particles. They can transmit forces and torques,
and break if the tensile strength σi or the shear strength τi is exceeded.
The failure criterion [94] combining tensile and bending stresses is described by:
−F n
|M s | rb
+
≥ σi ,
(6.1)
A
I
and for shear and torsion stresses by:
|F s | |M n | rb
+
≥ τi .
A
J

(6.2)

A = πrb2 , I = πrb4 /4, and J = πrb2 /2 are area, moment of inertia, and
polar moment of inertia of the bond cross-section, defined by the bond
radius rb . F n , F s , M n and M s are the forces and moments in the normal
and shear direction defined as:
F n = k n AU n ,
M n = −k s Jθn ,

F s = −k s AU s

(6.3)

M s = k n Aθs ,

(6.4)

with stiffnesses k n , k s , displacements U n , U s , and rotations θn , and
θ.
In Liggghts, the bonds are defined by the parameters k n , k s , σi , τi
and the ratio between bond and particle radii, rb /rp . The latter is a
pure microstructural parameter. The material strengths, σi and τi , were
used as in the Liggghts-snow model [118] and their values are provided
in Table 6.1. In order to use the same ice properties for the bonds
and particles, the stiffnesses, k n and k s , have to be adapted to the respective microstructures. The bond stiffnesses and the bond moduli are
s
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Tab. 6.1: Material parameters used in the Liggghts simulations.

Density of particle
Young’s modulus of particle
Poisson’s ratio of particle
Coefficient of friction
Coefficient of restitution
Young’s modulus of bond
Poisson’s ratio of bond
Tensile strength of bond
Shear strength of bond

Liggghts-snow
917 kg/m3
9 GPa
0.3
0.3
0.2
90 MPa
1
2 MPa
2 MPa

Liggghts-ice
"
"
"
"
"
(9 ± 0.7) GPa
0.3
"
"

connected through the particle radius:
kn =

E
, and k s = νk n
2rp

(6.5)

For the parametrization of Liggghts-ice, the stiffness k n (with dimension Pa m−1 ) was calculated with E = 9 GPa and the mean particle
radius rp , which was derived from the µCT images. Because the input
parameter k n is constant in the simulation, the particle polydispersity
(rp = (1.12 ± 0.1) mm, Chapter 3.3.1) in fact translates via Equation
6.5 into a slightly varying bond modulus as listed in Table 6.1. The
Table shows for Liggghts-ice only the parameters that differ from the
parametrization in Liggghts-snow.
The microstructural parameters are deduced from the µCT images of
the experimental samples and the spherical particle shape. The particles
are defined by a position (x, y, z) and a radius rp . Adjacency pairs
describe particles in contact, where each contact is represented by a
bond. Accordingly, the adjacencies define a beam network, where the
only free parameter that remains is the bond size rb , the radius of the
cylindrical beam. This parameter strongly affects the global strength
of the sample. The bond size was used to "fit" the simulations to the
experiments: in several simulation runs it was optimized such that the
main stress peak of the simulations matches the main stress peak of the
experiments. After the bonds are defined as initial state, no new bonds
are formed during the simulation.
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The boundary conditions in the simulations were chosen to match
the displacement controlled unconfined compression of the experiments
(Chapter 3.2.4). The sample rested on a base and was vertically compressed with a constant speed of 10 mm/s. The resting base and the
moving piston were represented as rigid objects with geometry specified
using the STL file format. The time step was set to 10−7 s−1 and the
total force on the base, as well as the position of the compression tool,
were saved every 10 000th time step, which corresponds to a sampling
rate of 1 kHz (the experimental sampling rate was 10 kHz).
xDEM

A snow micromechanical model has been developed [50, 79] with the
xDEM code and validated [49] by comparison with diverse snow mechanical experiments from literature. The model represents snow grains
with spherical particles and mimics a sintered microstructure by bonding
the particles with elastic-brittle beams. In addition to the long-term sintering, which is represented by the beams and defines the initial state,
fast sintering was also implemented in the model and validated with
experiments where sintering was observed on (sub-)second time scales
[114, 128]. The implementation is based on the explanation of the experimental observations of fast sintering [114], where viscous deformation
of contacting particles is assumed to cause an increasing contact area.
The created contact area is then consolidated and can grow during further deformation of the particles. This rebonding effect can be switched
on and off, and both cases will be shown for the compression tests.
For the simulation of the ice bead compression tests, the microstructures were created according to the µCT derived particle positions and
sizes. In contrast to the Liggghts simulations, in xDEM the bonds were
created between touching particles, only after the particles were allowed
to settle. The simulations were carried out by Brice Kabore within the
SnowDEM project. A full description of the compression test simulation
and a parameter study can be found in [48].

6.2.2

Experiments

The experimental basis for the following simulations are the unconfined compression experiments of sintered ice bead samples, presented in
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Chapter 3. The 3D µCT images and stress-strain curves from the experiments Chapter 3 provide the microstructural and mechanical data for
the comparison with the models. Cylindrical samples with a diameter of
33.6 mm and a height of 14 mm were sintered for 3, 5, and 10 days and
were then compressed at 10 mm/s. Two samples per sintering time were
captured by µCT scanning just before compression. Figure 6.1 shows
an ice bead sample from a photography of the experiment, a rendered
µCT image, and the rendered initial state of the simulation.

(A)

(B)

(C)

Fig. 6.1: Sintered ice bead sample before compression (A), imaged
via µCT (B), and reconstructed with spherical DEM particles (C).

The available ice bead experiments can be classified by sintering times
(3, 5, and 10 days) or sample densities ("poured" and "tapped" samples).
In this Chapter, we only consider the "poured" samples and present the
simulations of six samples (two per sintering time) with the Liggghts
model. In the xDEM model, the focus was on one sintering time (5 days),
thus, only two xDEM samples are shown here. The chosen samples are
highlighted in Figure 6.2, which shows an overview of the compression
experiments (main peak of the experiments, analogously to Fig. 3.9 in
Chapter 3.3.4). Note that the experimental data set (Fig. 6.2) contains
additional snow types compared to Chapter 3 which allows to discuss
the simulations in the context of all available compression experiments.
Compression experiments were actually performed with all three nature
identical snow types that have been detailed in the angle of repose experiments in Chapter 4.2.1: rounded grain (RG), faceted grains (FC),
and smaller faceted grains (FCS).
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RG snow
FCS snow
FC snow
Ice beads
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Fig. 6.2: Overview of all compression experiments with ice beads and
nature identical snow types at different sintering times. The compressive strength σmax was derived as described in Chapter 3.3.4 from the
first main peak of all stress-strain curves.

Microstructure reconstruction

The high sphericity of the ice beads shown in Chapter 3.3.1 is key for
an efficient reconstruction of the sample with spherical DEM particles.
The microstructure of the ice bead samples is defined by the position
and size of each particle. These parameters were assessed in 3D image
analysis, using the programming language Python. In the watershed
segmented images (Chapter 3.2.6), the particles were identified and could
be individually analyzed. For the position (x, y, z), we derived the
center of mass using the regionprops function in the Skimage library.
For the particle size rp , the radius of a volume equivalent sphere, rp =
(3/4πnvox )1/3 svoxel , was determined from the number of voxels nvox that
make up the particle and the voxel size svoxel . Accordingly, a particle is
described by the tuple ((x, y, z), rp ).
In the next step, the distances between particles were analyzed, to
a) detect overlap and b) determine adjacency pairs. Overlap between
DEM particles could occur, because the experimental particles were not
perfect spheres. This overlap had to be removed, because it would lead
to numerical instabilities in the Liggghts model. If overlap occurred
between two particles, the radii of both were reduced by half of the
overlap length, such that they were only touching without overlap in
the final state. The bond size rb could not be derived from the µCT
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images, because the resolution was too low. The bond size was therefore
used here as a free parameter that was later compared to the radius of
available high resolution scans from Chapter 5.
The tuples of position and size ((x, y, z), rp ) were used to define the
particles in all models. The bonds were created according to the adjacencies in Liggghts. In xDEM they were created at true particle contacts,
after the particles were allowed to settle.

6.3
6.3.1

Results
Ice bead compression simulated by DEM

The simulations are compared to the unconfined compression experiment
via stress-strain curves. In the following we focus on the results of one
sample. An overview of the results of all six samples is provided in the
Appendix.
For one ice bead sample after five days sintering, the four stress-strain
curves are shown in Figure 6.3: (A) the entire compression test, (B) a
zoomed in view of the first 10% strain. The experimental curve exhibits
very pronounced stress peaks, in between the stress almost drops to
zero. The maximum is reached within 5% strain. After 10% strain, the
stress peaks decrease in number and height. It is shown and discussed
in Chapter 3.3.4 that the high sampling rate fully resolves the peaks,
and that the peaks stem from clusters of particles that break out of the
structure.
In all simulations, the main fracture (stress-maximum as defined in
Chapter 3.3.4) occurs within 10% strain as well. However, only the
Liggghts-ice simulation visually reproduces similarly strong stress-drops,
whereas the curves of the other two models form the envelop of the
experimental curve. The xDEM model exhibits very pronounced peaks
for higher strains that exceed by far (up to 4.5 kPa) the experimental
main peak, the highest peak within first 10% of strain. The curves
of both Liggghts simulations contain significantly more noise than the
xDEM simulation, which might be due to the higher sampling rate and
the absence of damping through a bond viscosity.
These visual observations can be made quantitative by analyzing the
stress-distributions as shown in Figure 6.4. The left figure shows the
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Fig. 6.3: Simulated and experimental stress-strain curves of unconfined compression tests of one ice bead sample after five days sintering.
All three simulations were fitted using the bond size to the first main
peak of the experiment. (A) shows the entire deformation and (B) a
zoomed in view of the initial 10% strain. (In (A), the peaks of the
xDEM curve lie outside the shown range but are presented in Figure
6.4).
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Fig. 6.4: Stress distributions of the experimental and the three simulated curves, (A) shows the entire range where the stars denote the
stress maxima, with a zoom into the low stress range in the inset, and
(B) shows the same data in log-log scale. The distributions (normalized
counts) are normalized that the area is unity.

entire stress range, where a star marks the maxima, and a zoomed in
view of the low stress range in the inset. The right figure shows the same
curves on a log-log scale. Apart from the differences of the stress distributions for small stresses (dominated by noise in the experiment), the
tail of the distribution for large stresses of the Liggghts-ice simulation
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is very similar to the experimental distribution and approximately follows a power law ∼ σ b , with b = −1.5 (dashed line in Fig. 6.4(B)). This
indicates that Liggghts-ice seems to reproduce the essential failure characteristic during the compression tests. In contrast, the distributions of
xDEM and Liggghts-snow simulations are shifted to higher stress values.
The analysis suggests that only Liggghts-ice, i.e. the combination of
the true bond network and the true ice parameters, is able to reproduce
the key features of the experiments. This is representative for all six
simulated ice bead samples.
Bond sizes

The main peak of the simulated curves (highest peak within the first
10% of strain) was fitted with the bond size parameter rb to match the
peak of the experimental curve. In both Liggghts simulations, all bonds
in the sample have the same radius, rb0 =0.12 mm in Liggghts-ice and
rb0 =0.04 mm in Liggghts-snow. This factor of three is due to the differences in material properties of the bonds.
experimental σmax (kPa)

8

0.6

Lig-ice
linear fit, σ=27rb-1.2
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Fig. 6.5: Fitted bond radii rb0 from both versions of Liggghts simulations: with experimental strength (first main peak) in (A); against
the sintering time together with the measured bond sizes from Chapter
5.3.3 in (B). With equation 6.6 (fit in A), the strengths of all conducted
ice bead experiments presented in Figure 6.2 are translated to a bond
radius and are shown in (B) as well.

For both versions of Liggghts simulations, the obtained values for rb0
of the six samples are presented in Figure 6.5. The plot in (A) shows the
relation with the experimental peak σmax and illustrates the different
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ranges in bond size of the two sets of simulations. For Liggghts-ice, we
obtain a linear relation between rb0 and σmax . A linear fit yields
σmax = (27.23 · rb − 1.26) kPa

(6.6)

with rb0 in mm and a correlation coefficient r2 = 0.91. For Liggghts-snow,
the relation of σmax and rb0 is not as clear.
In Figure 6.5(B), the fitted value of rb is shown against the sintering
time ts of the respective samples. We can now compare these values to
the results of the estimated bond sizes Rb from the tS2.1 sample presented in Chapter 5.3.3, which was scanned with a three times higher
resolution. The tS2.1 sample has similarly sized particles (2.1 mm diameter) and was also sintered at -10◦ C . The fitted bond sizes rb0 of the
Liggghts-ice model are of the same order of magnitude, but smaller than
Rb . We do not have enough points to derive a relation between rb0 with
ts . A monotonic increase of rb0 in time, similarly as for Rb , cannot be
observed. With the relation between rb0 and σmax , the obtained rb0 mirror the large scatter of σmax in all experiments and the decrease of σmax
between seven and ten days (c.f. Figure 6.2).

6.3.2

Sensitivity tests

The comparison of the three simulations in the previous section revealed
differences in reproducing the ice bead compression experiments. The
differences can be attributed to the way the bonds are simulated, since all
models have the same initial particle configurations. This underlines the
crucial role of the bonds. Therefore, the sensitivity on bond parameters
should be further investigated.
In Liggghts-ice, the bond sizes in the predefined bond network were
varied to obtain a more realistic initial sintering state. Mono-sized bonds
were considered unrealistic for a naturally sintered ice bead sample,
where local differences in sintering conditions exist (c.f. Chapter 5).
Moreover, the sensitivity to variation in the material properties of the
bonds was tested.
In xDEM, the possibility of switching on the rebonding was used to
assess the influence of fast sintering during the compression test, which
affects the number of bonds.
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Liggghts-ice: Inhomogeneity in bond network

In the following we focus on the pronounced peaks in the experiments,
which were attributed to the fracture of clustered particles (Chapter
3.3.4). To create inhomogeneity in the sample that could favor clustered fracture, the bond sizes were varied, while the geometry of the
bond network remained the same. The uniform bond sizes were re-
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Fig. 6.6: Stress-strain curve from simulation with random bond sizes
(r̄b ) compared to the simulation with mono-sized bonds (rb0 ) and the
experiment (A). To create inhomogeneity within the sample, values
for rb were taken from a Gaussian distribution (with rb0 = 0.12 mm as
mean and s = 0.035 mm as variance shown in (B)) and were distributed
randomly in the beam network.

placed with a Gaussian distributed bond size with the same mean value
(Figure 6.6(B)). The resulting stress strain curve is presented in Figure 6.6(A), together with the simulation of mono-sized bonds (presented
above, Fig. 6.3). Aside from slight variation in the height of the peaks
and stress-drops, the main fracture pattern of the curves do not differ
significantly. This comparison however shows that bond size disorder
has an influence on the peak stress which is reduced here compared to
the mono-sized bonds.
Liggghts-ice: Sensitivity of bond strengths

The robustness of the Liggghts-ice parametrization was further examined
by varying consecutively the bond strengths (σi , τi ) for ±10%, while all
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other parameters were kept constant (as listed in Table 6.1). The resulting stress-strain curves in Figure 6.7(A) show a generally similar pattern
and considerably lower variations when compared to the inter-model differences found in Figure 6.3(B). The stress-distributions of these curves
are plotted in Figure 6.7(B), together with the data of the experiment
and the Liggghts-ice simulation with mono-sized bonds (on the same
scale as in Figure 6.4(B)). The simulations again show a consistent behavior of the stress distributions (in contrast to the inter-model differences from Fig. 6.4). This underlines the robustness of the Liggghts-ice
parametrization, as well as the significance of the bond size parameter.
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Fig. 6.7: Sensitivity study on material parameters (σi , τi ±10%) of
the bonds in Ligggths-ice: (A) shows stress-strain curves and (B) shows
the stress distributions (same scale as in Fig. 6.4(B)), together with the
experimental curve and the Liggghts-ice simulation with mono-sized
bonds (here denoted as σi , τi = 2 MPa).

xDEM: Rebonding as fast sintering

The xDEM simulations with and without rebonding are presented in
Figure 6.8. Qualitatively, the curves are similar and both envelop the
experimental curve. The simulation with rebonding leads to some additional stress peaks.

6.3.3

Compression of natural snow

To discuss the results later in the context of snow compression in general,
examples of representative stress-strain curves of different snow types are
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Fig. 6.8: xDEM simulations with and without rebonding.

shown together with the ice bead experiment that was analyzed by the
simulations in Figure 6.9.
Not all of the snow types were investigated after five days sintering,
which is why different sintering times are shown. However, these curves
are typical for the respective snow type, sintering mainly changes the
magnitude of stress. Despite partially shorter sintering times, all snow
samples were significantly stronger than the ice bead sample (also c.f.
Figure 6.2). None of the snow samples exhibited stress-drops as strong as
the ice bead samples. The signature of clustered fracture is less dominant
within the overall higher stress-signal.
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Fig. 6.9: Experimental stress-strain curves of each nature identical
snow type and the previously shown ice bead sample.
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Tab. 6.2: Mean sample densities.

Snow type
Ice beads
Rounded grains RG
Faceted small FCS
Faceted grains FC

Density [kg/m3 ]
546
409
402
355

The mean densities of the snow types are given in Table 6.2. The table
and the compression curves reveal the well established relation between
strength and density for natural snow: the higher the density, the higher
the compressive stress (c.f. Fig. 6.9 and 6.2). However, the small facets
have similar densities to the rounded grain snow, but exhibit stresses
in the range between rounded and faceted grains (better seen in Figure
6.2, for equal sintering times). This fact has to be attributed to the
microstructure. For the ice beads, this relation does not hold; the ice
bead samples have the highest densities, but the lowest stresses.

6.4

Discussion

The ice bead compression experiments presented in Chapter 3 were
simulated with two micromechanical DEM snow models. Via the 3D
µCT images of the experimental samples, all microstructural parameters were constrained except for the bond sizes that are used to account
for the sintering state. The bond size could not be derived from the
µCT images of the compression experiments because the resolution was
too low. The detailed sphere sintering experiments presented in Chapter 5, which were conducted under similar conditions (particle size, temperature), were instead used to provide missing information about the
quality of the bonds and their size. Based on these two sets of experiments, compression tests and sintering studies, we can now discuss the
first microstructure-based comparison of DEM simulations with snow micromechanical experiments. The compression experiments with natural
snow types investigated together with the ice bead experiments provide
the experimental foundation for this analysis.
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6.4.1

Microstructure-based DEM simulations

With a predefined beam network and true ice properties for particles and
bonds, the Liggghts-ice model must be regarded as the most faithful representation of the experimental conditions. In the comparison of experimental and simulated compression curves, the Liggghts-ice model is the
only model that reproduces the characteristic fracture behavior of the
ice bead samples, namely, the pronounced peaks and stress-drops that
dominate the first 10% of strain (Fig. 6.3). This behavior is attributed
to the fracture of clustered particles, which could clearly be observed
in the ice bead experiments (c.f. high-speed imaging movie provided in
the supplementary material of [129]). The signature of such clustered
fracture can also be seen in the compression curves of the natural snow
types (Fig. 6.9), but less dominant within the overall stronger signal.
These peaks are most prominent in the ice bead samples, which have the
smallest sample volume relative to their representative elementary volume (Chapter 3.4.2). Accordingly, breaking of a single cluster strongly
affects the stress signal. The clustered fracture may be caused by fracture of a stress-chain [60], of which only few are formed in the comparable
small volume of the ice bead samples. The stress-chains are formed by
the particle configurations and stress is transmitted via the bonds in
the simulations. Liggghts-ice seems to be capable of reproducing this
behavior. The other two simulations, with xDEM and Liggghts-snow,
fail to simulate the clustered fracture. Instead, they have the tendency
to consistently exceed the measured stress without forming pronounced
peaks. This difference in DEM model behavior is consistently found for
all samples (see Appendix 6.6.1). In summary, the Liggghts-ice model
reproduces the experimental curves best.
These observed differences in the simulations were further quantified
by analyzing the stress distributions (Fig. 6.4). The Liggghts-ice simulation yields a very similar stress distribution to the experiment, except for
the low stresses (close to zero) that are influenced by noise and the details
of the contact model. The simulations with xDEM and Liggghts-snow
miss the low stresses. It remains to be discussed if the observed −1.5
power-law decay of the stress distribution (indicated in black dashed line
in Fig. 6.4(B)) is coincidence or can be related to similar power-laws for
energy distributions of failure in granular materials (e.g. [18]), as it has
also been measured for snow failure [12].
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The beam network seems to constitute a crucial aspect of the microstructure in the ice bead samples. This can be concluded from the
fact that all three simulations used the same sphere configurations and
differed only in the way the beams were simulated. Still, two simulations failed in reproducing the experimental observations. The two sets
of Liggghts simulations were carried out on the exact same microstructures, they differed only in the material parameters (E and ν) of the
bonds and consequently in the bond sizes rb . The bonds in xDEM are
based on the same description [94] as the bonds in Liggghts but are
additionally equipped with viscous damping. Moreover, the geometry
of the bond network differs in xDEM and Liggghts, since the xDEM
bonds were created only after the particles settled, in contrast to the
µCT-derived bond network used in Liggghts. This settling process may
be comparable to the tapping that was used to densify some of the ice
bead samples presented in Chapter 3, which resulted in higher contact
densities (Fig. 3.6) and compressive strengths (Fig. 3.9).
Introducing inhomogeneity in the beam network of Liggghts-ice (analogously to the observed dispersity in the measured bond sizes, Fig. 6.10),
affected the stress-strain curves and led to steeper stress-drops compared
to the simulation with uniform bond sizes (Fig. 6.6). Here, only the
bonds sizes in the predefined bond network were changed, even within
a realistic range of bond sizes and with the same average bond size. In
contrast, the xDEM simulation with rebonding that affects the number
of bonds during the compression test, did not differ significantly from
the simulation without rebonding (Fig. 6.8).

6.4.2

Bond sizes

With the Liggghts models, two samples per sintering time (3, 5, and
10 days) were simulated by fitting the main peak to the experimental
peak via the bond size parameter rb . The values of rb0 obtained with the
Liggghts-snow model are significantly lower for all samples than the ones
of the Liggghts-ice model. This is due to the different bond properties (E
and ν, Tab. 6.1). An estimate of the real bond sizes can be obtained from
the results for Rb from Chapter 5.3.3, which provide a valuable source
of information. The results show that the bond sizes in Liggghts-ice are
of the same order of magnitude as Rb . The slightly lower values of rb0
might be due to the mechanical relevance of the porosity in the bonds.
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This indicates that rb0 mirrors the sintering state of the experimental
sample fairly well and leads to realistic values when the bond size is
used to match peak stress of experiment and simulation. With this,
another microstructural feature of the experiments is approximated very
well and the only free microstructural parameter is consistent with the
values obtained from higher resolution measurements. The significance
of these values is underlined by the shown robustness of the Liggghts-ice
parametrization (Fig. 6.7).

6.4.3

Suggestions for future research

The presented simulations illustrate the central role that rb plays in snow
mechanical modeling and emphasize that a very high level of microstructural detail is necessary for model validation. The fracture characteristics of the ice bead samples are affected by changing only the bond sizes,
even within a range of realistic values. In the presented simulations and
method for microstructure generation, microstructural and mechanical
uncertainties of bond properties remain, due to the randomness in the
bond size distributions (in all presented simulations) and the presumed
porosity in the bonds. Reducing these uncertainties seems feasible and
worthwhile. Using smaller ice beads with rp < 0.6 mm in the experiments could solve both problems: with smaller particles, the issue of
bond porosity would be eliminated, as we know now from Chapter 5.4.2,
and the sample volume could be reduced while still fulfilling requirements
of an representative elementary volume. A smaller sample volume would
allow for µCT scans with higher resolution, such that the bond sizes in
the actual sample could be resolved and transfered to the simulations.
By eliminating the uncertainties in the bond parameter on the experimental side, DEM models could be validated towards a physical
description of snow micromechanics. This is beneficial for a) using reliable micromechanical models for general micromechanical investigations
(similar to well validated FEM models [29, 38]); b) finding correct descriptions of micromechanical processes, which can then be adapted for
simulations on larger scales (e.g. sintering [64, 83]); c) gaining profound
knowledge about microstructural and mechanical relations for simulating
real snow with simplified microstructures.
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6.4.4

Towards simulating snow

The compression experiments of the natural snow types (Fig. 6.2 and
6.9) and the sample densities (Table 6.2) confirm the common believe
that the strength increases with density (e.g. [78]). The ice bead samples
are not in line: they are denser and weaker than the natural snow. In the
ice bead samples, the bonds are a major component of the microstructure. As shown in the previous sections, they are crucially important for
simulating the ice bead behavior. In the ice bead samples, large parts
of the particles contribute to the sample density but the deformation
and failure is essentially restricted to the bonds. While the notion of
"particles and bonds" is unambiguous for ice beads, this picture cannot
be directly applied to real snow. However, the comparison of RG and
FCS shows that there must be another parameter beyond density which
makes the difference: RG and FCS exhibit significant differences in σ
with quasi the same sample densities. This difference has its origin in
the microstructure. In the ice bead samples, the difference in σ could successfully and plausibly be simulated by changing rb , while density and
contact density were constrained by µCT images. A similar approach for
the snow samples seems not as straightforward, as we know that contact
density plays a crucial role as well, which is expected to differ for these
snow types [6, 24, 28, 121].
Understanding the main microstructural parameters (density, number
of contacts, and size of contacts) as indicators in snow micromechanics
is crucial for simulating natural snow realistically with simplified, well
parametrized microstructures. Ice bead experiments can be used for
this intermediate step. In measuring the real bond sizes as suggested
above, we could achieve control of the main microstructural parameters.
Variation in these parameters can be obtained by tapping of the samples,
which changes density and number of contacts (Chapter 3.3.1, [63]), and
different sintering times, which changes contact sizes. In this way, a well
controlled and easily measurable system can be generated to further
investigate the main microstructural parameters and their role in snow
mechanics.
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6.5

Conclusion

The main characteristics of the micromechanical experiments can be reproduced in DEM with true microstructures and mechanical properties
of ice. By only fitting the main peaks of experiment and simulation with
the bond size yielded similar stress-distributions of the compression signals. The bonds that are used to represent the effect of sintering are
an important part of the microstructure. The bond size was found to
play a crucial role in the simulations. Changing the bond size within
a predefined bond network affected the compression behavior, even if
the bond sizes were chosen within a realistic range. This underlines the
necessity of detailed microstructural information for model validation
and a reliable description of micromechanical processes. The remaining
(structural and mechanical) uncertainties in the bonds can further be
eliminated on the experimental side. This seems worthwhile towards
comprehensive understanding of microstructural parameters for investigating micromechanical processes and to simulate natural snow with
well parametrized, simplified microstructures.
Ice beads can serve as model snow for snow model validation. Investigating controllable inter-particle contacts helps to understand fundamental micromechanical processes, which are difficult to examine in
real experiments, but are crucial for understanding and simulating snow
mechanics.
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6.6
6.6.1

Appendix
Compression results of all six samples

Two ice bead samples per sintering time are available with 3D µCT scan.
All six samples were simulated with the Liggghts models (with both
parametrizations). In xDEM only the two samples after five days sintering were simulated. The results of one sample after five days sintering
are detailed in the results section. The results of all samples are shown
here in similar presentations: stress-strain curves and stress distributions
of experiments and simulations. The Liggghts-snow simulations are only
shown in the stress distributions, for clarity (they are qualitatively similar for all samples, enveloping the experimental curves). The curves
of all samples differ in shape and stress maxima. This variation is already indicated in the overview plot (Fig. 6.2) of all experiments, which
exhibits large scatter in compressive strength at all sintering times.
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Ten day sintering samples
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6.6.2

Bond size distribution

Measured bond size distribution in the tS2.1 sample of Chapter 5 with
2.1 mm after five days sintering.
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Fig. 6.10: Bond size distribution in ice bead sample.
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7

The goal of this thesis was to advance snow micromechanics by investigating the relation of microstructural and mechanical properties in view
of simulating snow mechanics with the discrete element method (DEM).
Understanding fundamental micromechanical processes and the requirements of microstructure representation is essential for interpreting and
predicting macroscopically observable behavior of snow. Simulating material behavior with DEM is based on the concept of particles and contacts. This concept, however, is ambiguous for natural snow and leads
to a gap between experiments and DEM simulations. To bridge this gap,
a new snow type consisting of spherical ice beads was designed and analyzed to enable an unambiguous representation of the microstructure in
DEM. This model snow was analyzed through mechanical experiments,
3D image analysis of µCT data, and numerical simulations. The conclusions for the individual analysis steps (Chapters 3, 4, 5, and 6) allow for
a summary of the thesis in the following way:
Ice beads facilitate a generic investigation of particle and contact properties and allow for a one-to-one validation of DEM models when care is
taken to avoid the anomalous sintering process.
The following discussion will summarize the key findings of this thesis
as they relate to DEM with focus on the particles, their shapes, and the
contacts between them.
Particles, shapes, and contacts were the focus of the microstructure characterization. Thus, the objective identification of particles in
the continuous 3D µCT imaged structure was the basic step for all parts
of this thesis. The developed image processing routine accomplished the
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particle identification with a watershed algorithm. The ice beads were
taken as a reference for developing the routine, which could then also be
applied to natural snow.
The shape characterization of the watershed-segmented particles confirmed high sphericity of the ice beads, the main requirement for comparison with DEM (Chapter 3.3.1). Sphericity was necessary for extracting
the microstructures from the 3D µCT images of the compression samples
as a list of particle positions and sizes. In this way, the experimental samples could be efficiently transferred to the DEM models (Chapter 6.2.2).
While particle geometries and the adjacencies for the contact network
could be successfully derived from µCT data, the size of the contacts in
these weakly bonded spheres remained a problem due to insufficient image resolution. With the unknown contact sizes, one parameter remained
unspecified in the DEM simulations.
The sintered contacts of the ice beads were investigated in additional
experiments at higher µCT resolution, to estimate the missing parameter and shed more light on the structural evolution during sintering
(Chapter 5). The image analysis revealed porously sintered bonds, a
phenomenon that could be identified as a particle-size dependent instability in crystal growth. The observed porosity explained the peculiar,
non-monotonic time-evolution (Chapter 5.4.3 and 3.3.4) of unconfined
compressive strength of the ice bead samples, which underscores the
mechanical relevance of the bonds. As a result, the detailed bond analysis not only provided an estimate of the contact sizes (Chapter 5.3.3)
for the comparison with the simulated bond sizes in DEM, but also suggested a remedy (Chapter 5.4.2) for avoiding bond porosity in future ice
bead experiments (detailed in the Outlook in Chapter 8).
Overall, the particle-based 3D µCT image analyses significantly contributed to understanding the experimental observations by quantifying
the microstructure as particles in contact with each other, with defined
sizes and shapes. This was key to understanding the mechanical behavior of snow in the sintered (Chapter 3) and in the granular states
(Chapter 4), and was the basis for the microstructure representation in
DEM (Chapter 6).
The contact network: key to the sintered state. The ultimate
comparison of ice bead snow with DEM simulations was conducted on
the sintered state in unconfined compression experiments and revealed
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the importance of the size and configuration of the bonds that form the
contact network (Chapter 6).
The bond sizes had to be adapted in the simulations to match the
peak stresses of the experiments, since they could not be derived from
the µCT images of the compression samples. However, the bond size,
if determined by fitting the peak stress, yielded realistic values, as confirmed by the comparison with the additional contact characterization
(Chapter 6.3.1). From the simulations of six ice bead samples, we observed an increasing relation of bond size and compressive strength. The
experimental scatter in the compressive strength thus translates to a
scatter in the bond sizes with realistic values (c.f. Fig. 3.9 and 6.5).
The experimental scatter was originally attributed to microstructural
variations between the samples, i.e. presumed differences in the sampleto-sample variations in particle positions. However, the simulations were
performed with the same particle configurations as in the experiments,
but led to a similar scatter only if different bond sizes were used. This
implies that the scatter might rather originate from inhomogeneity in
the sintered contacts.
The configuration of the bonds was crucial for reproducing the typical
fracture pattern of the ice bead samples. In the experiments, the compressive behavior was dominated by the fracture of stress-chains leading
to clustered particle fragments. Similar behavior in the simulations could
be obtained only if the bonds were exactly inferred from the µCT images and parametrized with realistic material properties of ice. Fulfilling
these conditions in the simulated microstructures resulted in stress-strain
curves and stress distributions that were similar to the experimental ones
(Fig. 6.3 and 6.4). These results are robust under different variations of
other bond material parameters (Fig. 6.7).
The comparison of simulations of the ice bead compression experiments with two DEM models (in three configurations) showed that very
detailed bond network representation is necessary for model validation.
If microstructures are adequately represented and parametrized with the
true mechanical properties of ice, the experimental key features can be
reproduced.
Grain shape: key to the granular state. The granular state
of snow was characterized in angle of repose experiments with different
snow types (Chapter 4). Differences between ice beads and natural snow
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in the angle of repose experiments highlighted the importance of particle shape. Shape parameters were found that reliably predicted these
differences for the investigated snow types (Fig. 4.6).
In contrast to the large differences in mechanical behavior observed
for natural snow types in the sintered state (Fig. 6.2 and 6.9), the experiments in the granular state showed only minor differences between
these snow types (Fig. 4.4). Though surprising at the first sight, this
is consistent with the shape parameter which was found to be similar
for the natural snow types in the granular state. In the sintered state,
grain shape seems to play a minor role besides the contact network (if
the contacts can be simulated adequately). However, the contact formation depends on grain shapes. This is indicated in the observed effect of
sintering on the angle of repose that varied with snow types (Fig. 4.6).
The angle of repose experiments showed that grain shape and fast
sintering affect the flowability of snow equally. How grain shape affects
sintering could not be resolved in the experiments.
Towards simulating natural snow. In this thesis, the mechanical
behavior and microstructural characteristics of the ice beads were always investigated alongside with natural snow in the sintered and granular states. Grain shape was considered only in granular snow, while
the contact network was analyzed only for sintered snow. Natural snow
types could be consistently compared to ice beads for granular snow,
through the shape parameters. For sintered snow a consistent comparison would require to carry out the watershed-based computation of the
contact network (including contact size) on the natural snow types. If
the DEM bond parameters would be adapted accordingly (while still
using spherical DEM-particles) it is expected that further differences in
the observed compression curves (Fig. 6.9) between ice beads and different snow types could be explained. It is, however, also expected that
it would be required to translate the shape parameter into an "effective" particle friction parameter, to consistently predict the sintered and
granular behavior of natural snow within a sphere-based DEM model.
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8

Through mechanical and structural analyses of the ice beads, their performance and limitations as model snow were investigated. Although
limitations were found in the unexpected porosity of their sintered bonds,
the ice beads are clearly promising for investigations of generalized microstructures and validation of numerical models. While the present
work focused on the experimental characterization of the ice beads, the
first comparison to DEM simulations demands further numerical studies
which, in turn, may benefit from further experiments.
Suggestions for further experiments. Both the aim to achieve a
microstructure-based one-to-one comparison of experiment and simulation, and the general interest in studying microstructural and mechanical
properties of snow motivate further experiments.
In view of an improved one-to-one comparison of DEM with experiments, well-constrained microstructural parameters are essential. The
unexpected porosity of the sintered bonds between ice beads led to a
remaining microstructural uncertainty. To overcome this limitation, the
bond porosity was investigated and found to occur only if particles are
larger than a critical particle size. With this information, microstructural uncertainty can be further reduced. Choosing ice bead sizes that
support sintering of solid bonds would allow for determining the bond
size, the last free microstructural parameter in ice bead samples. By
fully controlling the main (and unambiguously defined) microstructural
parameters, their interrelations and their influence on macroscopic behavior can be examined, and all model parameters would be predefined.
In view of the general understanding of microstructural and mechanical properties of snow, the ice beads also provide new opportunities.
As shown in this thesis, the bond network constitutes a crucial part of
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the microstructure (Chapter 6). It is defined by the number and size
of bonds. These parameters can be manipulated in the experiments, as
shown in the structural analysis of the ice bead samples (Chapter 3.3.2).
By creating variation in these microstructural bond parameters, their influence on the macroscopical behavior could experimentally be analyzed.
This is crucial for advancing snow micromechanics, but is yet possible
only for idealized model snow.
Microstructural variation can be further enhanced by using non-spherical model snow. In the present work, the developed tumbling method
was optimized for producing spherical particles. The main goal was to
obtain spheres as they have the simplest shapes and facilitate DEM validation. However, depending on the base particles filled into the tumbler,
particles with non-spherical shapes can also be produced by tumbling.
The ellipsoidal particles (described in Chapter 2.1.1) would form microstructures in which particles and contacts are defined and can be
identified by image analysis, similar to the spherical particles. Using
ellipsoidal, or spherical and ellipsoidal model snow in experiments would
enhance the microstructural variation, e.g. in the numbers and sizes of
contacts. The "potato snow" shown in Figure 2.2 could be used as an intermediate step to go from spheres (or ellipsoids) towards natural snow:
grains can be still clearly defined, but shapes are non-spherical.
Suggestions for further simulations. The comparison of experiments and simulations can still be improved, which is promising for snow
micromechanics and simulations with numerical models. In the simulations with the Liggghts-ice model, which yielded the best comparison
with the experiments (Chapter 6), the noise in the compression-curves
could be reduced by including also a damping in the bonds to yield
a better comparison with the experiments. With this and fully constrained microstructure parameters (as suggested above) a peak-by-peak
comparison of the compression tests seems feasible. This would allow
to investigate the roles of friction, sintering, and particle shape in the
post-peak-regime with snow in the granular state. Distinguishing these
factors is necessary to decide if sintering during (sub-)second contact
times needs to be taken into account, and whether non-spherical particle
shapes can be empirically accounted for by a rolling friction parameter
or need a more detailed representation. Moreover, the sensitivity of the
simulations to structural changes could be examined. Gaining profound
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knowledge and control of these influencing factors is essential for finally
simulating natural snow with simplified microstructures of spheres, as
discussed at the end of Chapter 7.
In this thesis, ice beads were used for snow mechanical investigations
and model validation. But ice beads might also serve as an interesting,
experimental system for other applications in snow, for example, for investigating optical properties, where sphere based models are still widely
used.
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